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Abstract

Chilling injury in banana fruit is caused by prolonged exposure to temperatures less than

13"C. This can occur during bunch development in the field or postharvest handling and

storage. Mild symptoms of chilling injury are localised to peel tissue and reduce visual

quality of fruit. Light microscopy was used in the present study to analyse s¡rmptoms of

mild chilling injury in Cavendish cv. Wlliams banana. Following storage at 5oC for

24hours, symptoms of chilling injury in the form of brown discolouration was observed

within laticifers in sub-epidermal peel tissue. Browning was not observed in other

vascular tissues as previous research has suggested.

Causal mechanisms associated with browning of latex within laticifers were investigated.

Polyphenol oxidase (PPO) activity in fractions of banana peel latex was measured and

found to be highest in the lutoid fraction. PPO activity also provided indirect evidence

that phenolics were present in peel latex. Literature suggests possible

compartmentalisation of PPO and phenolics in banana lutoids. In this study it is

suggested that PPO and phenolics associated with lutoids in banana peel latex may be

involved in browning due to chilling stress. The lipid content of lutoids from banana latex

was also investigated using FTIR spectroscopy, but showed no further involvement of

lutoids in the browning reaction caused by chilling.

Control of held chilling using modified bunch covers was investigated. Bunch covers

used in modern banana production are usually polyethylene bags, placed over bunches
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during development in the field. Experiments in a northern Queensland plantation

investigated effects of modified bunch covers on fruit yield and quality characteristics of

Cavendish cv. Wlliams bananas, including the development of mild chilling injury

symptoms. A further field trial was conducted using different coloured bunch covers with

varied interception of photosynthetically-active radiation (PAR), to determine any

negative effects of bunch cover shading on fruit yield and quality.

Different coloured and layered polyethylene films (blue, double green, silver yellow and

silver black) modified PAR transrnission of bunch covers (PAR transmission l%l - 56,

38, 7 , 0). During summer 2003 , varying PAR transmission of bunch covers significantly

affected fruit size. Fruit from blue polyethylene covers, which transmitted most light,

were larger than fruit from covers with less light transmission. Between cover treatments

of lower light transmission, fruit size remained similar. It is suggested, during summer

when cloud cover in northern Queensland limits solar radiation, bunch covers with high

PAR transmission facilitate greater bunch photosynthesis, which improves fruit size.

Fruit quality was generally unaffected by varying PAR transmission of bunch covers, but

cover treatments were found to influence peel colour. Peel colour of fruit from 'silver

black' covers was significantly paler. This may have impacted upon gleen life due to

increased de-greening. Results from this experiment suggest that bunch photosynthesis

significantly influences fruit size and peel colour during summer growing periods.

Modified bunch covers constructed from existing bunch cover films and polyethylene

bubble wrap ('blue * silver bubble' and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver
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bubble') were used to test control of freld chilling during winter 2003 and 2004.

Compared to standard blue polyethylene bunch covers, modified covers significantly

reduced exposure of bunches to chilling conditions in the field and the development of

visible chilling injury symptoms on the peel surface and in underpeel tissue. Greatest

control of field chilling was shown using the non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' cover

design. Relative to the standard blue cover, in winter 2003 the non-sealed 'silver blue +

silver bubble' cover design reduced chilling exposure by 95% at the top and 45Yo at the

bottom of bunches. This totally controlled chilling injury symptoms in the top and middle

bunch regions. In winter 2004 chilling conditions were lnore severe and chilling exposurc

was reducedby 85% using the non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' cover. This reduced

the severity of peel surface chilling s¡rmptoms by 67% in the top bunch region relative to

fruit from blue covers.

Yield characteristics were positively influenced by 'blue * silver bubble' and sealed and

non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers. Improved fruit size and weight was

probably due to enhanced temperature conditions inside the bunch environment, relative

to 'control' covers. Fruit quality was generally unaffected by blue * silver bubble' and

sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers. However peel colour was

significantly influenced by these cover treatments, compared to the 'control' covers.

Reduced light transmission of covers produced paler fruit. This may have influenced

other quality characteristics, such as green life and SSC levels, as it confounded

assessment of ripening stage.
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wrap cover (5mm bubble diameter), blue polyethylene cover (control) inside silver painted

bubble wrap çover (5mm bubble diameter) and a silver blue polyethylene film (commercial)

inside silver painted bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter). Ambient chilling severity shown for

comparison.

Figure 5.9 Silver blue + silver bubble bunch cover showed superior control ofbunch

chilling in trial experiments set-up beneath shade cloth in the Waite orchard during Spring

(September to October) 2002 (A). Cover was constructed from 50pm thick blue polyethylene

film with silver ink on inside surface and 1 x layer polyethylene bubble wrap (5mm bubble

diameter) with silver paint applied to inside surface (B).

Figure 5.10 Surface chilling (degree minutes < l3"C) at the top and bottom of Cavendish

banana cv. Williams bunches inside different cover treatments in the Waite orchard during

the coldest nighttime period measured in Spring (September to October) 2002. Treatments

included a blue polyetþlene cover (control) compared to a silver blue polyethylene film

(commercial) inside silver painted bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter). Ambient chilling

severity shown for comParison.
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Figure 5.ll Possible chilling control for three separate bunches using the silver blue +

silver bubble wrap cover during a 6 month winter period in a northem Queensland Plantation

during 2001 . Bunch cover was constructed from a 50¡rm thick blue polyethylene bag with silver

ink on the inside surface, inside a polyethylene bubble wrap bag (5mm bubble diameter) with

silver paint applied to the inside surface. Red line indicates control based on proven data from

field trials in Waite orchard and green line indicates potential control based on maximum

chilling control from \üaite orchard.

Figure 6.1 Bunch cover treatments on bunches in field, testing effects of PAR

transmission on fruit yield and quality in a northern Queensland plantation during summer 2003.

'PAR transmissions are a peraentage relative to levels of PAR measured from direct sunlight.

Data are averages of l2 replicates where different subscripts in PAR column denote significant

differences using a LSD test.

Figure 6.2 Unripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that were

produced inside cover treatments ('control', 'double green', 'silver yellow' and 'silver black')

with varying PAR transmission in a northern Queensland plantation during a field experiment

conducted during summer 2003.

Figure 6.3 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE

L, C and Ho colour system to illustrate peel colour of unripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams.

Fruit were grown in cover treatments ('control' O , 'double green'l¡ , 'silver yellow'

and 'silver black' O ) with varying PAR transmission during development in a northem

Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003. Each

point represents the mean of 81 replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment.

Figure 6.4 Peel surface CIE hue angle (H") scores ofunripe Cavendish banana cv.

Witliams grown inside cover treatments ('control' [A], 'double green' [B] and 'silver yellow' [C]

and'silver black' [D]) with varying PAR transmission in northem Queensland plantation located

near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 9

replicates for Ho.

F'igure 6.5 Ripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that were produced

inside cover treatments ('control', 'double green', 'silver yellow' and 'silver black') with varying

pAR transmission in a northern Queensland plantation during a field experiment conducted

during summer 2003.

Figure 6.6 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE

L, C and Ho colour system to illustrate peel colour of ripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams'

Fruit were grown in cover treatments ('control' | , 'double green'f , 'Silver yellow'

and 'silver black' O ) with varying PAR transmission during development in a northern

eueensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003' Each

point represents the mean of 81 replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment.
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Figure 7.1 Commercial bunch cover and packaging materials used in construction of

bunch cover treatments ('control', 'blue * silver bubble', 'silver blue + silver bubble'). Covers were

used in a northem Queensland plantation during 2003 (summer and winter) and2004 (winter)

freld experiments, investigating effects on bunch surface temperature, chilling injury, fruit yield

and quality. 184

Figure 7.2 Nylon drawstring mechanism used to close over the bottom of sealed 'silver

blue * silver bubble' covers in 2004 winter field experiment, 186

Figure 7.3 Cover treatmonts over developing bunches in a northem Queensland

plantation during 2003 summer and winter held experiments. Cover treatmenls included a

'control' cover (A), a'blue * silver bubble' cover (B) and a'silver blue + silver bubble' cover (C). 188

Figure 7.4 Cover treatments over developing bunches in a northem Queensland plantation

during a 2004 winter field experiment. The troatments include a'control' cover (A), a'silver blue

+ silver bubble' (non-sealed) (B) and a 'silver blue + silver bubble' (sealed) (C). I 89

Figure 7.5 Temperature data loggers (Tiny Tag Plus and Tiny Talk Loggers, Hastings

Data Loggers, Port Macquarie, NSW) used to measure changes in bunch surface temperature

every l5 minutes at different bunch regions (top [A], middle [A] and bottom [A and B]),

during development in the field. Sensors were attached to fingers using rubber bands and

loggers secured to the bunch stalk or between hands using rubber bands and adhesive tape. 192

Figure 7.6 (A) Average minimum, mean and maximum surface temperatures fC) and

(B) exposure time (hours) to temperatures ranging between 29 and 30oC of Cavendish banana

cv. lfiilliams bunches inside different cover treatments during development in a northern

Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003' Each

column represents the mean of 4 replicates for cover treatmont; (A) subscripts within

temperature categories (minimum, mean and maximum) and (B) subscripts both denote least

significant differences between temperatures using an LSD test' 799

Figure 7.7 (A) Average minimum, mean and maximum surface temperatures ("C) and

(B) exposure time (hours) to tomperatures ranging between 29 and 30oC of Cavendish banana

cv. Williams bunches inside different cover treatments, during development in a northern

Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003' Each

column represents the mean of 4 replicates for cover treatment; (A) subscripts within

temperature categories (minimum, mean and maximum) and (B) subscripts both denote least

significant differences between temperatures using an LSD test. 201
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Figure 7.8 Severity of surface chilling (degree minutes < l3"C) at the top (A) and

bottom (B) of Cavendish banana cv. Williams bunches for the I I individual chilling events

recorded inside different cover treatments during development period in northern Queensland

plantation located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003. (B) Each column

represents the mean of 4 replicates for each cover treatment; subscripts in columns denote least

significant differences between chilling severity for separate events using an LSD test.

Uncontrollable chilling events inside 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers circled in blue (A and B).203

Figure 7.9 Total surface chilling (degree minutes < l3"C) at the top and bottom of

Cavendish banana cv. Williams bunches beneath different cover treatments during the

development period in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter

(June to September) of 2003. Columns represent mean chilling severity of the 11 individual

chilling events recorded during development. Those in the bottom bunch region also represent

the mean of 4 replicates for each cover treatment. 204

Figure 7.10 (A) Average minimum, mean and maximum surface temperature ("C) and

(B) exposure time (hours) to temperatures ranging between 29 and 30oC of Cavendish banana

cv. l(illiams bunches inside different cover treatments, during development in a northern

Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2004.

Each column represents the mean of 2 replicates for each cover treatment. 206

Figure 7.11 Severity of individual chilling events (degree minutes < l3"C) at the top (A),

middle (B) and bottom (C) of Cavendish banana cv. Williams bunches inside different cover

treatments during development in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during

winter (June to September) of 2004. Each column represents the mean of two replicates for

each cover treatment. Uncontrollable chilling events inside non-sealed 'silver blue + silver

bubble'covers circled in green (4, B and C). 208

Figure 7.12 Total surface chilling (degree minutes < 13"C) at the top, middle and

bottom of Cavendish banana cv. Ililliams bunches inside different cover treatments during

the development period in northem Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter

(June to September) of 2004. Columns represent mean of 2 replicates for each cover treatment. 210

Figure 7.13 Unripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed

inside different cover treatments ('control', 'blue * silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble')

in a northern Queensland plantation during a field experiment conducted during summer 2003. 214

Figure 7.14 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L, C

and Ho colour system to illustrate peel colour of unripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams.Fruit

were grown inside different cover treatments ('control'O , 'blue + silver bubbleO and

'silver blue + silver bubble' ) during development in a northern Queensland plantation

located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003. Each point represents the mean

of 108 replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment. 216
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Figure 7.15 Peel surface CIE hue angle (H") scores ofunripe Cavendish banana cv'

Ilitliams grown inside different cover treatments ['control' (A), 'blue + silver bubble' (B) and

'silver blue + silver bubble'(C)]. Covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during

development period in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer

(February to May) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 9 replicates for Ho.

F'igure 7.16 Unripe banana hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that

developed inside cover treatments ('control', 'blue + silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver

bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation during a field experiment conducted during

winter 2003.

Figure 7.17 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L, C

and Ho colour system to illustrate peel colour of unripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams.Fruit

were grown inside different cover treatments ('control'O , 'blue + silver bubble'O and

'silver blue * silver bubble' ) during development in a northern Queensland plantation

located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003. Each point represents the mean

of 108 replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment.

Figure 7.18 Peel surface CIE hue angle (H") scores ofunripe Cavendish bananas cv.

l(illiams grown inside different cover treatments ('control' [A], 'blue + silver bubble' [B] and

'silver blue + silver bubble' [C]). Covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during

development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to

September) of 2003 . Each point represents the mean of three replicates for Ho.

Figure 7.19 (A) Average finger weight (g) and (B) average finger girth (cm) of Cavendish

bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage I from different regions of bunches subjected to different

cover treatments during development in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully

during winter (June to September) of 2003. Each column represents the mean of 4 bunch

replicates for each cover treatment and 3 fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least

significant differences between weight using an LSD test'

Figure 7.20 Scores [1 (healthy) - 6 (extreme)] for peel surface chilling symptom severity

of Cavendish bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage I from different regions of bunches

subjected to different cover treatments during development in northem Queensland plantation

located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003. Each column represents the

mean of4 bunch replicates for each cover treatment and 3 fingers for each bunch region;

subscripts denote least signihcant differences between chilling score using an LSD test.

Figure 7.21 Unripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches developed

inside different cover treatments ('control', non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' and sealed

'silver blue + silver bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during a field

experiment conducted during winter 2004.
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Figure7.22 Underpeel tissue ofunripe banana fingers from different bunch regions (top,

middle and bottom) that developed inside various cover treatments ('control', non-sealed

'silver blue + silver bubble' and sealed'silver blue + silver bubble') in a northem Queensland

plantation near Tully, during a field experiment conducted during winter 2004. 233

Figure 7.23 (A) Average finger weight (g) and (B) average finger girth (cm) of Cavendish

bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage I from different regions of bunches subjected to different

cover treatments during development in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully

during winter (June to September) of 2004. Each column represents the mean of 4 bunch

replicates for each cover treatment and 3 fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least

significant differences between weight (A) and gitth (B) using an LSD test. 235

Figure 7,24 Chilling severity scores [1 (healthy) - 6 (extreme)] for (A) peel surface and

(B) underpeel tissue of Cavendish bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage I from different

regions ofbunches subjected to different cover treatments during development in northern

Queensland plantation near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2004. Each column

represents the mean of 4 bunch replicates for each cover treatment and 3 fingers for each bunch

region; subscripts denote least significant differences between chilling score using an LSD test. 236

Figure 7.25 Soluble solids concentration of ripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams from

different cover treatments ('control' [A], 'blue * silver bubble' [B] and 'silver blue * silver bubble'

[C]). Covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during development period in

northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003.

Each point represents the mean of6 replicates for soluble solids concentration. 238

Figure 7.26 Ripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed inside

different cover treatments ('control', 'blue + silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble') in a

northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during a field experiment conducted during summer

2003. 241

Fig1gù:e 7.27 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L, C

and Ho colour system to illustrate peel colour of ripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams.Ftuit

were grown inside different cover treatments ('control'! , 'blue + silver bubble' I and

'silver blue + silver bubble' ) during development in a northern Queensland plantation

near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 108

replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment. 242

Figure 7.28 Peel surface cIE hue angle (H") scores ofripe cavendish banana cv.

Williams grown inside different cover treatments ['control' (A), 'blue + silver bubble' (B) and

'silver blue + silver bubble' (C)]. Covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during

development period in northern Queensland plantation near Tully during summer (February

to May) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 9 replicates for Hue angle. 242
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Figure 7.29 Peel surface and underpeel tissue ofripe banana hngers from different

bunch regions (top, middle and bottom) that developed inside various cover treatments ('control',

'blue * silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation

near Tully, during a field experiment conducted during summer 2003.

Figure 7.30 Soluble solids concentration of ripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams

grown inside different cover treatments ('control' [A], 'blue + silver bubble' [B] and 'silver

blue + silver bubble' [C]). Covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during

development in a northem Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June

to September) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 6 replicates for soluble solids

concentration.

Figure 7.31 Ripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed

inside different cover treatments ('control', 'blue + silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble')

in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during a field experiment conducted during

winter 2003.

Figure 7.32 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L, C

and Ho colour system to illustrate peel colour of ripe Cavendish bananas cv. Lltilliams.Frttit

were grown inside different cover treatments ('control'f , 'blue + silver bubble' I and

'silver blue + silver bubble' ) during development in a northern Queensland plantation

located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003. Each point represents the mean

of 108 replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment.

F'igure 7.33 Underpeel mild chilling symptoms from ripe banana fingers from the top,

middle and bottom of bunches that developed inside various cover treatments ('control',

'blue + silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation

near Tully, during a field experiment conducted during winter 2003'

Figure 7.34 Chilling symptom severity scores Il (healthy) - 6 (extreme)] from (A) peel

surface and (B) underpeel tissue of Cavendish banan as cv. Williams at ripening stage 6 from

different regions of bunches developed inside different cover treatments during development

in northern Queensland plantation near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003.

(A and B) Each column represents the mean of 4 bunch replicates for each cover treatment

and 3 fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least significant differences between

chilling score using an LSD test.

Figure 7.35 Mild chilling injury severity (scores I - 6) of underpeel tissue of ripe

Cavendish bananas cv. Williams exposed to varying levels of chilling (degree minutes < l3"C)

during development beneath different cover treatments ['control' (A), 'blue + silver bubble' (B)

and'silver blue + silver bubble' (C)]. Bunches were grown in a northern Queensland plantation

near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 3

replicates for underpeel chilling severity scores'
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Figure 7.36 Soluble solids concentration of ripe Cavendish bananas cv . Williams

grown inside different cover treatments ['control' (A), non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble'

(B) and sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' (C)1. Covers allowed varying levels of PAR

transmission during development in a norlhem Queensland plantation located near Tully

during winter (June to September) of 2004. Each point represents the mean of 6 replicates

for soluble solids concentration.

Figure 7.37 Ripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed

inside various cover treatments ('control', non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' and sealed

'silver blue + silver bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during a field

experiment conducted during winter 2004.

Figure 7.38 Peel surface and underpeel mild chilling symptoms from ripe banana fingers

from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed inside various cover treatments

('control', non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' and sealed'silver blue + silver bubble') in a

northem Queensland plantation near Tully, during a lield experiment conducted during winter

2004.

Figure 7.39 Chilling symptom severity scores [l (healthy) - 6 (extreme)] for (A') peel

surface and (B) underpeel tissue of Cavendish bananas cv. Williqms (ripening stage 6) from the

top, middle and bottom of bunches. Bunches were from different cover treatments during

development in northem Queensland plantation near Tully during winter (June to September)

of 2004. Each column represents the mean of 4 bunch replicates for each cover treatment and 3

fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least significant differences between chilling

score using an LSD test.

Figure 7.40 Percentage discolouration in images ofunderpeel tissue from Cavendish

bananas cv. llílliams (ripening stage 6) from the top, middle and bottom of bunches from

different cover treatments during development in northem Queensland plantation near Tully

during winter (June to September) of 2004. Each column represents the mean of 4 bunch

replicates for each cover treatment and 3 fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote

least signihcant differences between percentage discolouration using an LSD test.

Figure 7.41 Total surface chilling (degree minutes < 13oC) at different regions in

Cavendish banana cv. Wílliams bunches, inside different cover treatments during
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Chapter 1

1 General introduction

As a tropical fruit, bananas can be susceptible to chilling stress when exposed to

temperatures below 13"C. In temperate growing regions this can occur in the field during

bunch development and is referred to in the industry as field chilling (Simmonds, 1959).

Field chilling causes mild symptoms of chilling injury, including dulling of the peel

surface and discolouration of sub-epidermal peel tissue (Serberry and Harris, 1994;

Hewage et al., 1996; Turner, 1997). Reports suggest that sub-epidermal browning is

localised to a variety of vascular tissues (Hall and Scott, 1977; Couey, 1982; Stover and

Simmonds, 1987; John and Marchal, 1995; Hewage et a1.,1996; Nguyen et a1.,2003).

This research attempted to more clearly clarify the initial symptoms of mild chilling

injury in banana peel and to investigate likely causal mechanisms.

Banana markets are becoming increasing quality conscious (Lindsay et a1.,2004). For

consumers, one of the most important quality characteristics is visual appearance

(Francis, 1977). The visual symptoms of field chilling injury significantly contribute to

the inability of banana producers and retailers to satisfy these quality standards. Banana

prices can range from $5 to $15 per carton because of variation in fruit quality (Lindsay

et a1.,2004).It is suggested that losses and price reductions due to freld chilling cost the

Australian banana industry approximately $1 million per year (Johnson, T. pers. colnm.,

2002).
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Little has been done to address the problem of field chilling in the past. This is partly due

to a lack of market competition from overseas importers of fresh bananas. Importation of

fresh bananas has been prohibited due to quarantine restrictions to prevent introduction of

exotic pests and diseases into Australia (Australian Banana Growers Council, 2004).

However, since the outbreak of Black Sigatoka disease in northern Queensland in 2001,

the Philippines had been pressuring the Australian government to accept importation of

fresh bananas into Australia (Australian Banana Growers Council, 2004). Tropical

countries such as the Philippines do not experience field chilling and could provide high

quality bananas during the Australian wintel period when Australian bananas are

exhibiting chilling injury. The threat of market competition highlights the need to

investigate freld chilling control in Australian plantations.

The main aim of this research was to investigate control of field chilling of bananas using

adaptations of the bunch cover. Physical characteristics relating to heat and light energy

transmission through various plastic films and packaging materials were investigated in

experiments to select for materials to optimize bunch temperature conditions. Based on

this information bunch covers were designed and their effects on bunch temperature, fruit

yield and quality, including freld chilling symptoms were studied.
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Chapter 2

2 Literature review

2.1 Banana classifìcation

Edible bananas of the Eumusa Series (Musa spp.) belong to the genus Musa of the family

Musaceae (Simmonds, 1959). They are thought to have originated in South East Asia

from two wild species, Musa acuminata and Musa balbisiana. Bananas belonging to the

Eumusa Series can be diploid, trþloid or tetraploid. Depending upon their genome,

bananas are often described with a combination of the letters "4" or "8" (for M.

acuminatq and M. balbisiana respectively). Triploid cultivars of the A\rA.{ Group are

common in Australia for commercial production (Simmonds, 1959), with most being of

the Cavendish subgroup. The Cavendish subgroup includes the various cultivars

Williams, Grand Nain, and Mons Mori. Williams cultivar accounts for approximately

95% of Australian production (Australian Banana Growers Council, 2005). The

remaining 5% of production consists of Pome cv. Lady Finger (AAB group) (Australian

Banana Growers Council, 2005) and FHIA-OI cv. Goldfinger (AAAB group), which is a

newer variety that is produced to a lesser extent.
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2.2 Australian banana industry

Eighty two percent of Australian bananas are grown in northern Queensland. Fifteen

percent are grown in southeast Queensland and along the northern New South 'Wales

coast. The remainder are produced in Western Australia around Camarvon and

Kununurra and in the Northern Territory around Darwin (Australian Banana Growers

Council, 2005). 1n2004, it was estimated that bananas were produced from a total area of

over 14,100 hectares, with a total production of approximately 310,800 tonnes

(Australian Banana Growers Council, 2005). Figure 2.1 shows the Australian banana

growmg reglons

World banana production in 2002 was approximately 68,016,800 tonnes. Australia's

share of production is not large in comparison to other countries, such as India, Brazil,

China, Ecuador and the Philippines. India alone produced over 16,450,000 tonnes of

bananas h 2002, which was over 52 times Australia's total production (Australian

Banana Growers Council, 2005). Ecuador is the largest exporter of fresh bananas.

Australian bananas are predominantly produced to satisfy local markets and export of

fresh bananas from Australia is almost negligible (Collins et al., 2004). Only a small

amount of bananas are exported to Japan, Indonesia, Hong Kong, and New Zealand.

Although Australian bananas are produced mainly for local markets, the industry is still

one of the most valuable in Australian horticulture. Australians consume approximately
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20 kilograms of bananas per person per year (Collins et a1.,2004). The gross value of the

Australian banana industry in2002 was estimated at $415 million (Collins et a1.,2004).

In comparison the gross value of the Australian citrus industry in 2002 was

approximately $425 million. [n2002 the apple industry had an approximate gross value

of $348 million, and the pear industry was valued at $99 million. The table grape industry

had a gross value of $197 million in2002, while the melon industry was valued at $131

million (Collins et a|.,2004).

As much as 70l|.o of Australian bananas are sold through major chain stores, such as

Woolworths, Coles and Foodland (Australian Banana Growers Council, 2005). Tight

market competition between these major stores has increased demand on producers to

provide quality fruit through quality assessment programs, such as the Woolworths

Vendor Quality Assurance System. From the consumer's perspective, bananas should

have a bright yellow peel, no bruises or markings, no fungal rot, uniform size, long shelf

life and a good banana flavour (Israeli and Lahav, 1936). However, during production

and postharvest handling there are a number of factors, such as mechanical damage,

fungal rots, sunburn, insect pest damage, maturity bronzing and chilling injury, that can

reduce fruit quality (Chiquita Banana Quality Specifications, 1997).

2.3 Chilting injury and field chilling

Chilling injury is a major factor that can contribute to the inability of banana producers

and retailers to satisfy quality standards. Úr tropical produce, like banana, it is a
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physiological disorder induced by exposure to low temperatures between 13 and 0'C

(Marriott, 1980; Israeli and Lahav,1986; Wills et a1.,1998). In mild cases it can reduce

the visual quality of fruit. More severe chilling injury can also affect the pulp and

ripening process. Symptoms of chilling injury will be discussed in greater detail in the

next section.

Chilling injury can occur in the field, or during transport and storage. Chilling injury that

occurs in the field is referred to as field chilling or plantation chilling (Simmonds, 1959)'

Fruit losses and price reductions due to field chilling have been estimated to cost

producers and retailers approximately $1 million per year (Johnson, T. pers. comm.,

2002).

Field chilling usually occurs during winter months in Australian banana growing regions

(Simmonds , lg5g). Even in northem Queensland, which has a tropical climate, chilling

conditions can occur. According to the Bureau of Meteorology (2002) night temperatures

often range between 8 and 16'C during winter in northern Queensland.

Despite the fact that freld chilling causes decreased quality of fruits and reduces market

value, little has been done to address the problem. This stems from a lack of market

competition within the Australian banana industry because importation of fresh bananas

is prohibited due to quarantine restrictions. These restrictions were put in place to prevent

introduction of pathogenic organisms responsible for such exotic diseases as Black

Sigatoka, Moko and Bugtok into Australia (Australian Banana Growers Council, 2004)'
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However, in 2001 the disease Black Sigatoka, caused by the fungus Mycosphaerella

fijiensis was found in North Queensland plantations (Australian Banana Growers

Council, 2004). Following this outbreak, countries such as the Philippines have been

pressuring the Australian govemment to accept imported bananas. Tropical countries,

such as the Philippines do not experience the problem of field chilling due to their

waÍner climate, so they could provide consumers with more appealing, higher quality

bananas during the winter period when Australian bananas are exhibiting chilling injury.

The implications of importation of bananas are therefore likely to be serious for the

Australian banana industry and highlight the need for better control of field chilling.

2.3.1 Symptoms

Symptoms that develop in response to chilling stress directly translate into reduced fruit

quality. Mild symptoms, commonly caused by field chilling, include browning of sub-

epidermal peel tissue, giving the fruit a streaked appearance. This is visible in green fruit,

but more obvious after ripening (Skog, 1993). Reports are conflicting in regards to which

tissues are discoloured by mild chilling injury. Many sources broadly suggest that

browning occurs in vascular tissue (Hall and Scott, 1977;Hewage et al',1996; Nguyen e/

al., 2003). Some sources more specihcally identify sieve tubes and latex vessels as the

site of browning (Murata, 1969; John and Marchal, 1995; Couey, 1982; Stover and

Simmonds, 1987). A need to clarify which tissues are affected by mild chilling seems

evident given the inconsistency of this information'
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Once ripened, bananas also have a dull yellow or smoky appearance (Seberry and Harris,

1994; Turner, 1997) (Figure 2.2). However, mild chilling injury does not affect the

texture or flavour of the pulp (Klieber and Mu Chui, 2002).

Visual symptoms of more severe chilling which often result from incorrect storage

conditions, include blackening of the skin, surface lesions and pitting (Azíz et al.,1976;

Paull, 1990; Skog, 1998). Severe breakdown of tissue may even cause water soaking.

Breakdown of tissue also increases susceptibility to mechanical and pathogen damage

(Couey, 1982; Morris, 1982; Paull, 1990).

Chilling injury can slow the ripening process or cause uneven ripening within hands

(Paull, 1990; Turne4 1997). Severely chilled fruit can also be hard to peel when ripe

(Aziz et al., 1976). Chilling injury can slow conversion of starch to sugars during

ripening, which impacts on sweetness and flavour. It can also cause production and

accumulation of toxins which affects fruit flavour (Aziz et al., 1976; Wang, 1982).

Olorunda et at. (1978) and Marriott (1980) reported that severe chilling caused banana

pulp to remain astringent and acidic, and reduce flavour and sweetness.

S5rmptoms of chilling injury usually become more pronounced after removal from the

chilling conditions due to an increase in the fruit's metabolic activity at warmer

temperatures (Aziz et a1.,1976; Paull, 1990).
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ßigure 2.2 Peel surface of a healthy banana fruit (right) compared to one with

symptoms of mild chilling injury (left) similar to those caused by field chilling.
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2.3.2 Mechanisms

In fresh produce, the primary response to chilling stress is almost instantaneous and

involves physical changes (Figure 2.3). These include the dissociation of proteins and

enzyrnes and the phase transition of cellular membranes from a flexible liquid crystalline

to a solid gel state due to physical change in a small percentage of the membrane lipids

(Murata, 1990; Wills et al., 1998). An increase in membrane lipid viscosity leads to

increased permeability, ion leakage and impaired protoplasmic streaming (Wills et al.,

1998). These changes have been reported in the membrane of plant cells, plasma,

mitochondria, chloroplasts, thylakoids, plastids and vacuoles (Murata,1990; Amiot et al.,

ree7).

Physical changes that occur as the primary response to chilling can be repaired if

temperatures return to greater than 13"C. However, if chilling stress continues the

integrity of cellular membranes declines beyond repair and leakage of solutes occurs

(Wang, 1982). This membrane damage sets off a cascade of secondary reactions referred

to as the secondary response (Morris, 1982) (Figure 2.3).

Membrane disruption causes release of polyphenol oxidase (PPO) which is then free to

react with phenolic compounds in a diphenolase reaction (Zawistowski et al., l99l;

Whitaker and Lee, 1995; Nguyen et a1.,2003). According to Yang et al. (2001) the main

PPO in banana peel is catechol oxidase. PPO is associated with a variety of organelles
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Figure 2.3 Banana responses to chilling temperatures (less than 13oC) that lead to the

appearance of chilling injury symptoms (Wills et a|.,1998)
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including chloroplasts, plastids, vacuoles and vesicles. It can also be found in cytoplasm

orboundtocellwalls(Shomeretal., 1979;Marques etal.,1995; Amiotetal., 1997;

Nguyen et a1.,2003). Phenolic compounds are found mainly in vacuoles (Nguyen et al.,

2003). Dopamine is the most common phenolic in banana, reported in high levels in both

peel and pulp (Kanazawa and Sakakibara, 2000; Yang et a1.,2004). PPO and phenolics

react to produce unstable o-quinones, which accumulate and undergo a sequence of

polymerisation reactions that produce brown pigments, which cause visible

discolouration of tissues (Zawistowski et al., 1991; Whitaker and Lee, 1995; Turner,

lg97). This is why brown streaking can be seen in sub-epidermal peel tissue in mildly

chilled banana. The reaction mechanism for oxidation of dopamine by banana PPO can

be seen infrgure2.4.

Browning due to chilling injury has been positively correlated with PPO activity in

banana. Nguyen et al. (2003) reported that development of chilling injury s¡rmptoms in

unripe bananas, due to continued storage at 6oC, compared to 10oC, was positively

correlated with increases in peel PPO activity. Increased PPO activity was affributed to

membrane degradation and cellular leakage, which allow phenolics to come into content

with PPO. However, a study by Bagnato (2002) found storage of unripe Cavendish cv.

Williams bananas at 5oC for four days had no affect on peel PPO activity compared to

fruit stored at room temperature for the same period. Bagnato (2002) stated that fruit used

in the experiment could have been subjected to prior field chilling, therefore confounding

results.
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As mentioned in Section2.3.l, there seems to be some confusion surrounding the under

peel tissue(s) affected by mild chilling in banana. To elaborate on this, there is also little

evidence to suggest why any of the suggested tissues, such as sieve tubes or latex vessels

might be more susceptible to chilling than other peel tissues. Although various sources

have reported the presence of water-soluble tannins and phenolic substances in banana

peel latex (Simmonds , 1959; Baker et a1.,1990; Turne4 1997), PPO activity has not been

measured in banana latex. However, PPO activity in latex from other plant species, such

as Hevea brasiliensis and Papaver somniferum has been well documented (Roberts,

l97I;Low and Wiemken, 1984; Wititsuwannakul et a1.,2002). This tends to support the

idea that browning is caused by oxidation of phenolics in latex vessels, though further

investigation is required.

2.4 Assessment of chilling injury

Chilling injury in fresh produce is difficult to assess. There are no easily measured

physiological or visual changes that are specific to chilling injury in plant tissue (Saltveit

and Morris, 1990). Similar sSrmptoms can be induced by factors other than chilling stress,

including mechanical injury and low relative humidity. However, several commonly

occurring symptoms, discussed in Section 2.3.1, are often used as indicators of the

severity of chilling injury (Saltveit and Morris, 1990).

For bananas there are no early detection techniques for chilling injury, only the severity

of subsequent s5rmptoms after chilling can be measured (Saltveit and Morris, 1990). This
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is most commonly done by visual assessment, which is rapid, sensitive, non-destructive

and low cost, but as a subjective form of assessment it is prone to variation. The

inaccurate nature of visually scoring mild chilling injury symptoms of banana was

reported by Hewage et at. (1996). However, preliminary studies showed that use of a

standardized scoring chart of peel surface and sub-epidermal or under peel chilling

s¡rmptoms for comparison can improve consistency of visual assessments (Klieber, A.

pers. comm.,2002). Visual scoring scales have been used in the past to gauge chilling

injury of bananas, mangoes, peppers, limes, and grapefruit (Hewage et al.,1996).

There have been various attempts using physiological experiments to quantify chilling

injury. These have focused on changes in the rate of electrolyte leakage, lipid fluidity,

respiration, or photosynthesis, but none of these methods have become widely accepted

because they have shown to be either very time consuming or unreliable and destructive

(Wilson and Greaves, 1990).

Hewage et al. (1996) investigated the use of a Minolta Chroma Meter to quantify chilling

injury in banana. The study investigated both green and ripe fruit (subjected to a chilling

temperature of 11'C) and symptoms were quantified according to CIE measurements of

lightness (L), chroma (C), and hue angle (Ho). According to Hewage et al. (1996) the

colorimeter readings gave a more reliable and consistent measure of chilling damage

compared to visual assessment. However, the problem with using a Chroma Meter is that

it doesn't distinguish between browning due to chilling injury, such as streaking and any
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discolouration caused by non-chilling stress, such as bruising or markng on the peel

surface.

Chlorophyll fluorescence is another assay that has shown potential for quantifying

chilling injury in produce. It is based on detection of radiation of fluorescent energy from

the photos5mthetic pigments in chlorophyll, mainly the chlorophyll of photosystem II.

Because chlorophyll fluorescence is very sensitive to changes in photosystem II activity,

chilling induced impairment of photo reductive activity can be detected. Studies have

indicated that chlorophyll fluorescence maybe a useful technique for quantifying chilling

injury in various crops, including rice (Wilson and Greaves, 1990), green tomatoes

(Smillie et a1.,1990) and basil leaves (Meir et a1.,1997).

Bagnato (2002) investigated the use of chlorophyll fluorescence to detect mild chilling

injury in Cavendish banana fruits. However, there was little reduction in chlorophyll

fluorescence in mildly chilled fruit compared to non-chilled fruit. According to Bagnato

(2002), chlorophyll fluorescence was not useful for detecting chilling injury in banana

because chloroplasts located in the epidermal cells appeared to be less sensitive to

chilling than vascular tissues, which displayed symptoms of chilling damage.

A more promising approach to quantifying chilling injury symptoms might be the use of

imaging technology. This has been used to successfully quantify other quality defects in

fruit. For example, imaging techniques have been used for stem-end/calyx identification

in apple defect (Wen and Tao, 2000). Cavalieri and Pitts (1987) also used computer-
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imaging technique to assess apple maturity. Lin et al. (1993) used a video imaging

technique, along with specialised software to process images, to estimate chlorophyll

content of cucumbers. It was found that the change in average grey levels of the images

corresponded to the change in green colour during fruit development and storage.

Therefore chlorophyll content of excised disks was linearly related to the grey level of the

images. A similar technique might be used to record peel surface and under peel chilling

damage in bananas, where specialized software could quantify the amount of browning

depicted in the images.

2.5 Factors that influence chilling injury

Several factors contribute to the development of chilling injury symptoms in fresh

produce. They include intrinsic qualities of the tissue (such as species, cultivar, growth

conditions, age, maturity and previous exposure to stress) and extrinsic qualities of the

environment (such as temperature, duration of exposure, whether exposure is continuous

or intemrpted and relative humidity) (Saltveit and Morris, 1990). Some of these factors

are discussed.

The development of chilling injury symptoms is dependent on a time and temperature

interaction (Stover, 1972; Saltveit and Morris, 1990; Klieber and Mu Chui, 2002). ln

general, greater irjrr.y occurs when produce is exposed to lower chilling temperatures for

longer periods of time. Short exposure to low temperatures may not cause chilling injury

because changes within the fruit are reversible. The relationship between temperature and
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time is exponential (Turner, 1997). According to Simmonds (1959), unripe Giant

Cavendish bananas stored at lloC for 7 days will show sym.ptoms of chilling injury,

while the same variety of fruit stored at l2oC will not show symptoms of chilling injury

before 10 days. Hewage et al. (1996) states that unripe Dwarf Cavendish bananas show

the same equivalent chilling injury after 7 days storage at 8.8oC, 60 hours storage at 5.5oC

and 36 hours at 2.7oC. According to Hall and Scott (1977) mild symptoms of chilling

injury can be seen in Cavendish bananas after as little as 12 hours storage at 10oC.

Compared to chilling severity data in Table 2.1, this suggests that the most severe chilling

event during winter 2001 was probably sufficient to cause mild chilling of the fruit. As

yet no research has quantified what levels of exposure to field chilling will cause mild

chilling injury in banana.

In addition to temperature and exposure time, chilling injury can also be influenced by

banana variety (Stover and Simmonds, 1987; Saltveit and Morris, 1990). Research has

indicated that some banana varieties are more susceptible to chilling than others

(Lichtemberg et a1.,2001). InBrazll, cultivars of AAA, such as Cavendish cv. Williams

were more susceptible to chilling injury than AAB and ABB cultivars, such as Lady

Finger and Ducasse. The Queensland Horticultural Institute reported that Goldfinger

(AAAB group) bananas showed superior cold tolerance compared to the Cavendish cv'

Williams variety (Smith et a1.,1998). Pegg (1995) reported similar results. In fact, flavour

and texture of Goldfinger fruit from the cooler climate of northern New South Wales and

southem Queensland was superior compared to fruit produced in more tropical northern

Queensland. Australia does not produce varieties that are known for their tolerance to
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chilling. It was mentioned in section 2.t that production of Goldfinger bananas in

Australia is less than 5Yo, whereas Cavendish cv. Williams bananas account for the great

majority of the market (Australian Banana Growers Council, 2005). Production of

Williams bananas has more to do with consumer popularity rather than suitability to

growing region or tolerance to low temperafures.

Susceptibility to postharvest chilling injury can also be influenced by the climate of the

growing region. Hall and Scott (1977) reported that Cavendish bananas grown in the

subtropics of northern New South Wales showed symptoms of chilling injury after 12

hours storage at 10oC. However, Cavendish bananas grown in more tropical northern

Queensland showed chilling damage before 12 hours at 1OoC.

Some sources state that fruit maturity can also influence chilling susceptibility.

According to Simmonds (1959), mature green bananas are more sensitive to chilling than

during earlier stages of development and ripe fruit are more sensitive than green fruit.

Santana (1976) also reported that green fruit were less sensitive to chilling. [n contrast,

both Couey (1982) and Skog (1998) stated that ripe bananas were less sensitive to

chilling stress, but Couey (1982) also stated that the difference was too small to be useful.

Úr any case, reports seem conflicting.

According to Gemma et al. (1994) there is also a difference in chilling sensitivity

between the peel and pulp of banana. Following exposure to chilling conditions changes

in membrane permeability in peel and pulp tissue of mature green bananas was measured'
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Gemma et al. (1994) reported that the peel was sensitive to chilling below 8oC, while

changes in membrane permeability occurred in the pulp at temperatures less than or equal

to 5oC.

There is debate on whether saturation of phospholipids in membranes affects sensitivity

to undergoing phase changes in response to chilling stress (Wang,1982). This concept is

based on evidence that chilling sensitive plants, as a group, have less unsaturated fatty

acids in their phospholipids than most chill resistant plants (Patterson et al., 1978). For

example, studies of cucumber and sweet pepper have shown that a higher degree of

unsaturation coincided with higher chilling resistance (Wang, 1982). Also, chilling

tolerant lines of tomatoes had higher levels of unsaturated fatty acids, particularly

linolenic acid, than did non-tolerant lines. Matsuo et al. (1992) reported a high correlation

between chilling sensitivity and the sum of saturated fatty acids in the polar lipid

phosphatidylglycerol in several species of Leguminoseae. Perhaps the degree of

saturation of fatty acids in membranes might be useful in explaining varying sensitivity

of different plant tissues or organelles to chilling stress.

Altematively a change in membrane saturation of fatty acids in response to chilling stress

may help explain sensitivity. Wang and Gemma Q99$ measured fatty acid composition

of phospholipids in the peel and pulp of Cavendish bananas after chilling at 5oC and

suggested that the larger decrease in unsaturated fatty acids, especially linolenic acid, in

peel verses pulp tissue, corresponded with higher chilling sensitivity of the peel tissue.
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However, the relationship between phospholipid composition and chilling sensitivity is

not always consistent. Soybeans, which are sensitive to chilling, and peas, which are

more resistant to chilling, showed very similar levels of saturated fatty acids (Wang,

lg82). \üang (1982) also stated that the white potato, a temperate zone plant, had a lower

ratio of unsaturated fatty acids to total fatty acids than the sweet potato, a tropical plant.

Patterson et at. (1978) found only slightly greater unsaturation in lipids of more chill-

resistant species of Passiflora.

Other factors such as terrestrial radiation from the soil at night, the water content of the

soil, and ground cover or amount of debris covering the soil can affect field chilling

(Snyder and Connell, 1993). Heat energy is absorbed by the soil during the day (as short-

wave radiation) and emitted during the night as long wave radiation. Green vegetative

ground cover reduces the heat stored in the soil during the day due to reflection of solar

radiation, and as a result less is available for release at night, resulting in lower plantation

temperatures and a greater likelihood of chilling stress of the fruit (Snyder and Connell,

lgg3). Moist soils are also more capable of absorbing and storing heat energy than dry

soils, so more heat energy from solar radiation can be stored in the soil. Cool winds also

increase chilling stress as the cold air replaces the warm air in the plantation. This

increases the heat loss from the fruit to the air (Snyder and Connell, 1993).
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2.6 Control of field chilling

Little is done to directly address the problem of banana field chilling in Australia.

Reasons for this were discussed in Section 2.3. Indirectly, polyethylene bunch covers of

various colours and layers, which are used primarily to protect the bunch during

development against pest and mechanical damage, have been found to increase bunch

temperatures above ambient during cooler months (Daniells and Lindsay, 2004).

However, in their current form bunch covers are not effectively controlling the problem

(Figure 2.5).

The first avenue of control of field chilling would be to prevent exposure to chilling

temperatures. If chilling cannot be avoided the other option is growing varieties of

banana resistant to chilling stress. Strategies to control field chilling, including

development of new chilling tolerant banana varieties, using plantation floor management

techniques, or developing more effective forms of the bunch cover are discussed below.

2.6.1 Breeding for chilling tolerance

There is considerable potential for a genetic solution to alleviate field chilling with

traditional breeding or genetic engineering techniques. Research has indicated variation

in chilling sensitivity between and within different genome groups of banana. As

mentioned in section 2.5, cultivars of AAA group, such as Cavendish cv. Williams ate
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Figure 2.5 Polyethylene bunch covers such as this are commonly used for bunch

protection in commercial banana plantations. They offer limited control over field

chilling in their current form.
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more susceptible to chilling injury than AAB and ABB group cultivars, such as Lady

Finger and Ducasse (Lichtemberg et a1.,2001). Studies by Aziz et al. (1976) and Pegg

(1995) have shown that some banana varieties, such as Maghrabi and Goldfinger aÍe

more suited to subtropical growing regions than other varieties. During breeding

programs for resistance to the fungal pathogen Fusarium oxysporum, the Queensland

Horticultural Institute found that Goldfinger (AAAB group) bananas showed superior

cold tolerance compared to the Cavendish cv. William^s variety (Smith et a1.,1998)'

However, banana breeding is an expensive and laborious process and although it offers a

long-term solution to held chilling the urgent threat of international competition for

Australian banana markets indicates a more immediate solution to the problem is needed.

2.6.2 Plantation floor management

Plantation floor management could provide some control over field chilling. To minimise

production costs and soil erosion, no real efforts are made to maintain clean canopy

floors and therefore plantations are often extensively littered with weeds and plant debris

(Figure 2.6).

Snyder and Connell (1993) conducted studies on orchard floor management and frost

potential in an almond orchard and showed that predawn floor temperatures, even with

40Yo ground shading by tree foliage during the day, were approximately 3oC warmer on

bare ground than a vegetated floor. Although significant ground shading occurs in banana
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Figure 2.6 Banana plantation with large amount of trash covering the plantation floor.

The dense canopy of banana plants causes significant shading of the plantation floor.
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plantations (Figure 2.6), some benefit may be gained from maintaining a clean canopy

floor, particularly if the soil is moistened, either after windy periods or before predicted

low temperatures, to improve soil heat transfer and storage capability. Maintaining clean

canopy floors could also provide other benefits, such as reducing pathogen problems. It

must be considered, however, whether the degree of protection justifies the extra

management costs involved and erosion risk

2.6.3 Bunch covers

The practice of bunch covering began in Queensland as early as the 1930s (Turner, 1984;

Daniells and Lindsay,2004). Early bunch covers were made from hessian material. In the

1950s plastic covers began being used. Current bunch covers are generally made from

polyethylene frlm of varying thickness, ranging from 20 - 50¡rm. Thicker covers are re-

usable, while the thinner covers are used for one growing season, due to deterioration of

the plastic. Current bunch covers are not intended to prevent field chilling (Stover and

Simmonds, 1987). They perform other important functions, including protection of the

bunch from leaf rubbing and mechanical damage during harvest and transport, reducing

insect damage and improving insecticide effectiveness. Silver coloured covers have been

shown to reduce sunburn. Other coloured covers are said to affect fruit colour and bunch

development time, but grower opinion varies and the Queensland DPI (Daniells and

Lindsay, 2004) believes more research is needed to determine the actual effects of

different coloured covers. Bunch covers also protect the fruit from birds and bats during

the flowering phase (Daniells and Lindsay, 2004). A further benefit of bunch covers is
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that they increase bunch surface temperatures, which improves fruit size and hastens fruit

filling, but also reduces low temperature effects on quality (Choudhury et al., I996a;

Daniells and Lindsay, 2004).

Polyethylene bunch covers function like a greenhouse when exposed to radiation from

the atmosphere. During the day solar and infrared (IR) radiation hits the outside surface

of the cover. A small amount of radiation is reflected, while the remaining energy is

transmitted to the interior or absorbed by the covers surface. Heat energy in the

surrounding air is also absorbed by the surface of the cover (Connellan et al., 1988;

Vakalounakis, 1992). Energy absorbed on the outside surface is conducted to the interior

surface and either re-radiated or conducted to the air inside (Connellan et al., 1988)

(Figure 2.7). Inside the cover, the bunch absorbs radiated energy that has been

transmitted to the interior. Convective energy in the air inside the cover is also conducted

across the bunch surface causing it to warm.

At night the bunch surface loses heat energy by emission of IR radiation (approximately

700 - 1400nm) or conduction to the cooler air surrounding the bunch (Connellan et al.,

1988; Vakalounakis, 1992). Energy radiated by the bunch is either transmitted or

reflected by the bunch cover. Convective energy in the air surrounding the bunch is

conducted to the inside surface of the cover, which is absorbed by the bunch cover and is

then lost to the cooler outside atmosphere by radiation and convection (Connellan et al.,

1988). This is also illustrated in Figure 2.7.
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Increased temperature conditions inside bunch covers have been reported by vanous

sources. Daniells and Lindsay (200Ð of the Queensland DPI stated that temperatures

inside covers could be two to six degrees warrner, compared to ambient, though they

don't mention what tlpe of covers or what time of day or night. Hasan et al. (2001)

reported increased bunch surface temperatures inside colourless, blue and red

polyethylene covers compared to uncovered bunches, but provided no data in support.

Ganry 0975) reported that blue polyethylene covers raised bunch temperature by an

average of 0.5'C daily. Johns and Scott (1989a) of the Alstonville Tropical Fruit

Research Station, New South Wales, showed that double covers made from colourless

polyethylene bags inside blue/silver polyethylene covers increased dawn temperatures

inside the covers by an average of 6'C above ambient during January. However,

increased temperature conditions have not always been reported. Johns and Scott (1989a)

also found that temperatures inside the same bunch covers were on average loC lower

than ambient during the first few hours of sunrise during July'

Temperature variation has also been shown between different cover treatments. Johns and

Scott (1989a) showed that the double covers (mentioned above) produced higher

afternoon bunch temperatures compared to single layered blue polyethylene covers.

Chillet and Jannoyer (1996) reported that dawn temperatures inside the KATRYX@

bunch cover were slightly greater compared to a blue polyethylene cover. The

KATRYX@ cover uses three layers of colourless plastic film with reduced IR

permeability properties due to a mixture of pol¡rmers in one of the layers. Robinson and
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SW = Short wave (l¡ght)
LW = Long wave (infrared)

Figure 2.7 Movement of heat energy between a banana bunch and the surrounding

environment during the day (warm) and night (cool).
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Nel (1984) also stated that cover colour can affect temperature conditions, where dawn

temperatures inside blue polyethylene covers were wanner than white covers. According

to Robinson and Nel (198a) this was caused by increased reflection of solar radiation.

Previous bunch cover research has generally focused on fruit yield, quality and bunch

development time (Johns, 1988; Johns and Scott, 1989b; Chillet and Jannoyet, 1996

Choudhury et al., 1996a; Debnath et al., 2001; Hasan et al., 2001). Not all studies

measure bunch temperatures, even though improved fruit yield and quality is often

attributed to higher bunch temperatures inside covers (Choudhury et al., 1996a; Hasan et

at.,200I). Some bunch cover studies have been conducted during winter growing periods

when freld chilling is most likely and have measured minimum bunch temperatures

(Robinson and Nel, 1984; Johns and Scott, 1989b; Johns, 1996; Debnath et a1.,2001).

However, none have quantified the severity of field chilling events or related temperature

data to chilling injury symptoms.

Despite the potential for bunch cover control over field chilling, there has been no

research into using different materials in bunch covers to increase bunch temperatures at

night. Polyethylene films like those used in current bunch covers offer little resistance to

transfer of conductive heat energy (Connellan et al., 1988). Because air is a poor

conductor of heat energy (Zemansky, 1951), other plastic film materials with sealed air

pockets, such as bubble wrap might reduce heat loss from the bunch environment

compared to a thin layer of polyethylene. Only Ganry 0975) suggested that a material
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with a positive greenhouse effect, such as PVC, might be useful in growing areas where

temperature is a limiting factor to banana quality.

2.7 Summary and research aims

Symptoms of mild chilling injury, caused by freld chilling, include dulling of peel bloom

and browning of sub-epidermal vascular tissues in the peel. Exact vascular tissue(s)

discoloured by field chilling are not clearly identified in literature.

Discolouration to the peel surface reduces visual quality of bananas. Reduced fruit

quality due to freld chilling causes significant losses to the Australian banana industry

each year. Despite the economic impact of field chilling, the Australian banana industry

uses no control strategies to prevent field chilling injury in winter fruit.

With the possibility of overseas competition for the Australian banana market, there is a

need for a quick and readily adaptable control strategy for field chilling. Previous

research shows potential for control of field chilling with modified bunch covers. Bunch

covers have been shown to increase bunch temperatures compared to ambient. More

importantly, modifying bunch cover treatments, such as using different coloured covers

and increased layering of covers has been shown to further increase bunch surface

temperatures. Therefore, this project aimed to investigate the symptoms of mild chilling
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injury and control of field chilling with adaptations of the bunch cover. Specifically, the

project aimed to:

1. Clarify vascular tissues first to display visible symptoms of mild chilling injury in

banana peel and investigate likely causal mechanisms.

2. Quantify physical characteristics of current polyethylene bunch cover films and

other packaging materials as a screening process to select materials for bunch

covers to prevent freld chilling. Using this information held trials will be

conducted to test the effects of preliminary bunch cover designs on bunch surface

temperature.

3. Clarify effects of bunch cover PAR transmission on banana yield and quality

characteristics.

4. Investigate usefulness of bunch covers as a form of field chilling control for

bananas in Australian growing regions, while maintaining acceptable fruit yield

and quality characteristics.
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Chapter 3

3 General materials and methods

3.1 Plant material

Cavendish cv. Williams bananas were used in this project. Bananas used in field

experiments (Chapters 5, 6 and 7) were produced on a commercial banana plantation,

owned and operated by Chiquita Brands South Pacific Ltd Pty, located near Tully in

Northern Queensland. Bananas used in postharvest studies (Chapter 4) were produced in

Northern Queensland by a variety of commercial growers and sourced from Chiquita at

the Adelaide Produce Markets at Pooraka, South Australia. Commercial growing

practices were used unless specified. Fruit were harvested when they were hard and green

at 3/c maturity or ripening stage 1 (CSIRO, 1972; Fi$ltre 3.1). Whole (intact) bunches

were used in preliminary field trials (Chapter 5) and transported on pallets. Harvested

bunches from field experiments (Chapters 6 and 7) were divided into three regions, top,

middle and bottom (usually 2 or 3 hands per region) during de-handing (Figure 3.2). This

was done to determine yield and quality variation within bunches. No distinction was

made between bunch regions in postharvest studies (Chapter 4). Hands were packed in

13kg cardboard cartons, which were transported in refrigerated trucks at approximately

14oC and 90o/o relative humidity. Fruit were received at the Adelaide Produce Markets

three days after harvest and delivered to the Plant Research Centre at the University of
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Figure 3.1 Banana ripening colour stages (CSIRO, 1972).
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Figure 3.2 Bunches used in field experiments were divided into 3 regions (top,

middle and bottom).
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Adelaide, Waite Campus, South Australia. Fruit were refrigerated in either a cool room or

refügerator at 14 - 15oC until required for experimentation, to reduce stress and maximize

green life and shelflife.

3.2 Fruit assessments prior to experimentation

Fruit used in postharvest studies were assessed prior to experimentation for disease and

quality defects according to Chiquita's established assessment criteria (Chiquita Banana

Quality Specifications, 1997; Figure 3.3). This included inspection for malformed fruit,

bruising and environmental damage and pest and disease. Those fruit that did not

adequately satisfy the criteria were not used in experiments.

3.3 Fruit ripening

Fruit ripening was carried out using a similar method to Klieber et al. (2002) at 18oC in

sealed 10L plastic containers (Decor Fresh, Scoresby, Australia). In each container 1609

of hydrated lime was placed in a small paper bag as a carbon dioxide scrubber and

moistened potassium nitrate on a Petri dish added to maintain high humidity inside the

container. Approximately 6 to 8 fingers were placed on a padded mesh stand inside each

container to ensure effective gas circulation around the fruit (Figure 3.4). Pure ethylene

gas was injected through a septum in the lid of each container once daily to produce a

concentration of 300pL L-l to stimulate ripening. Prior to each ethylene application the
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Figure 3.4 Plastic containers ([A] sealed, [B] open) (Decor Tell Fresh, Scoresby,

Australia) used to ripen banana fingers. Ethylene gas is injected through a septum in the

lid of the sealed container (C). A small paper bag containing hydrated lime maint¿ins

humidity within the container (D). Fruit were placed on a padded mesh stand inside the

container to improve gas circulation and prevent bruising (E).
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containers were vented for 30 minutes. This was repeated until the fruit reached colour

stage 4, that is, they were more yellow than green (CSIRO, 1972; Figure 3.1). The

bananas were then stored at 22oC in vented polyethylene bags until they reached colour

stage 6, that is, were yellow (CSIRO, 1972;Fig.ne 3.1).

3.4 Mild chilling injury symptom scoring charts

Scoring charts of peel surface and under peel mild chilling injury symptoms of unripe and

ripe bananas were developed to improve the consistency of qualitative visual assessment

of symptoms. Ninety healthy, unripe fingers were placed in 18 sealed plastic containers

(Decor Fresh, Scoresby, Australia) (5 per container) and stored inside a refügerator at 5,

10 or 12oC for periods of 0, 1, 2,3 and 4 days. This meant that each chilling treatment

was replicated with 6 fingers. This induced varying levels of mild chilling injury

s5rmptoms in the fruit. After chilling, 3 of the fingers from each treatment were stored at

22oC for 24 hours to allow chilling sSrmptoms to fully develop. Unripe fruit were then

visually assessed for symptoms of mild chilling injury. Underpeel tissue of fruit was

exposed by removing a small region (3 x 5cm) of epidermal peel tissue from the same

position in the top half of all fruit with a potato peeler. Appropriate symptoms of surface

and under peel discolouration were recorded photographically under a dissection

microscope (Leica MS5, Switzerland) using a digital camera, at x 2.6 magnification

(Nikon Coolpix 995, Iapan) and extemal light source, to fit a scale of descriptors (Figure

3.s).
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A
Healthy: No discolouration ofvascular tissue

2. Slight: Some discolouration ofvascular
tissue

3. Moder¿te: Discolouration of vascular tissue

5. Severe: Dark discolouration ofmost vascular
tissue

Dark discolouration of all vascula¡

'Ê

Figure 3.5 Scoring index for peel surface (A) and under peel (B) mild chilling injury

symptoms of unriPe fruit.
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Rcmaining fruit were ripened using the method described in section 3.3. Ripe fruit were

similarly assessed for sSrmptoms of mild chilling injury and appropriate s¡rmptoms of

surface and under peel discolouration were recorded photographically under a dissection

microscope with digital camera to frt the scale of descriptors indicated in Figure 3.6.

Scoring charts were used to qualitatively assess mild chilling injury symptoms of fruit in

later freld experiments prior to transport and in the laboratory to complement quantitative

chilling injury analysis of fruit.

3.5 Quantifying under peel symptoms of mild chilling injury

The underpeel surface of banana fruit was exposed using the same method described in

Section 3.4. Symptoms of mild chilling injury were recorded photographically using a

tripod mounted digital camera (Nikon Coolpix 995, Japan), using x2.6 magntfication and

a constant external light source. Images were recorded immediately after the under peel

tissue was exposed to reduce discolouration caused by oxidation (Figure 3.7). Images

were saved as high quality JPEG files (dimensions 313 x ll4-pixels, resolution 72-

pixels/inch) and analysed using the computer software program AnalySIS 1'tEdition (Soft

Imaging System Pty Ltd, Adelaide, South Australia) to quantify any localised effects of

chilling injury. Using AnalySIS an N x N filter was applied to the original images and the

resultant images (Figure 3.7) were subtracted from the originals to remove any

shadowing effects which resulted from the curyature of the under peel surface (Figure
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Figure 3.7 Images of under peel tissue displaying mild chilling injury symptoms [severity: slight

(Al) and extreme (Bl)1. Resultant images from the application of an NxN filter (A2 andB2), subtraction of

NxN filtered images from originals (43 and B3) to remove shadowing and phase analysis of resultant

images (44 and 84) to determine the percentage of pixels in the images within the set colour threshold.
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3.7). The dark pixels associated with the shadowed areas otherwise made it diffrcult to

establish colour thresholds to select for tissue discolouration caused by chilling as they

were of similar colour intensity. Colour thresholds were subjectively set (Red 0 - 125,

Green 0 - 124, Blue 0 - 125) to select for discoloured tissue in the images caused by

chilling. A phase colour coding was applied to highlight the discoloured tissue (Figure

3.7) and a phase analysis was used to determine the number of pixels within the images

within the set colour threshold.

The phase analysis expressed these values as a percentage of pixels above the threshold

to quantify the degree of under peel discolouration in the images. This technique was

used in later experiments to quantify s5rmptom severity of under peel chilling injury.

3.6 External fruit assessments

3.6.1 Finger weight, length and girth

To assess fruit yield 3 fingers were randomly selected from each bunch region (top,

middle and bottom) and finger weight, length and girth measured. Length was measured,

in centimetres, from the flower end to the base of the stem along the outside curve of

fingers. Girth was measured transversely at the middle of fingers.
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3.6.2 Bloom

peel surface bloom of unripe fruit was subjectively assessed according to Chiquita's

Banana Packaging and Appearance Guide (Chiquita Banana Packaging and Appearance

Guide, 1997; Figsre 3.8). Three unripe fingers were randomly selected from each bunch

region (top, middle and bottom) and scored using the scale of descriptors as a guide to

subjectively quantified bloom as a percentage.

3.6.3 Green life

Green life was a subjective evaluation of the number of days for bananas to ripen from

colour stage 1 (green, hard) to colour stage 4 (more yellow than green) according to the

CSIRO banana ripening chart (1972; Figure 3.1). Following the initiation of ripening'

peel surface colour of fruit was assessed daily to determine ripening stage.

3.6.4 Shelflife

peel surface colour of ripe fruit was assessed daily using the CSIRO banana-ripening

chart to determine ripening stage (1972; Figure 3.1). The number of days for fruit to ripen

from colour stage 4 (more yellow than green) to colour stage 7 (yellow, lightly flecked

with brown) was recorded as a measure of shelf life'
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3.6.5 Peel colour

Visual assessments of peel colour were made for consumer perspective. The CSIRO

ripening guide (1972) was used to improve consistency of assessments. However, the

subjective nature of visual assessment can create variation within the analysis. Therefore

peel colour was also quantified numerically according to the CIE colour system. A

Minolta CR300 Chroma Meter (Minolta Corporation, Osaka, Japan; Figure 3.9) was used

to measure CIE L, a, b colour space coordinates (L: lightness, a and b : chrominance)

(Hewage et al. 1996). The CIE L, a, b colour relationship is shown in Figure 3.10. The

Chroma Meter was calibrated on a white tile before use.

Measurements were taken from three different positions (stem end, middle and bottom)

on the inside curve of three randomly selected fingers from each bunch region (top,

middle and bottom). This sample size was used to improve accuracy and reduce

confounding effects of bruising or discolouration of the peel surface. Care was taken to

avoid superf,rcial markings on the peel surface where possible. Peel colour was quantified

by converting L, a, b scores to the CIE L, C, Ho colour system (L : lightness, C :

chroma, Ho: hue angle) by calculation. Hewage et al. (1996) also used L, C and Ho to

assess banana peel colour. The CIE L, C, Ho colour relationship is shown in Figure 3.11'

CIE lightness (L), chroma (C) and hue angle (Ho) scores were calculated from L, a, b

scores using formulae 3.1 to 3.5 (Minolta Chroma Meter manual)'
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L

C

HO

HO

HO

L

r/qa2 + b2;

tan-l x (b / a) when a > 0, b > 0

lg0o + tan-r * (b / a) when a < 0

360o + tan-r * (b I a)when a> 0, b < 0

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

Where:

(3.5)

L : Lightness, ranging from black: 0 to white: 100'

a : Chrominance, red/purple (+) to bluish/green (-).

b Chrominance, yellowness (+) to blueness (-).

Ho Hue angle, where go: purple, 90o: yellowness, 180o: blue/green

and270o: blueness.

C Chroma (C) values describe colour intensity, where vivid colours

have high chroma values and white dull colours have low values.

3.6.6 llunter colour index

Hunter colour index was calculated due to its high correlation with chlorophyll

concentration (Ma et al., 1997). An increased Hunter colour index indicates low

chlorophyll levels and reduced Hunter colour index suggests higher chlorophyll levels.

CIE L (lightness) and a and b (chromaticity coordinates) were measured from the peel

surface of unripe fruit (Section 3.6.5) and used to calculate the Hunter colour index using

formula 3.6 (Ma et a1.,1997).
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Figure 3.9 Minolta CR300 Chroma Meter (Minolta Corporation, Osaka, Japan) used

to measure CIE L, a, b colour coordinates from banana peel surface.
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Figure 3.10 CIE L, a, b colour relationship, where'L' : lightness ranging from black:

0 to white: 100, '+ a': hue of red/purple,'- a': hue of bluish/green,'+ b': yellowness

and'- b': blueness (Technical Advisory Services for Images, 2005).
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Figure 3.11 CIE L, C, Ho colour relationship, where lightness (L) ranges from black:

0 to white : 100. Hue angle (Ho) describes colour, where 0o : purple, 90o : yellowness,

l80o : blue/green and 270o: blueness. Chroma (C) values describe colour intensity,

where vivid colours have high chroma values and dull colours have low values (Bullas,

lees).
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([L+b] l2+a) (3.6)

Where:

Lightness, ranging from black: 0 to white: 100.

Chrominance, red/purple (+) to bluish/green (-).

Chrominance, yellowness (+) to blueness (-).

3.6.7

Peel surface symptoms of mild chilling injury were subjectively assessed using visual

assessment scoring charts (Section 3.4). Charts were used to improve the consistency of

visual assessment. Three fingers were randomly selected from hands from the top, middle

and bottom regions of bunches. The peel surface of fingers was inspected for symptoms

of mild chilling injury and the severity scored according to the scale of descriptors

displayed by scoring charts (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). Unripe fruit were inspected for signs of

mild chilling before (after harvest in the field) and after transport (in the laboratory), to

ensure that transport conditions did not cause development of or increase chilling

sSrmptoms. Similarly, fruit were assessed after ripening to compare symptom severity and

as a useful measure to complement quantitative analysis of mild chilling sSrmptoms.

Fingers used in postharvest peel surface chilling injury assessment in the laboratory were

retained for under peel assessment of s¡rmptoms.

L

a

b

Peel surface chilling injury symptoms
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3.7 Internal fruit assessments

3.7.1 Percentage pulp

Percentage pulp in unripe and ripe fruit was determined. In both cases, three fingers were

randomly selected from each bunch region (top, middle and bottom). Each f,rnger was

peeled and the separated peel and pulp weighed. Peel and pulp weights were used to

calculate percentage pulp by weight.

3.7.2 Pulp firmness

Pulp firmness of ripe fruit (ripening stage 6; CSIRO, 1972) was measured using a twist

tester (Department of Agricultural Engineering, Massey University, New Zealand; Figure

3.12) to determine crush strength. A twist tester was used in preference to a penetrometer

because of its improved reliability and ease of use with soft fleshed fruit (Studman and

Yuwana, 1992). Three fingers were randomly selected from each bunch region (top,

middle and bottom). Each finger was transversely cut into two halves. The exposed pulp

from one half was pushed onto the blade and slowly rotated in an anti-clockwise direction

until tissue failure. The highest angle reached by the arm attached to the blade prior to

failure was recorded. This process was repeated with the second half of the fingers.

Angles were converted to crush strength values (in Pascals) by calculation using formula

3.7.
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o-Msin0
ta

o

(3.7)

Where

3.7.3

M

Crush strength (Pa).

Maximum moment produced by the arm when 0 : 90o (Nm).

Maximum angle of arm before tissue failure (o).

Radius of blade (m).

Width of blade (m).

e

a

b

Soluble solids content

Sugar content of ripe fruit (ripening stage 6; CSIRO, 1972) was measured by determining

soluble solid concentration (SSC%). The fingers used to measure pulp firmness (Section

3.7.2) were retained and the damaged pulp tissue at the ends of the halves removed. A

transverse slice of banana pulp was then cut from one of the halves and squeezed through

muslin cloth onto the glass surface of a hand held refractometer (range 0 - 30% sugar

w/w, Bellingham and Stanley Ltd, England; Figure 3.13). The SSC% was recorded from

the refractometer and temperature calibrated. This process was repeated with a slice from

the second half of the bananas.
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Figure 3.12 Twist tester (Department of Agricultural Engineering, Massey University,

New Zealand) used to measure pulp firmness of ripened fruit.
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Figure 3.13 Refractometer (Bellingham and Stanley Ltd, England) used to measure

SSC% of ripe banana pulp.
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3.7.4 Under peel chilling injury symptoms

Following assessment of peel surface mild chilling symptoms (Section 3.6.6), fingers

were analysed for symptoms of under peel chilling injury. Visual assessments were made

with the aid of scoring charts to improve consistency (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). Because of

the subjective nature of visual assessment, under peel chilling damage in ripe fruit was

also quantified. Under peel tissue of fruit was exposed using a potato peeler. A small

region (approximately 3cm x 5cm) of epidermal peel tissue was removed from the side of

all fingers close to the stem end. The exposed under peel tissue was visually assessed and

scored using the same method described in section 3.6.6.lmages of exposed under peel

tissue were immediately collected to minimize oxidative browning of the wounded tissue'

Symptoms of mild under peel chilling in ripe fruit were quantified using the image

analysis technique described in section 3.5.
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Chapter 4

4 Investigating symptoms and mechanisms of mild chilling injury in

green banana

4.1 Introduction

Chilling injury in bananas is a physiological disorder induced by low temperatures

(below 13"C) over a period of time (Palmer, l97l; Matangoni et ø1., 1996). When the

temperature falls below this critical threshold fruit respond with various physical and

biochemical changes that can result in development of chilling symptoms (Simmonds,

1959). Mild chilling injury is characterizedby symptoms that are localised to the peel of

banana and there is no effect on pulp (Klieber and Mu Chui,2002). Mild chilling injury

can occur during fiuit development in the field; during the winter season in subtropical

growing areas; or during transportation and storage as mature fruit (Simmonds, 1959;

Palmer, l97l).

S¡rmptoms of mild chilling injury of bananas include discoloration of sub-epidermal or

underpeel tissue giving the peel a brown streaked appearance. This is visible in green

fruit, but more obvious after ripening (Skog, 1998). The peel surface of ripe banana also

has a dull yellow to smoky yellow appearance (Seberry and Harris, 1994; Hewage et al.,

1996; Turner, 1997). Vascular tissue in the peel has been suggested to be the site of

browning (Hall and Scott, 1977; Couey,1982; Hewage et a1.,1996; Nguyen et al',2003)'
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Morris (IgS2) describes it as discoloration of vascular strands. Murata (1969) more

specifically refers to the visible buildup of brown pigments in the sieve tubes around the

vascular tissues. John and Marchal (1995) state browning is caused by oxidation of

phenolics in latex vessels associated with vascular bundles in the peel. Couey (1982) and

Stover and Simmonds (1987) also reported darkening of latex vessels in banana due to

chilling. A need to clarify which underpeel tissues are affected by mild chilling seems

evident given the inconsistency of this information.

Oxidation of phenolic substances by polyphenol oxidase (PPO) is believed to be a major

cause of browning due to mild chilling stress. Simmonds (1959) reported water soluble

tannins and phenolic substances in banana peel latex, which supports the idea that

browning is caused by oxidation of phenolics in the latex vessels. However, no reports

explain why latex vessels are more susceptible to chilling stress than other peel tissues.

Banana latex vessels or laticifers are articulated, meaning they are made of a row of

individual cells separated by intact single cell walls (Figure 4.1). They are also non-

anastomosing, which means any single laticifer or row of cells never merges with another

(Mauseth, 1988). Banana laticifers are usually found associated with vascular bundles.

Laticifer cells contain a fluid cloplasm called latex, which is a colloidal suspension of

diverse organelles (Kallarackal et a1.,1986; Baker et a1.,1990). The aqueous phase is a

mixfure of water, sugars, tannins and water-soluble phenolics and various cations and

anions (Simmonds , I95\ Baker et a1.,1990; Tumer, 1997). Structural inclusions of latex
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include lipid globules; vacuolysosomal organelles called lutoids and cytoplasmic

fragments (Kallarackal et a1.,1936). Depending on their morphology lutoids are referred

to as either globular or crystalloid (Figure 4.2).

It is thought that laticifers are functionally involved in maintaining turgor of plant tissue

(Kallarackal et a1.,1990). Latex is also believed to be involved in plant defence, whereby

it is exuded from laticifers when plant tissue is wounded, and coagulates to seal the

wound and prevent pathogen invasion (Azarkan et al., 2004). Exudation of latex occurs

due to a change in pressure inside the wounded laticifer. This causes the single cell walls

between the cells to break open (Figurc 4.1), allowing the contents to stream out

(Kallarackal et al., 1986).

Investigation into banana latex and its inclusions is limited, particularly the types of

enzymes and chemicals present. Signifrcantly more work has been done on Hevea

brasiliensis latex and lutoids. Some of this information suggests that lutoids might play a

role in the browning within latex vessels.

Activity of ppO in Hevea lutoids was documented by Coupe et al. (1972). More recent

studies have shown ppO activity in lutoids is higher than in other particles in Hevealatex

(Wititsuwannalal et at., 2002). PPO activity has also been shown in the organelle

fraction oî Papaver somniferum latex (Roberts, 1971; Roberts et al., 1982). Although

PPO activity has been measured in the peel and pulp of bananas (Montgomery and
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A B

Figure 4.1 Banana latex vessel (laticifer): Articulated nature of latex vessel (A)

Broken cell wall between two latex cells (B) (Image by: Skutch, 1932).

Figure 4.2 Globular (gl) and crystalloid (cl) lutoids and lipid globules (lg) present in

fresh banana latex (Image by: Kallarackal et al.,1986). Bar: 50¡rm.
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Sgarbieri, 1975; Sojo et a1.,1998; Yang et a1.,2000 Yang et a1.,200I; Nguyen et al.,

2003), its activity in banana latex has been accepted only through expression of

synrptoms (Couey, 1982; John and Marchal, 1995). No studies have measured the

specific activity of PPO in banana latex or lutoids.

Although there is agreement on the physical changes of membranes in response to

chilling stress, there is still debate on whether the degree of saturation of phospholipids in

membranes affects sensitivity to undergoing phase changes in response to chilling

(Wang, Ig82). Evidence suggests that chilling sensitive plants, as a group, have less

unsaturated fatty acids in their phospholipids than most chill resistant plants (Patterson e/

al., 1978). Previous studies of cucumber, sweet pepper and legumes have shown that a

higher degree of unsaturation in phospholipids coincided with higher chilling resistance

(\ù/ang, 1982; Matsuo et al., 1992) However, the relationship between phospholipid

composition and chilling sensitivity is not always consistent. Soybeans (chilling sensitive

species) and peas (chilling resistant species) were shown to have very similar levels of

saturated fatty acids (Wang, lgS2). Patterson et at. (1978) also reported similar levels of

unsaturation in lipids of more chill-resistant species of Passiflora. However, Marangoni

et al. (1996) suggested only a small percentage of phospholipids are responsible for the

phase change in membranes, which supports the idea that only a small difference may be

required to affect membrane sensitivity.

The membrane of lutoids from Hevea brqsiliens¡s has been shown to have a high

phospholipid content and abundance of saturated fatty acids relative to other plant
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organelles (Dupont et al., t976). Dupont et al. (1976) suggested that the high content of

saturated fatty acids caused a lack of fluidity and fragility in these membranes. ln

bananas there has been no work investigating the phospholipid composition of peel latex

or lutoids. However, given the high saturation of fatty acids in Hevea lutoids, the likely

role fatty acid composition plays in chilling sensitivity and evidence that discoloration

begins in peel latex vessels, investigation of banana lutoid phospholipids may help to

understand the development of mild chilling s5rmptoms in banana peel.

Information describing symptoms of mild chilling injury in banana peel has been

inconsistent and the mechanisms are not completely understood. Therefore, this study

aimed to examine and clarify the first visible symptoms of mild chilling injury in green

banana peel and investigate the hypothesis that lutoids in banana peel latex are sensitive

to chilling stress and compartmentalise PPO and phenolics involved in the browning

reaction. This was done by means of:

l. Examination of mild chilling s¡rmptoms of unripe banana peel.

2. Examination of structural inclusions in banana peel latex.

3, Measuring polyphenol oxidase activity in various fractions of banana peel

latex.

4. And investigate lipid content in banana peel latex.
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4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Light microscopy of mildty chilled and non-chilled green peel tissue

4.2.1.1 Chitling treatment

Two 13 kg cartons of unripe bananas (ripening stage 1, CSIRO, 1972; Fígsre 3.1.)

produced in commercial banana plantations in Northern Queensland were sourced from

Chiquita Pacific Brands Ltd, as described in Section 3.1. Two hands were randomly

selected from each of the cartons and assessed for quality defects, including symptoms of

chilling injury, as described in Section3.2. Two hands were separated into clusters and

placed inside separate lOL plastic containers (Decor Fresh, Scoresby, Australia) and

placed inside a refrigerator for a period of 48 hours at 5oC. This time/temperature

combination was selected to cause the development of mild chilling symptoms, based on

preliminary experiments used to develop mild chilling sSrmptom scoring charts (Section

3.4). The remaining hands were stored at22oC during this period. The chilled hands were

removed from the refrigerator and stored for a further 24 hours at 22oC to allow for the

development of any mild chilling s¡rmptoms.

4.2.1.2 Tissue sampling

Chilled and non-chilled hands were separated into fingers. For fresh tissue analysis, eight

transverse and eight longitudinal sections of peel tissue (approximately 10mm in length

and less than 0.5mm in width) were randomly collected using a scalpel blade from the top
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third of eight mildly chilled and eight non-chilled fingers. This produced 16 mildly

chilled and 16 non-chilled fresh peel tissue sections. This collection procedure was

repeated for fixed tissue analysis. In this case eight transverse and eight longitudinal

cubic samples of peel tissue (5 x 5mm) were randomly collected using a scalpel blade

from the top third of eight mildly chilled and eight non-chilled f,tngers, producing 16

mildly chilled and 16 non-chilled peel samples for fixation'

4.2.1.3 Tissue fixation and sectioning

peel samples (5 x 5mm) were fixed in3Yo glutaraldehyde (25% solution, Unilab, Auburn,

Australia) in 0.025M phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, overnight at22oC. The samples were then

dehydrated through an alcohol series: methoxy-ethanol, ethanol, propanol and butanol.

peel samples were infiltrated for two days in a 1:1 mixture of butanol:glycol-

methacrylate (GMA) (Sigma, St. Louis, USA). GMA was prepared by mixing 93mI2-

hydroxyethyl methacryl ate, 7 ml polyethylene glycol 400 and 0.69 benzoyl peroxide'

This was then followed by three changes of 100% GMA over two weeks. The samples

were embedded in gelatin capsules (size '00', Parke Davis Capsugel Division, Caringbah,

Australia) and cured at 60oC for one week. The embedded samples were cut into sections

(3pm thickness) with a Reichert-Jung 2050 Supercut Microtome (Leica Microsystems,

USA) and glass knife and placed on glass slides. The sections were stained with periodic

acid Schifls base (PAS) (Schiffs reagent, BDH, Poole, England) for carbohydrates and

counterstained with toluidine blue O (TBo) (Aldrich, Milwaukee, USA) to provide detail

of cell structure.
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No tissue preparation techniques were used for the fresh samples. Instead the sections of

both chilled and non-chilled fresh tissue were placed on glass slides (no cover slip)

immediately after sampling and observed under the light microscope. Haste was required

to minimize oxidative browning of tissue.

4.2.1.4 Peel tissue imaging

Both fresh and fixed tissue samples were observed with a Zeiss Axiophot

Stereomicroscope (Carl Zeiss Int., West Germany), using bright field transmitted light.

Images were collected using the computer software programs AcQuis and Montage

Explorer (Syncroscopy Inc., Frederick, USA) from a Nikon DXM 1200F Colour Digital

Camera (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) linked to the microscope.

4.2.2 Light microscopy of peel latex

4.2.2.1Latex sampling

Peel latex was collected into 1.5mL micro test tubes (Eppendorf AG, Germany) from

randomly selected green bananas (ripening stage 1, CSIRO, 1972;Figure 3.1.), sourced

from Chiquita Brands South Pacific Ltd (Section 4.2.I.1). Finger stems were severed at

their base with a scalpel blade and freely exuding latex was collected from the wounded

peel tissue until tubes were fuIl. Approximately five unripe fingers were required to fill

one l.5mL micro test tube with fresh latex.
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Unripe fruit were used in this study because latex was found to coagulate in laticifers

during ripening making it difficult to collect. Also fruit showing symptoms of chilling

injury were also discarded because of the coagulating effect on peel latex (Stover and

Simmonds, 1987).

4.2.2.2 Latex imaging

A drop of peel latex was placed on a glass slide (no cover slip) immediately after

sampling and observed under a light microscope. Structural inclusions were observed

under bright field and phase contrast LM and images collected using a digital camera, as

described in Section 4.2.I.4.

4.2.3 Polyphenol oxidase activity in chilled and non-chilled peel latex fractions

4.2.3.1 Chilling of latex

Latex samples were collected from unripe fruit, as described in Section 4.2.2.I. Fruit

displaying visual symptoms of chilling injury were not used because this suggested

polyphenol oxidase had undergone enzymic reactions with phenolic substances (Stover

and Simmonds, 1987). To investigate effects of chilling temperatures on PPO activity in

latex a number of samples were refrigerated at 5oC for a period of 48 hours. This

temperature treatment was sufficient in whole fruit to cause visible symptoms of mild

chilling in unripe bananas (Section 3.4). After chilling latex samplos were left to stand at
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22oC for four hours to allow the samples to warm to 22oC and any released PPO to react

with substrate. For comparison, non-chilled latex samples were stored at 22oC for the

same period of time.

4.2.3.2 Fractionation of latex

Latex samples were fractionated during temperature treatments to compare PPO activity

in different fractions of peel latex. Because of varying densities, latex samples separated

under the effects of gravity into three constituent fractions over the 28-hour period. A

lipid fraction collected at the top of the micro test tubes, below this was an aqueous

fraction and a dense lutoid fraction collected at the bottom of tubes (Figure 4.3). This was

confirmed by Kallarackal et at. (1986), who found that centrifuged banana latex

separated into three main fractions; a sediment lutoid fraction at the bottom, an aqueous

serum (supernatant) and an oil layer (latex) on top.

Allowing latex samples to fractionate under the effect of gravity minimized damage to

crystalloid lutoid bodies (Figure 4.4 l l). Because a distinction in PPO activity between

latex fractions was made, it was important to reduce damage to latex inclusions and any

subsequent release of membrane bound PPO. Kallarackal et al. (1986) used

centrifugation to fractionate latex. However, in preliminary trials centrifugation ruptured

membranes surrounding crystalloid lutoids, despite using low speeds (4000rpm x four

minutes) (Figure 4.4 tBl). Content of fractions and structural integrity of lutiod bodies

was confirmed by observation under bright f,reld LM, as described in Section 4.2.1.4.
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4.2.3.3 PPO activity in latex fractions

A digital oxygen electrode system (Model 10, Rank Brothers Ltd., Cambridge, England)

was used to measure PPO activity in chilled and non-chilled fractions of peel latex. This

method was adapted from Bagnato (2002) who measured PPO activity of chilled and

non-chilled banana peel tissue.

PPO activity was measured in the aqueous, lutoid and combined aqueous + lutoid

fractions of peel latex. As a non-aqueous fraction the lipid layer was carefully removed

from inside micro test tubes using a syringe. Remaining fractions were mixed inside test

tubes using a syringe to test PPO activity in the aqueous + lutoid fraction.

A 2mL volume of 'run' buffer solution (pH 6.8), made up of l:4 v/v of 0.lM citric acid,

0.2M di-sodium hydrogen orthophosphate dihydrate and Io/o (wþ sodium dodecyl

sulphate (SDS), was added to the reaction cell of the oxygen electrode. The buffer

solution in the reaction cell was maintained at a uniform 25'C by a water bath. The

digital electrode was stabilised at 100%o oxygen content. To measure PPO activity in latex

fractions, samples were mixed with a second buffer solution, the 'extract' buffer, which

was made up the same way as 'run' buffer, but without the addition of lo/o (w/v) sodium

dodecyl sulphate (SDS). For the aqueous fraction, 250¡l samples were extracted from

micro test tubes with a syringe, taking care not to mix the aqueous and lutoid fractions.

This was combined with 750¡"rL of 'extract' buffer and added to the reaction cell, which

held 2mL of 'run' buffer solution. Oxygen consumption by PPO in latex commenced
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immediately and cell ouþut (mV) was plotted by chart recorder (Omni Scribe, Texas,

USA). The initial slope of the plot indicated the rate of reaction (% oxygen

consumed/second). Based on initial oxygen content of the cell (774nrroles of dissolved

oxygen) and rate of oxygen consumption, PPO activity was calculated using Formula 4.1'

The reaction cell was cleaned with de-ionised water after PPO activity was measured.

PPO activity in latex (nmoles I sec lmL) : (774nmoles oxygen I I00%) x reaction rate

(% oxygen consumed / sec) x lml- (latex) (4.1)

The experiment was a completely randomised design with six replicates for both chilled

and non-chilled samples. PPO activity was analyzed using a t-test with GenStat Edition 6

for PC/V/indows NT (Release 6.I, 2002, Lawes Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted

Experimental Station).

A similar method was used to measure PPO activity in the separate lutoid fraction. In

preliminary trials oxygen consumption was minimal in the lutoid fraction and addition of

substrate was required for reaction. The substrate used was 100mM 4-methyl catechol,

due to its stability in water and use by Bagnato (2002). Lutoid samples (50prl) were

mixed with 100¡rL of 'extract' buffer and added to 750¡rL of 'run' buffer inside the

reaction cell. Oxygen consumption by PPO in the lutoid fraction was initiated when

100¡rL of 100mM 4-methyl catechol was added to the reaction cell. PPO capacity was

determined using methods described above in Section 4.2.3.3, taking into account

dilution of the lutoid samples with substrate and 'extract' buffer in calculation.
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Lipid fraction

Aqueous fraction

Lutoid fraction

Figure 4.3 Gravity fractionated peel latex from Cavendish cv. Williams bananas

(ripening stage 1) in l.5mL micro test tube. Three distinct fractions (lipid, aqueous and

lutoid) are visible.

A

\
Lr \
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Figure 4.4 Bright field LM visualisation of crystalloid lutoids in gravity fractionated

(A) and centrifuged (B) peel latex from Cavendish cv. lVilliams bananas (ripening stage

1). Arrows indicate intact membranes partially surrounding rod shaped crystals in

crystalloid lutoids (A). Crystal fragments without membranes indicative of ruptured

crystalloid lutoids (anows) (B).

Bar: 20pm (A and B).
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The experiment was a completely randomised design with six replicates for both chilled

and non-chilled samples of the latex fractions. PPO activity was analysed using a t-test

with GenStat Edition 6 for PC/Windows NT (Release 6.1, 2002, Lawes Agricultural

Trust, Rothamsted Experimental Station).

4.2.4 Infrared spectroscopy of peel latex fractions

Infrared (IR) absorbance vr'as used to investigate the phospholipid content of banana peel

latex fractions. Absorbance was measured using a Spectrum One Fourier Transform

Infrared (FTIR) Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, UK) within the wave number range 700 -

3700cm-r.

A fresh sample of peel latex was collected using the method described in Section 4.2.2.I.

The latex was fractionated by centrifugation (10,000rpm x 10 minutes, 3K15, Sigma

Laboratory Centrifuges, Germany) to produce three separate phases inside 2rrl.L

centrifuge tubes. These included a lipid fraction on top of an aqueous fraction with a

pellet (lutoid fraction) at the bottom.

A sample of each fraction (approximately 0.5mL) was collected using a syringe and

placed inside separate 2mL centnfuge tubes. It was important to minimize mixing of

fractions during collection to avoid contamination. Lipid and lutoid samples were gently

rinsed with distilled water, then each sample was made up to lml- volume inside the2mL

centrifuge tubes with distilled water. Samples were freeze dried (Freezone 6, Labconco
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Freeze Dry System, Labconco Corporation, USA) for a period of 24 hours to remove

water.

To measure IR absorbance a small amount of each freeze dried sample was placed on a

Carborundum disk (L127-5106, Perkin Elmer, Beaconsfield, UK) and positioned on the

sample mount in the FTIR Spectrometer. The spectrometer measured IR absorbance of

each sample four times. This information was analysed using the computer software

program Grams / AI (Thermo Electron Corporation, USA) to plot the average absorbance

spectrum.
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4.3. Results

4.3.1 Light microscopy of mildty chilled and non-chitled fresh and fixed unripe

peel tissue

4.3.1.1General anatomy of peel

From light microscopic (LM) observations of fresh and aldehyde fixed peel tissue,

different tlpes of tissues were distinguished from surrounding parenchyma cells, which,

based on their morphology and staining characteristics were classihed as xylem, phloem,

collenchyma cells, laticifers and lipid globules within the laticifers.

Vascular bundles consisting of xylem and phloem were associated with collenchymatous

bundles (Figure 4.5 tAl) (Baker et a1.,1990). Xylem had a characteristic aqua colour due

to the presence of lignin when stained with Toluidine Blue O (O'Brien, 1981). Xylem

was also identified in longitudinal sections of fixed and fresh tissue by secondary walls

(Figure 4.5 tEl and [F]) (Mauseth, 1988) Associated with xylem were phloem elements.

The phloem was made up of larger sieve tubes and smaller companion cells (Figure 4.5

[G]) (Mauseth, 1988). Sieve cells were identified in longitudinal fixed sections by

characteristic sieve areas (Figure a.5 [H]).
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F'igure 4.5 LM visualisation (bright field optics) of transverse (A and G) and longitudinal (C, E and

H) aldehyde fìxed sections of unripe peel stained with PAS and TBO. Transverse (B) and longitudinal (D

and F) sections of fresh unripe peel tissue. Vascular bundle [Vb] associated with collenchyma bundle [Cb]

(A). Long fibre-like nature of collenchyma cells (C and D). Purple colouration of collenchyma due to

absence of lignin when stained with PAS and TBO (A and C). Xylem [X] has characteristic aqua blue

colouration due to the presence of lignin when stained with Toluidine Blue O (E and H). Secondary wall of

xylem [X] (E, F and H). Phloem elements; larger sieve tubes [S] and smaller companion cells [C] (G).

Sieve tubes identified by characteristic sieve areas (H).

Bar:200pm (4, B, C, D and G), l00pm (E and F) and 50pm (H).

Þ
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Bundles of angular collenchyma cells, referred to as collenchymatous bundles were

identif,red in transverse sections of fixed tissue. This was indicated by their thick primary

cell walls, the deposition of extra wall material in the intercellular spaces (Mauseth,

19S8) and purple colouration due to the absence of lignin when stained with periodic acid

Schiffs base and TBO (Figure 4.5 [A and C]). The long tapering fibre-like nature of

collenchyma cells was also visible in longitudinal sections (Figure 4.5 [C and D])'

Collenchymatous bundles could similarly be identified from transverse and longitudinal

sections of fresh peel tissue (Figure 4.5 [B and D]).

Usually associated with collenchyma and vascular bundles, laticifers or latex vessels

were observed in both fresh and fixed tissue. In transverse and longitudinal frxed sections

laticifers were identified by their large cross section, aqua colour with stain and

sometimes granulated appearance of the contents (Figure 4.6 [A and B]) (Baker et al.,

1990). They consisted of a rorw of individual cells joined end to end to form long vessels

(Figure 4.6 tBl) (Skutch, 1932; Mauseth, 1988). Laticifers were identified in transverse

fresh tissue sections by association with vascular bundles, large cross sections and the

occasional presence of latex (lipid) globules within the vessels (Figure a.6 [C]). Lipid

globules were identified according to their size and spherical nature under bright field

light microscope (Kallarackal et a1.,1986). Latex vessels were not identified from non-

chilled longitudinal fresh sections. However, transverse and longitudinal mildly chilled

fresh sections showed browning of the laticifer contents, making them readily identifiable

(Figure 4.6 ÍD, E and Fl).
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Figure 4.6 LM visualisation (bright field optics) of transverse (A) and longitudinal

(B) aldehyde fixed sections of unripe peel stained with PAS and TBO. Transverse (C and

D) and longitudinal (E and F) sections of fresh unripe peel tissue. Laticifers [L]

characterised by aqua blue colouration (sometimes granulated) when stained with

Toluidine Blue O (A and B), large cross section and association with collenchyma [Cb] /

vascular bundles tvbl (A and B). Presence of lipid gobules [Lg] within laticifer tl-l (C).

Mild chilling induced browning of laticifer contents (D, E and F).

Bar:200¡rm (A, B, C and D), 100pm (E) and 200pm (F)'
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4.3.1.2 Sub-epidermal symptoms of mild chilling

No structural differences were observed between fresh sections of mildly chilled and non-

chilled tissue. However, browning or discolouration of the contents of laticifers was

readily observed in transverse and longitudinal sections of mildly chilled tissue (Figures

4.6 lD and F]). Transverse sections clearly showed discolouration of the latex inside the

laticifers. In longitudinal sections of mildly chilled fresh tissue the browning was

observed running parallel to collenchyma bundles (Figures a.6 [F]); however, mild

chilling did not appear to cause browning along the entire length of the latex vessel

(Figure 4.7 l{and Bl). Browning appeared to be localised in individual lacticifer cells.

At this severity of mild chilling, no s¡rmptoms of damage were observed in the xylem,

phloem or other peel tissues (Figure 4.8).

Transverse and longitudinal aldehyde fixed tissue was also observed for differences

caused by mild chilling stress. The contents of the laticifers took on an aqua coloured

granulated appearance, but no structural or colour changes were observed between the

chilled and non-chilled sections (data not shown). Aqua colouration of the laticifers with

TBO generally indicates the presence of phenolics (O'Brien and McCully' 1981).
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Figure 4.7 LM visualisation (bright field optics) of longitudinal sections of mildly

chilled fresh unripe peel tissue. Brown colouration localised to sections of latex vessel (A

and B). Latex (lipid) globules [Lg] observed in non-brown section of laticifer (B).

Bar:200pm.
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Pulp tissue

Figure 4.8 Transverse section of mildly chilled fresh peel tissue visualised with light

microscope using bright field optics. Brown colouration localised in laticifers. Xylem,

phloem and other peel tissues show no browning.

Bar:200pm.
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4.3.2 Light microscopy of peel latex

4.3.2.1 Structural inclusions

Bright freld and phase contrast LM observations of fresh peel latex showed the major

inclusions, based on their morphology and physiological activity, were lipid globules and

lutoid vesicles.

Lipid globules were identified by their size and spherical structure. Also, their

hydrophobic nature was observed in the presence of water. In the absence of water they

tended to flocculate (Kallarackal et al., 1986) (Figure 4.9 lB and Cl).

Lutoids were numerically the most prominent inclusion. These vesicle-like structures

were identified in two morphological forms; globular and crystalloid (Figure 4.9 [D to

I]). Crystalloid lutoids \¡r'ere characterised by rod shaped crystals that were entirely or

partially contained by a membranous covering (Kallarackal et al., 1986). Crystal

fragments and membrane remnants from burst crystalloid lutoids were also observed.

Globular lutoids were difficult to identify under bright field optics, but were observed

using phase contrast (Figure 4.9lD to Fl) (Kallarackal et a1.,1986)'
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Figure 4.9 LM visualisation of structural inclusions in fresh peel latex. Lipid globules

[lg] in fresh peel latex immediately after collection (A [bright field optics]). Flocculation

of lipid globules (B and C [bright field optics]). Rod shaped crystalloid lutoids [cl]

partially covered by membrane and globular lutoids [gl] (D, E and F fphase contrast

opticsl). Rod shaped crystalloid lutoids [cl] partially covered by membrane (G, H and I

fbright field optics]).

Bar:30¡rm (A and B), 50¡rm (C) and l5prm (D, E, F, G, H and I).
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4.3.3 Polyphenol oxidase activity in chilled and non-chilled peel latex fractions

PPO activity and capacity was measured in different fractions of chilled and non-chilled

banana peel latex. Activity of PPO was unaffected by chilling, but found to be variable

between different latex fractions (Table 4.1). Note that PPO capacity in 'lutoid' fraction

was not compared to PPO activities in'aqueous I lutoid' and 'aqueous' fractions due to

addition of substrate.

4,3.4 Infrared spectroscopy of peel latex fractions

FTIR absorbance spectra for different peel latex fractions are shown in Figure 4.11. For

the lipid fraction, principal peaks corresponding closely with isoprene functional groups

of natural rubber (cis-1,4-polyisoprene) were observed. Wavenumber peaks at2977 and

2815cm-r suggested the presence of methyl (C-H) group stretching. A C:C stretching

peak was observed at l643cm-r. Peaks at 1473 and 1382cm-1 suggested C-H group

bending. A C=CH wagging peak was observed at 840cm-1 (Williams and Fleming,1989;

Rippel et a1.,2003). Other peaks more closely related with absorbance of proteins and

phospholipids were also present in the lipid fraction. A strong carbonyl (C:O) peak

characteristic of lipid was observed at l742cm-r. Small peaks at 3408 and 3444cm-l

indicated hydroxyl group (-OH) stretching (Rippel et a1.,2003).
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Table 4.1 Polyphenol oxidase activity in aqueous and lutoid fractions of latex from

peel of Cavendish cv. Williams bananas stored at 5oC and22oC for 48 hours.

Latex fraction

Pol¡phenol oxidase rate atripening stage 1

(nmoles I sec lmL)'

Non-chilled Chilled

Aqueous + lutoid

Aqueous

Lutoid

18.9 a

17.3b

19.0 a

t7.tb

19.2 a 19.5 a

' Data aÍe averages of 6 replicates where different subscripts denote significant

differences at P < 0.05 using a LSD test. Comparison was not made between lutoid and

remaining latex fractions (aqueous * lutoid and aqueous).
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Spectra for aqueous and lutoid fractions showed distinct similarities which were

characteristic of protein material (Figure 4.1 l). For both fractions, the intense broad peak

around 3400cm-1 indicated the presence of hydroxyl GOH) gloups' which are

characteristic of phenols. Small methyl group (C-H) stretching peaks were observed at

2962cm-I in both spectra. Broad amide peaks, characteristic of N-H bending could be

observed between 1510 and 1640cm-r in both fractions. Methyl (C-H) bending was

indicated by peaks around 1450cm-1. A series of peaks around 1000 and 1300cm-1

indicated oxygenated compounds. For both fractions, the peak around 1069cm-l was

assigned to the ether (C-O) group and indicative of protein material (Williams and

Fleming, 1989; Rippel et a1.,2003).

The most significant difference in spectra from the different latex fractions was the

presence of C-H stretching and bending, C:Q stretching and C:O stretching in the lipid

fraction. This suggested saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons and lipid, while the

aqueous and lutoid fractions showed -OH stretching, N-H bending and C-O vibrations,

suggesting the presence of protein and possibly phenols.
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Figure 4.10 FTIR absorbance spectra for lipid, aqueous and lutoid fractions of freeze

dried latex from peel of Cavendish cv. Williams bananas. Wave number (".-') given for

principal absorbance peaks.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Sub-epidermal symptoms of mild chilling

Using light microscopic (LM) visualisation this study conclusively identifred that

browning due to mild chilling injury was initially observed in the contents of laticifer

cells in unripe banana peel, which confirms statements made by Couey (1982), Stover

and Simmonds (1987) and John and Marchal (1995). Browning of other vascular tissue,

including sieve tubes, was not observed as a result of the level of chilling stress induced

in this experiment. It is possible however that increased chilling stress could induce

browning within banana phloem. Bagnato (2002) suggested that sieve tubes are sensitive

to chilling stress because they lack a nucleus and therefore have little ability for cellular

repair after chilling. Similarly, Kallarackal et al. (1936) observed the presence of phenol

containing cells or ducts in bana¡taphloem, which could be a source of substrate for PPO

mobilised due to chilling stress.

The aldehyde fixation method did not facilitate identifrcation of mild chilling injury

s¡mrptoms. Even before LM visualisation, the dehydration phase of the fixation process

caused browning of peel tissue samples, confounding symptoms of mild chilling injury.

After LM visualisation it was found that fixed sections showed no discernable evidence

that colour change of peel tissue had occurred. For this reason fresh tissue samples were

found to be more useful in observing symptoms of mild chilling injury. Browning of

latex inside laticifer cells was easily identified using this method (bright freld optics).
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Oxidative browning of peel tissue did not confound observations because sections were

observed immediately after sampling.

Visualisation of fresh tissue was more useful for observing symptoms of mild chilling

injury, though anatomical features of banana peel tissue were easier to identify from

aldehyde fixed sections. Aldehyde fixation facilitated identification of lignin and

carbohydrate in cellular structures. Simple and complex tissues could only be identified

from fresh sections according to structure, size and any association with more easily

recognised tissues, such as collenchymatous bundles or laticifers. Collecting fresh

sections with a scalpel blade also damaged cellular structures, making identifrcation more

difficult.

Fixed and fresh sections showed banana laticifers were articulated, non-anastomosing

and usually associated with vascular bundles. This is in agreement with Kallarackal et al.

(1986) and Mauseth (1988). In studies by Milburn et al. (1990) and Kallarackal et al.

(1990) it was suggest that laticifers are involved in maintaining turgor of plant tissue by

osmo-regulation. Azarkan et a1.,2004 also stated that latex exudation from laticifers is a

plant defence mechanism. Coagulation of latex seals the wounded area and prevents

further pathogen invasion. According to d'Auzac and Jacob (1989) coagulation of Hevea

brasiliensis latex results from lutoid bodies bursting. Heveq latex is also reported to

contain proteins with antifungal properties (Van Panjs et a1.,1991).
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4.4.2 Light microscopy of peel latex

LM observations of banana latex, the contents of laticifer cells, revealed a highly

structured hydrosol. Major structural inclusions were lipid globules and lutoid vesicles.

Kallarackal et al. (1986) also reported the presence of cloplasmic fragments in banana

latex, which were not positively identified in this study. C¡oplasmic fragments may have

been confused with globular lutoids in the present study. Kallarackal et al. (1986)

described cytoplasmic fragments as globular structures with an intact membrane and

granular content, similar to globular lutoids.

Lipid globules in banana latex are analogous to lipid globules ín Hevea. They display a

hydrophobic nature in the presence of water, which was also observed by Kallarackal et

al. (1986) and have a pafüal membrane around them, with a polar protein-phospholipid

covering outside and a non-polar lipid centre (Gomez, 1975). The protein-lipid

composition of lipid globules was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy. Absorption peaks

corresponding with isoprene and protein-phospholipid functional groups were observed

in the spectra from the lipid fraction of banana peel latex. Rippel et al. (2003) reported

similar peaks in the spectra of Hevea brasiliensis latex.

Lutoids were numerically the major inclusion in banana peel latex. Both globular and

crystalloid lutoids were observed in this study. Crystalloid lutoids were identified by rod

shaped crystals that were entirely or partially contained by a membranous covering.

Crystalloid lutoids were observed using both bright field and phase contrast optics. By
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comparison, globular lutoids were difficult to observe under bright field optics, but their

outlines were more visible with phase contrast optics, as reported by Kallarackal et al.

(1e86).

Like Hevea lutoids, banana lutoids might also be involved in plant defence. Banana

lutoids ruptured when latex was collected. Similar observations were also reported by

Kallarackal et al. (1986). Bursting of Hevea lutoids is involved in latex coagulation and it

is possible that lutoid rupture also plays a role in banana latex coagulation to seal wound

sites. Some banana lutoids also contained crystals. Raphide crystals, composed of

calcium oxalate, in grape vine leaves and berries and lily leaves have been shown to help

defend against herbivore attack (Saltz and Ward, 2000; Jauregui Zuniga et a1.,2003; De

Bolt et a1.,2004). The sharp, needle shaped crystals can cause wounding and irritation.

However, the crystals in banana lutoids are rod shaped with blunt ends and seem unlikely

to cause wounding. Lutoid crystals may play a biochemical function. For example,

calcium oxalate crystals in plants, like raphides and druses are an important reservoir for

excess calcium (Jauregui Zuniga et a1.,2003). Research has not yet chatacterised lutoid

crystals in banana and more biochemical investigations are needed.

4.4.3 PPO activity in fractionated latex

Researchers do not known why browning first appears in peel latex vessels of unripe

bananas due to chilling stress. Although it's commonly thought that that oxidation of

phenolic substances by PPO causes brown discolouration in banana latex vessels (John
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and March al, 1995), the compartmentalisation of PPO and phenols in banana latex and

the organelles or cells that initially leak PPO into latex in response to chilling stress is

unclear. PPO activity in banana latex had not been quantified until this study, but was

implied through the appearance of browning, a s5rmptom of its activity (Couey, 1982;

John and Marchal, 1995).

An oxygen electrode was used to investigate PPO activity. Various studies have used this

technique to investigate PPO activity in plant material, including banana peel and pulp

(Gooding et a1.,2001b; Bagnato, 2002). Polarographic determination of oxygen potential

may be used as a direct indicator of PPO activity, since oxygen is directly used up in the

reaction to produce o-quinones and water. Activity of PPO in latex was also indicated by

oxygen consumption in the lutoid fraction following the addition of catechol as substrate.

While catechol is not a natural PPO substrate in banana, previous studies have shown that

catechol induces PPO activity (Roberts, l97l; Bagnato, 2002; Wititsuwannal<ul, 2002;

Nguyen et a1.,2003) and brown discolouration inside the reaction cell.

Peel latex samples were fractionated to investigate PPO activity. Wititsuwannaktl et al.

(2002) used centrifugation to fractionate Hevea brasiliensis latex during PPO studies in

the lutoid fraction. Roberts (197I) also centrifuged Papaver somniferum latex to

investigate PPO activity in the sedimentary fraction. However, centrifugation caused

significant damage to lutoid vesicles in the sedimentary fraction of banana peel latex.

Light microscopy of membrane remnants and crystal fragments verified lutoid damage.

Sensitivity of sedimentary organelles to mechanical damage caused by centrifugation has
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also been reported in poppy latex (Roberts, 1971). However, Roberts (1971) showed that

centrifuging for 30 minutes at 10009 caused less damage to the organelles than 30009 for

5 minutes. Unfortunately, similar reductions in centrifuge speed in the present study did

not reduce damage to organelles in banana latex (data not shown). This suggests that

robustness of sedimentary particles in latex might vary between plant species. Roberts

(1971) also considered this idea, suggesting that organelles in poppy latex were more

sensitive to mechanical damage than particles found in Hevea latex. To reduce damage to

lutoid vesicles in banana latex, samples were fractionated by allowing them to stand over

time. However, membrane remnants and crystal fragments were still observed in aqueous

and lutoid fractions of banana latex, which suggested that lutoid vesicles may be

damaged during latex extraction and total fractionation was not achieved by allowing

them to stand over time.

Rate of oxygen consumption indicated greatest PPO activity in the aqueous + lutoid

fraction of latex. In the absence of the aqueous fraction, it was necessary to induce

oxygen consumption in the lutoid fraction by the addition of 4-methyl catechol as

substrate. Although oxygen consumption was greatest in the lutoid fraction following

substrate addition, comparison with the aqueous and lutoid * aqueous fractions can not be

made as rate of reaction is affected by substrate specificity and concentration. Without

the addition of substrate to the reaction cell, oxygen consumption in the lutoid fraction

was minimal. Substrate addition was not required to induce oxygen consumption in the

aqueous fraction. PPO activity was not measured in non-fractionated banana peel latex as

lipid gtobules consist largely of polyisoprene and probably have little PPO associated
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with their partial membrane, which was indicated by FTIR absorbance and will be

discussed later

Particles in extracted banana latex are contributed both by the laticifers and polyphenol

ducts in phloem (Kallarackal et a1.,1936). Polyphenol ducts are phenolic storing cells in

phloem. This suggests that PPO activity in extracted peel latex may be in part contributed

to by polyphenol ducts. However, the fact that browning was observed in latex vessels

due to chilling stress and not observed in phloem suggests that development of brown

discolouration in latex vessels was not causally related to possible PPO or phenolic

substances in polyphenol ducts.

Although PPO activity has not been previously measured in banana latex, studies have

demonstrated its activity in latex from other plant species. Fractional variation in PPO

activity was reporte d in Hevea brasiliensis latex, with alarge proportion associated with

the lutoid fraction (Low and 'Wiemken, 1984; Wititsuwannakaul et a1.,2002). PPO

activity in lutoids from Heved was 5 to 34 times greater compared to PPO activity in

Frey-Wyssling particles, membrane bound organelles also found in Hevea latex

(Wititsuwannalul et at., 2002). Fractional variation in PPO activity has also been

reported in Papaver somniferum latex (Roberts, 1971; Roberts et al., 1982). Using

catechol as a substrate, Roberts (1971) reported highest PPO activity in the sedimentary

fraction of Papaver latex. Without substrate, oxygen consumption in the sedimentary

fraction was signihcantly lower. In the absence of catechol, Roberts (1971) also found

lower PPO activity in the aqueous fraction compared to non-fractionated latex, which
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conflicts with findings from the present study. Sensitivity of sedimentary organelles to

damage may explain these results. If organelles in poppy latex are largely intact, substrate

would not readily reach the enzyme site and PPO activity be lower, which was suggested

by Roberts (1971). However, greater damage of sedimentary organelles in banana latex

might allow PPO to readily react with substrate in the aqueous fraction.

The presence of phenolic substrates in extracted latex was suspected after slight browning

of latex samples moments after collection, Substrate presence was also suggested when

non-fractionated latex and the aqueous fraction did not require addition of substrate to

initiate oxygen consumption in the reaction cell. Histochemical investigation, using ferric

chloride and potassium dichromate as stains have shown water-soluble tannins and

phenolic substances are present in latex vessels in banana peel (Simmonds, 1959)'

Phenolics are also reported in extracted latex from other plants including Hevea

brasiliensis (Purseglove, 1968; Tan and Audley, 1968; Brzozowska - Hanower et al.,

lg78), Papaver somniferum (Roberts et al., 1982) and Badami mangoes (Saby John et

a1.,2003).In Hevea latex, phenols were detected in the lutoid fraction (Tan and Audley,

1968). Sady John et al. (2003) reported low phenol levels in the aqueous fraction of

mango latex, but did not analyse the lutoid fraction for total phenols.

There are no reports on compartmentalisation of PPO and phenolics in banana latex.

Based on the FTIR absorbance spectra, it is suggested that the lipid fraction of peel latex

probably contained little PPO. However, speculative evidence from other reports and the

fact that greater PPO activity was measured when lutoids were present in the aqueous
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fraction of peel latex, leads to suggest that lutoid vesicles in banana peel latex may

compartmentalise PPO and phenols, which come into contact with each other as a result

of damage.

As the name suggests, the lutoid fraction of banana latex is mostly comprised of lutoid

vesicles, which are described as vacuolysosomal in nature (Kallarackal et al., 1986).

Various repofs associate PPO with vacuoles. Murata et al. (1997) reported that PPO in

mature Fuji apples was mostly found in cell walls of vacuoles and localized in plastids.

Kallarackal et al. (1986) reported a thick deposit of electron dense material around

banana lutoids. It is possible that PPO is athacted to the negatively charged membrane

surface of lutoids. Roberts (1971) reported that the sedimentary organelles in Papaver

latex, which physically resembl ed Hevea lutoids, contained both PPO and phenolic

substrates, which come into contact only as a result of damage, suggesting some

compartmentalisation within the organelle. In studies on the purification of banana PPO,

Jayaraman and Ramanuja (1987) reported differences in the nature of PPO binding in

cells. In one banana variety the enzSrme was found in cytoplasm, while in other varieties

they reported that PPO was associated with cell walls. PPO has also been reported in

cytoplasm and vesicles in Liayangpear fruits (Ju et a1.,1988). Vesicles were reported in

banana lutoids by Kallarackal et al. (1986).

Investigation of PPO activity also suggested the presence of free phenolic substrate in

extracted peel latex. Evidence suggests these phenolics are stored in the vacuolysosomal

lutoids in banana latex. This is based on reports that phenolics are stored in plant
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vacuoles (h et al., 1988; Morales and Ros Barcelo, 1997; Beclanan,2000; Gooding ef

al.,200la; Nguyen et ø1.,2003). Other studies also suggest that phenolic substances are

contained within the sedimentary organelles of plant latex. Roberts (197I) suggested the

organelles in poppy latex contain both enzyme and substrate. Tan and Audley (1968) also

found phenolics in the densest fractions of Hevea latex. However, oxygen consumption

before catechol addition in the lutoid fraction of banana latex indicated low phenol

content. Given that banana lutoids might be sensitive to damage, it could be that damage

to lutoids even without centrifugation was enough to release almost all substrate into the

aqueous fraction. This would also help to explain PPO activity in the aqueous fraction of

latex in the absence ofcatechol.

Oxidation of phenolic substrates by PPO is thought to be the major cause of browning in

many fruits and vegetables due to chilling stress (Gooding et al.,200lb). Studies have

reported that development of brown discolouration, due to chilling stress, ripening and

wounding is positively correlated with activity of PPO. This was shown in banana fruits

by Nguyen et al. (2003). Stewart et al. (2001) also demonstrated it in the leaves and fruits

of pineapple. These studies are comparable because chilling stress, ripening and

wounding all cause cellular leakage. This is commonly accepted for chilling and

wounding stresses, but was also demonstrated by V/ade (1978) in response to banana

ripening. Nevertheless, there are reports that demonstrate little or no corelation between

browning and PPO activity in fruit. Gooding et al. (2001b) detected no significant wound

induced increases in PPO activity in banana fruit. Bagnato (2002) reported the same

effect in response to chilling stress. However, given there is evidence to suggest that
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brown discolouration observed in latex vessels may be related to PPO activity, the effect

of chilling temperatures on banana peel latex fractions was investigated.

This study showed no significant increase in PPO activity in banana peel latex due to

chilling exposure. Bagnato (2002) found storage of unripe Cavendish cv. Williams

bananas at 5oC for four days had no affect on peel PPO activity compared to fruit stored

at room temperature for the same period. Also Gooding et al., (2001b) found that peel

and pulp PPO activity in Cavendish cv. Williams bananas remained constant during

ripening. Furthermore, they reported that mechanical wounding resulted in a negligible

increase in peel PPO activity, while no increase in pulp PPO activity was found. Hyodo

et al. (1978) found no relation between increased PPO activity and the development of

russeting spots on lettuce leaves exposed to ethylene. Similarly, Larngaudíerc et al.

(lg9S) reported the same regarding development of brown heart and its relation to PPO

activity in pears.

Nevertheless, there is just as much evidence to suggest that browning development and

ppO activity are positively correlated. Nguyen et at. (2003) reported that development of

chilling injury symptoms in unripe Kluai Khai and Kluai Hom Thong bananas, due to

continued storage at 6oC compared to 10oC, was positively correlated with increases in

peel ppO activity. Omuaru and Izonfuo (1990) reported an increase in peel browning

during ripening and suggested this may be causally related to an l8-fold increase in

banana peel PPO activity. similarly, sunday and Dismas (199a) reported a 4-fold
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increase in banana pulp PPO activity due to ripening. In pineapple, Stewart et al. (200I)

demonstrated wounding in leaves and fruit induced an increase in PPO activity.

Studies reporting increased PPO activity in response to chitling stress, ripening and

wounding attribute this to membrane degradation and cellular leakage, which allow

phenolics to come into contact with PPO (Omuaru and Izonfuo, 1990; Sunday and

Dismas, 1994; Nguyen et a1.,2003). ln banana, Gooding et al. (200Ib) also showed that

PPO transcripts remained low throughout ripening, in both peel and pulp. Nguyen et al.

(2003) interpreted this to suggest increased PPO activity during banana ripening resulted

from the release of pre-existing PPO, which is synthesised early on in fruit development,

not from production of new PPO in response to ripening. Though not shown in the

present study, this could also be the case during peel browning at low temperatures.

To explain insignifrcant responses in PPO activity Bagnato (2002) suggested that fruit

had already been exposed to freld chilling conditions, which may have increased PPO

activity in the peel of all fruit, making the effects of subsequent chilling treatments

irrelevant. Gooding et at. (2}0lb) showed constant PPO activity during banana ripening

and suggested that browning of fruit during ripening is due to loss of cellular

compartmentation and activity of pre-existing PPO. They also went on to say that

increased PPO activity, as a wound defense response is not present in bananas. However,

what Bagnato (2002) and Goodling et al. (200lb) were in fact measuring was the activity

of total PPO in samples of banana tissue, rather than the PPO made available by chilling

or mechanical damage. Samples were ground in preparation for PPO analysis, which
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probably caused enough membrane damage to make virtually all PPO in tissue samples

mobile and able to react with substrates. Total PPO activity was also measured in the

present study. Organelles in peel latex sustained a certain amount of damage during

sample collection, which was indicated by LM visualisation. The magnetic stirrer may

have also damaged latex organelles in the reaction cell, allowing PPO and phenolic

substrates to mix. Damage to organelles and subsequent release of PPO and phenols

would have confounded effects of chilling stress on PPO activity.

4.4.4 Infrared spectroscopy of peel latex fractions

Evidence suggests that increased saturation of fatty acids in phospholipids may also be

linked to greater chilling sensitivity in various crops, including banana (Wang and

Gemma, lgg4). Dupont et al. (1976) reported an abundance of saturated fatty acids in the

Hevea lutoid membrane relative to other plant organelles and suggested that the fragility

of these organelles might be related to a lack of fluidity due to their high content of

saturated fatty acids. Because similarities have been made between Heveq and banana

lutoids (Kallarackal et a1.,1986), it was expected that a high content of saturated fatty

acids in banana lutoid membrane could be linked to chilling sensitivity and explain initial

browning inside latex vessels due to mild chilling. FTIR spectroscopy was used in

preliminary trials to investigate the lipid composition in different banana peel latex

fractions
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FTIR absorbance spectra suggested the presence of polyisoprene, hydrocarbons and

phospholipid lipid in the lipid fraction of peel latex. Over 2000 species of plants produce

cis-1,4-polyisoprene, which is known as natural rubber latex (Siler and Cornish, 1993).

The most well known include Hevea braciliensis and Ficus elastica, due to commercial

exploitation. Lipid globules in banana latex are similar to lipid globules observed in other

laticiferous plants, including Hevea (Gomez, 1975). The polyisoprene molecules are

surrounded by protective hydrophilic membranes comprised of protein-phospholipid

complex (Rippel et a1.,2003), which would partly explain phospholipid absorbance in

this fraction of peel latex.

Major absorbance peaks suggested the presence of protein, carbohydrates and possibly

phenols in the aqueous and lutoid fractions. The aqueous fraction of banana latex is

reported as a mixture of water, sugars, tannins and water-soluble phenolics (Simmonds,

1959; Baker et a1.,1990; Turner, 1997). Similarly, Kallarackal et al. (1986) suggested

that crystals in banana lutoids shared similarities with hexagonal protein crystals in

Hevea lutoids, which could explain protein absorbance in the lutoid and aqueous

fractions of banana latex. However, there was no indication of phospholipid in the lutoid

fraction of banana peel latex. Lutoids are membrane bound, but the fact that phospholipid

was not detected in this fraction suggests that they were damaged during centrifugation

and membrane remnants were mobilised to another fraction of the latex. It is possible that

phospholipid lutoid membranes were attracted to the non-polar lipid fraction of the latex,

which showed absorbance suggestive of phospholipids.
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The degree of saturation of fatty acids in lutoid membranes was not determined from this

investigation. An absorbance peak at l662cm-l suggested C:C stretching in the lipid

fraction, but more experimentation is required to suggest that this was associated with

saturated fatty acids from lutoid membranes. An absorbance spectrum for Hevea latex,

reported by Rippel et,al. (2003) suggested the peak was probably associated with

polyisoprene or lipid globule membranes, rather than lutoid membranes.
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4,5 Conclusion

This study conclusively showed that the contents of banana peel latex vessels exhibít the

Jìrst signs of browning in response to mild chilling stress'

Measurement of oxygen consumption to investigate PPO activity provided evidence that

PPO and phenolics were present in non-chilled banana peel latex, but chilling conditions

had no effect on PPO activity in extracted latex under the experimental conditions tested.

Given there is evidence in the literature suggesting the association of PPO and phenols

with lutoids and vacuoles and PPO activity was detected in the lutoid fraction of banana

peel latex in the present study, it seems reasonable to suggest that PPO and phenols may

be compartmentalised in banana lutoids.

It was hypothesized in Section 4.I that lutoids in banana peel latex are sensitive to

chilling stress and compartmentalise PPO and phenolics involved in the browning

reaction. The hypothesis was not supported in the present study as FTIR spectroscopy

showed no evidence of the lipid composition of banana lutoids. However, the fragility of

banana lutoids, observed in this study, could cause increased sensitivity to chilling stress.

Therefore, PPO and phenolics assocíated with lutoids in banana peel latex maybe

involved in browning due to chilling.
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Chapter 5

5 Bunch cover develoPment

5.1 Introduction

Developing banana bunches are t1'pically exposed to temperatures below 13oC during

winter months in Australian banana growing regions. Preliminary freld data collected in a

plantation located near Tully, in northem Queensland, indicated that pre-dawn

temperatures can drop to as low as 7oC inside bunch covers. These chilling conditions

may cause the development of irreversible chilling injury symptoms in bananas. The

damage reduces fruit quality and market value (Johnson, T. pers. comm., 2002), but the

Australian banana industry has done little to address the problem. One of the reasons for

this is a lack of market competition; however, disease outbreak in northern Queensland

has exposed the industry to proposed importation of Philippine bananas (Australian

Banana Growers Council, 2005). With a tropical climate, the Philippines do not

experience the problem of field chilling and therefore threaten to out-compete Australian

producers in winter markets when local fruit are inferior in quality. With this problem

facing the Australian banana industry, the need for control of field chilling is evident if

growers wish to remain competitive.

To control freld chilling, strategies must be implemented in the field before irreversible

fruit damage occurs. Various preharvest strategies show potential for control of field
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chilling, including new chilling tolerant banana varieties, plantation floor management

techniques and adaptations of bunch covers to further increase bunch microclimate

temperatures. These were discussed in Section 2.6.

Although developing cold tolerant varieties suited to Australia's climate would be a

preferred solution, breeding programs are expensive and laborious and given the urgent

threat of overseas competition for Australian banana markets a more immediate solution

is needed.

Floor management studies in an almond orchard showed that with 40% ground shading

from trees pre dawn floor temperatures were approximately 3oC warmer on bare ground

than a vegetated floor (Snyder and Connell, 1993). No real attempt is made in banana

plantations to maintain a clear canopy floor. In fact, current commercial practices involve

mulching old plants into the soil and allowing plant debris to fall to the canopy floor. It is

therefore questionable if the degree of protection would warrant the extra cost of labour

and increased risk of erosion by maintaining a clear canopy floor.

Bunch covers are used in commercial plantations to reduce pest and mechanical damage

to fruit (Stover and Simmonds, 1987). However, it has also been shown that bunch covers

can increase bunch microclimate temperatures and reduce low temperature effects on

developing bananas. As discussed in Section2.6.3, Johns and Scott (1989a) showed that

double covers made from colourless polyethylene bags inside a blue / silver polyethylene

covers increased bunch temperatures at dawn by an average of 6oC, compared to the
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waÍn ambient temperatures during January. Ganry 0975) also found that blue

polyethylene covers raised bunch temperatures by an average of 0.5oC daily. Daniells and

Lindsay (2004) reported that bunch microclimate temperatures under covers canbe 2 -

6oC warmer than ambient temperatures in Australia. This evidence demonstrates the

potential bunch covers have to control field chilling. However, there are some gaps in

research concerning field chilling and bunch covers.

Many bunch cover studies have investigated the beneficial effects of higher temperatures

on bunch characteristics such as finger weight, length and diameter and time to reach

maturity (Choudhury et al.,1996a: Reddy, 1989; Stover and Simmonds, 1987). However,

no study has specifically shown how different materials in covers can affect bunch

temperatures at night and development of chilling injury symptoms. Similarly, studies

have looked at effects of different coloured covers on fruit quality (Cuneen and

McEntyre, 1988), but have not investigated how shading or the level of light penetration

through covers affect quality and yield.

In order to develop bunch covers to control field chilling it is necessary to understand the

movement of heat energy throughout the bunch environment and loss of heat energy at

night. This was discussed in detail in Section 2.6.3. Three main principles account for

heat loss from the bunch and bunch environment. The bunch environment can lose heat

energy by the escape of warm air through ventilation holes in the cover or the unsealed

end of the cover (Connellan et a1.,1983). Bunch heat energy is lost by emission of long

wave thermal infrared radiation (approximately 700 - 1400nm) to the internal surface of
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the bunch cover and from the cover to the cooler night sky (Vakalounakis, 1992). Also

there is convective transfer of heat from the air surrounding the bunch to the cover, which

is then conducted through the cover material to the surrounding cool night air.

Given the gaps that exist in bunch cover research and the principles explaining heat loss

from bunches in the field, a series of experiments were conducted to investigate physical

characteristics of current polyethylene bunch cover films and alternative materials. This

was done as a screening process to find materials that could be used in bunch covers to

prevent freld chilling. Physical characteristics assessed included:

1. Rate of transfer of thermal heat energy (Qx).

2. Transmission of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR).

3. Transmission of infrared (IR) heat energy.

The rate at which thermal heat energy passed through different plastic and packaging

materials (Qx) was intended to give an approximate measure of the insulating properties

of the materials. It was hlpothesised that plastic films with a low rate of heat transfer

value may better insulate bananabunches by reducing conductive heat energy loss.

The percentage transmission of light within the photosynthetically active raîge (PAR)

through proposed cover materials was compared with commercial bunch covers with the

intention of selecting treatments that allowed similar levels of light transmission for use

in later trials.
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Although the emission of heat energy from fruit cannot be reduced, it may be possible to

reduce the amount of thermal infrared radiation that passed through the bunch covers.

Therefore the percentage transmission of infrared (IR) radiation of materials was

measured to give an indication of their ability to reduce heat loss from bunches at night

by blocking long wave thermal radiation.

Based on the results of these experiments a series of field trials was set up in the 'Waite

orchard to test the effects of various preliminary bunch cover designs constructed from

these materials on bunch surface temperature.
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5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Bunch cover films and packaging materials

A variety of plastic films and packaging materials were selected for the trial experiments

(Table 5.1). Current bunch cover films of varying colours were selected for comparison

(Chiquita Brands South Pacific Pty Ltd, Tully, Northern Queensland). Blue polyethylene

film used in disposable bunch covers was selected as the control. Other materials were

chosen because of their insulative or reflective properties. Materials with good insulation

properties, such as polyethylene bubble wrap and Cell-Aire@ polyethylene packaging film

(Adelaide Packaging Supplies Pty Ltd), were selected to reduce convective heat loss,

while reflective materials.(silver in colour) were selected to reduce radiated IR heat loss.

Specifrcations of bunch cover films and packaging materials are shown Table 5.1. Table

5.1 also shows abbreviated treatment names for simplicity and later reference.

5.2.2 Rate of heat loss

To determine the rate at which thermal heat energy passes through different plastic films

and packaging materials (Qx) a specialised apparatus was constructed to create and

measure changes in a temperature gradient across plastic films.
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Table 5.1 Bunch cover films and packaging materials tested in trial experiments to establish

physical properties and select for materials that could be used in bunch covers to control field chilling.

Treatment name Material specifications

Blue (control)

Yellow

Silver

Silver blue

5mm Bubble wrap

2}mmBubble wrap

2 x 5mm Bubble wrap

2mm Cell-Aire

4mm Cell-Aire

6mm Cell-Aire

8mm Cell-Aire

2x2mmCell-Aire

3 x2mm Cell-Aire

2x4mm Cell-Aire

Silver 2mm Cell-Aire

Silver 4mm Cell-Aire

Silver 6mm Cell-Aire

3 x silver 2mm Cell-Aire

4 x silver 2mm Cell-Aire

2 x silver 4mm Cell-Aire

1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial bunch cover)

I x layer 20pm thick yellow polyethylene film (disposable commercial bunch

cover)

I x layer 20pm thick silver polyetþlene film (disposable commercial bunch

cover)

I x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film with silver ink application to one side

(re-usable commercial bunch cover)

1 x layer 5mm bubble diameter polyethylene bubble wrap

I x layer 20mm bubble diameterpolyethylene bubble wrap

2 x layers 5mm bubble diameter polyethylene bubble wrap

I x layer 2mm thick Cell-Aire@ polyethylene packaging foam

I x layer 4mm thick Cell-Aire@ polyethylene packaging foam

1 x layer 6mm thick Cell-Aire@ polyethylene packaging foam

I x layer 8mm thick Cell-Aire@polyethylene packaging foam

2 x layers 2mm thick Cell-Aire@polyetþlene packaging foam

3 x layers 2mm thick Cell-Aire@polyetþlene packaging foam

2 x layers 4mm thick Cell-Aire@polyetþlene packaging foam

1 x layer 2mm thick cell-Aire@polyethylene packaging foam with silver paint

application to one side

1 x layer 4mm thick cell-Aire@ polyetþlene packaging foam with silver paint

application to one side

1 x layer 6mm thick cell-Aire@ polyethylene packaging foam with silver paint

application to one side

3 x layers 2mm thick cell-Aire@polyethylene packaging foam with silver paint

application to one side

4 x layers 2mm thick Cell-Aire@ polyethylene packaging foam with silver paint

application to one side

2 x layers 4mm thick cell-Aire@polyethylene packaging foam with silver paint

application to one side
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Figure 5.1 Apparatus used to create and measure temperature gradient across plastic film (A). Hot

water bath (B) used to heat the interior of the apparatus.

D

Figure 5.2 Inside Styrofoam boxes. On one side is a copper coil connected to water bath for heating

(A), temperature sensor next to plastic film (B), electric fans to circulate and maintain uniform air

temperature (C) and blue polyethylene ltlm (D) secured between the holes in the boxes.
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The apparatus, shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, was constructed from Styrofoam boxes held

against one another by elastic straps. One of Styrofoam boxes contained a copper coil

through which heated water was passed. A 10cm x 10cm hole in each of the boxes

allowed the transfer of heat energy from the box containing the heated copper coil to the

other across the plastic frlm that was taped in place over the hole. Films that had silver

paint applied to their surface were taped in place with the silver surface facing the heated

box. Fans inside each of the boxes circulated the heated air and maintained a uniform air

temperature within each. A sensor connected to a temperature logger (Tiny Tag 2,

Hastings Data Loggers, Port Macquarie, NS\Ð was placed in the centre of the Styrofoam

box not containing the copper heating coil. A second sensor connected to a temperature

logger was placed outside the box to measure the ambient temperature. When a constant

temperature was reached the 2 boxes were separated and the heat energy within the box

containing the temperature logger was allowed to transfer through the plastic film to the

atmosphere. The temperature loggers measured the change in temperature within the box

compared to the atmospheric temperature over a period of time'

These data were used to calculate change in energy (AE in Joules) inside the box using

formula 5.1.

AE:RxnxAT (s. 1)
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n

Number of moles of air within the box (n) was calculated using formula 5.2.

Where:

'Where:

R

AT

n:V/Vm

V

Vm

Gas constant (adjusted for temperature inside box).

Number of moles of air in the box.

Change in temperature ("C) inside box over time (t).

(s.2)

Volume of air in box (m3).

Volume of 1 mole of ideal gas adjusted for temperature (T1)

inside box.

Change in temperature (AT in "C) inside box over time (t) was calculated using formula

5.3.

AT: Tr - Tz (5.3)
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Where:

T1

Tz

Temperature inside box, calculated as atmospheric

temperature ("C) + l7oc.

Temperature inside box ("C) after time (t).

Atmospheric energy partly affects the energy change inside the box. To allow

comparison between treatments it was necessary to standardise the energy difference

between the atmosphere and inside the box.

Change in energy (AE) was used to calculate rate of heat transmitted from the box (Qx in

Js-r) using formula 5.4.

Qx 6ox+fihn): AE / t (s.4)

Where:

t Time (seconds) of temperature change (Tr to Tz).

Because the walls of the Styrofoam box also transmit heat energy the rate of heat

transmission (Qx box+fi¡.) was co1rected for the plastic film using formula 5.5'

Qx lmrn¡: Qx pox+film¡ - Qx (5/6box)

tl4
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The same method used to determine rate of heat transfer through plastic films was

repeated to determine rate of heat loss from the Styrofoam box (Qx u"J. A Styrofoam

block (equal thickness to walls of box) was used to seal the hole in the box instead of

plastic frlm. To calculate Qx 1nm¡, Qx 6ox) was adjusted to account for the fact that heat

ensrgy was lost from only 5 of 6 Styrofoam surfaces.

In a completely randomized (CRD) experimental design the procedure was replicated 4

times for each of the plastic film and packaging material treatments mentioned in Table

5.1. Rates of heat transfer for the different materials were analysed using a t-test with the

program Genstat Ed 6 for PC/Windows NT (Release 6.1, 2002, Lawes Agricultural Trust,

Rothamsted Experimental Station).

5.2.3 Transmission of infrared heat energy

úrfrared (IR) transmission of plastic films and packaging materials was measured using a

BX Fourier Transform lnfrared (FTIR) Spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Wellesley,

USA) within 7000 - 14000nm. This is the wavelength range where IR emission by soil

and plants takes place during the night (Vakalounakis,1992)'

To measure IR transmission samples of bunch cover film and packaging materials (Table

5.1) were cut into squares (4cm x 4cm) and taped in place on the sample mount in the
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FTIR spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer then measured the transmission of a

beam of IR radiation through the plastic film or packaging material.

The spectrophotometer measured IR transmission of each sample four times and

produced the average percentage transmission within the wavelength range of 7000 -

14000nm. Two replicate samples of each bunch cover film and packaging material were

tested in the spectrophotometer to create a completely randomised (CRD) experimental

design. Percentage of IR transmission for the different materials were analysed using a t-

test with the program Genstat Ed 6 for PC/Windows NT (Release 6'1, 2002, Lawes

Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted Experimental Station).

5.2.4 Transmission of photosynthetically-active radiation

Transmission of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) through plastic films and

packaging materials was measured using a quantum sensor linked to a Hansatech PAR

meter (SKYE Instruments Ltd, Powys, United Kingdom) as seen in Figure 5.3. The

sensor was placed in a fixed position aimed at direct sunlight and the level of PAR was

measured in ¡rmol/m-'s-t. Th" sensor was then covered with a sample of bunch cover film

or packaging material (Table 5.1) and the level of PAR transmission measured in

pmol/m-2s-l. pAR transmission of bunch cover films and packaging materials was

expressed as a percentage relative to levels of PAR in direct sunlight.
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The experiment was a completely randomised design (CRD) where PAR transmission

was measured in three different positions through each sample. Two replicate samples of

each bunch cover film and packaging material were tested. Percentage PAR transmission

for the different materials were analysed using a t-test with the program Genstat Ed 6 for

PC/Windows NT (Release 6.1, 2002, Lawes Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted

Experimental Station).

5.2.5 Preliminary bunch cover field trails

Based on results of preliminary experiments quantifying physical characteristics of

different bunch cover films and packaging materials, bunch covers were designed and

tested in field trials to investigate their effects on bunch surface temperature to control

freld chilling of mature green bunches. The experiment was conducted in the Waite

orchard, University of Adelaide Waite campus, South Australia, during the spring months

of September and October when the severity of night time chilling events in the orchard

were comparable to winter chilling events in Northern Queensland.

Three whole mature green bunches (commercial harvest ready) were suspended under

shade cloth in the orchard to simulate canopy shading during the day. A disposable blue

polyethylene cover, commonly used in commercial production, was used as the control'

Various treatment covers were constructed, as shown in Table 5.2. Cover designs

investigated the effects of single and multiple layering of materials and different

combinations of materials in multi-layered covers, sealed versus unsealed bunch cover
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ends and the application of silver paint to the inside surface of the covers. Treatment

covers were constructed to commercial specification (l50cm length and 51cm width). A

heat sealer (Venus Brands, Model VHIF-600, Packaging Machines Australia, Australia)

or adhesive tape was used to join materials. Silver paint was lightly applied to the inside

surface of some materials using a spray gun. A light application (approximately 50mL

silver paintlrÊ cover material) was used to ensure light transmission of covers still

occurred.

Temperature data loggers (Tiny Tag2, Hastings Data Loggers, Port Macquarie, New

South Wales) were used to measure changes in bunch surface temperature inside the

cover treatments during single night-time periods. To show any variation in surface

temperature due to bunch position, temperature sensors were attached to fingers of

similar size in the middle of hands using rubber bands at the top and bottom of bunches

(Figure 5.4). Ambient temperatures during night-time periods were also measured.

Because of considerable variation in weather conditions between different nights, trials

were limited to single night periods. In each trial one bunch was covered with a blue

control cover. Different treatment covers were then randomly applied to the remaining 2

bunches. A total of 14Inal experiments were conducted over separate night periods. Due

to the limited number of bunches available for the trial, treatments were not replicated

during single night periods. No replication of treatments was used in the separate trials,

therefore temperature data were not statistically analysed for signihcant results.
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Table 5.2 Bunch cover treatments constructed from current bunch cover films and packaging

materials to investigate effects on surface temperatures of mature green bunches in the 'Waite orchard,

Adelaide, South Australia, at night.

Bunch cover treatment Material specifrcations

Blue (control)

Bubble wrap

Cell-Aire

Silver bubble wrap

2 x silver bubble wrap

Silver blue + bubble

wrap

Blue + silver bubble

rwrap

Silver blue * silver

bubble wrap

I x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial cover)

1 x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap

I x layer 2mm thick Cell-Aire polyethylene foam

I x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap with silver paint

applied to inside surface

2 x layers 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap with silver

paint applied to inside surface

I x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film with silver ink application on

inside surface undemeath 1 x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene

bubble wrap

1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene f,rlm (disposable commercial cover)

undemeath 1 x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap with

silver paint applied to inside surface

1 x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film with silver ink application on

outside surface undemeath I x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyetþlene

bubble wrap with silver paint applied to inside surface
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Figure 5.3 Temperature data logger (A) and sensor (B) attached to finger using

rubber band to measure bunch surface temperatures inside blue polyethylene control

cover during night-time in preliminary field trials in the Waite orchard, Adelaide, South

Australia.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Physical properties of bunch cover fÌlms and packaging materials

Rate of heat transmission, IR and PAR transmission of bunch cover films and packaging

materials was determined in trial experiments. This information, shown in Table 5.3, was

used for selection of materials to control freld chilling using bunch covers.

Bunch cover films produced the highest rates of heat transfer. Average rates of heat

transmission through blue, silver blue and yellow polyethylene films ranged from 5.7 -

6.8 x lg-óJs-t. Yellow polyethylene produced the highest rate of heat loss (Table 5'3). IR

and PAR transmission of bunch cover films was more variable. Average IR transmission

of blue and yellow bunch cover films was high (68% and 73%) compared to other

packaging materials, however, silver and silver blue polyethylene films transmitted only

llo/o and 60/o mean IR (Table 5.3). Average PAR transmission of bunch cover films

ranged from 53 - 7%o, which was moderate to low in comparison to packaging materials.

Of the bunch cover f,rlms, yellow polyethylene transmitted highest PAR levels, whereas

silver blue polyethylene transmitted low levels of PAR.

Bubble wrap treatments produced lower rates of heat loss compared to bunch cover films.

For 5mm bubble wrap, rate of heat transfer was significantly lower compared to blue and

yellow polyethylene film. Cell-Aire treatments also produced significantly lower rates of
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Tabte 5.3 Physical properties of bunch cover films and packaging materials from trial experiments

used for selection ofbunch covers to control field chilling.

Phvsical Droperties
Bunch cover film or
packaging material

Rate of heat
transmission

(ox x 10-6) (Js-1¡'

IR transmission
('Â)'

PAR transmission
("/")'

Blue (control)
Yellow
Silver
Silver blue
5mm Bubble wrap
20mm Bubble wrap
2 x 5mm Bubble wrap
2mm Cell-Aire
4mm Cell-Aire
6mm Cell-Aire
8mm Cell-Aire
2x2mm Cell-Aire
3 x 2mm Cell-Airc
2x4mm Cell-Aire
Silver 2mm Cell-Aire
Silver 4mm Cell-Aire
Silver 6mm Cell-Aire
3 x silver 2mm Cell-Aire
4 x silver 2mm Cell-Aire
2 x silver 4mm Cell-Aire

6.2 a
6.8 b
5.9 ac
5.7 ac
5.4 cd
5.1 de
4.1 hi

4.9 def
5.8 ac
4.6 efg
4.5 fgh
4.7 efg

2.8 |
2.9 |
3.e ij
3.5 jk
3.7 ük
3.3 kl
3.3 kl
1.5 m

68a
73b
1l c
6de
65f
76e
34h
38r
9cj
4ek
3k
141
5ek

0.5 mk
8jd

0.7 m
0.2m
0.5 m
0.2m
0.4 m

26a
53 bc
36d
7e
87f
8og
78e
84 fg
64h

s8 hb
s2b
62h
56b
50 bc
47c
2la
20a
38d
26a
13e

* Data in each row represent mean of 2 bunch cover or packaging film replicates depending on physical

property tested (replication specified in Section 5 '2.2 - 5.2.4).
*,v'" Data in columns represent mean of 3 or 4 measurements taken from each sample of bunch cover film

or packaging material depending on physical property tested (replication specified in Section 5.2.3 and

5.2.4); different subscripts in column denote least significant differences at P < 0.05 using LSD test.

tr'igure 5.4 Bunch cover and packaging films grouped together depending on rate

of heat loss (Qx in Js-t).
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heat loss compared to bunch cover films (Table 5.3). Single layered 2mm Cell-Aire

caused a 2IYo reduction in rate of heat transfer compared to blue polyethylene film.

Compared to bubble wrap, 6 and 8mm Cell-Aire also produced lower rates of heat

transmission. Bunch cover films and packaging materials were grouped together based on

rate of heat loss (Figure 5.5). This more clearly illustrates the insulation value of different

materials than data presented in Table 5.3.

IR and pAR transmission of different films was variable (Table 5.3). Bubble wrap (5mm

and 20mm) transmitted high levels of IR radiation (65% and 76%o) wheteas Cell-Aire

transmitted far less IR radiation compared to bubble wrap. Single layered 2mm Cell-Aire

allowed 3g% IR transmission. This continued to decrease as material thickness increased.

Single layered 5mm bubble wrap transmitted the highest PAR levels (mean 87%). Cell-

Aire (2mm) allowed a similar level of PAR transmission. Bunch cover films transmitted

significantly lower PAR levels by comparison'

Increased layering and the application of silver paint to the surface of materials resulted

in synergistic effects on heat transfer (Table 5.3). By doubling 5mm bubble wrap mean

rate of heat transfer was reduced from 5.4 to 4.1x 10-6Js-1. Three layers of 2mm Cell-

Aire also had a significant effect on rate of heat loss. Applying silver paint to one side of

2mm Cell-Aire significantly reduced mean rate of heat loss fuom 4.9 to 3.9 x 10-6Js-r.

Combining the effects of layering and silver paint minimised the rate of heat loss. Double

layered 4mm Cell-Aire with silver paint applied to one side produced the lowest rate of

heat transmission.
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Silver pigmentation and layering of materials also had signifrcant effects on IR and PAR

transmission. A 30%o reduction in IR transmission was found by applying silver paint to

2mm Cell-Aire. Equal maximum reduction in IR transmission was measured from single

layered silver 6mm Cell-Aire and silver 4 x 2mm Cell-Aire. The application of silver

paint signifrcantly reduced PAR transmission. Average transmission through single

layered 2mm Cell-Aire was reduced by 37% after the application of silver paint.

However, it was found that the uneven or patchy application of silver paint to the surface

of materials caused variation in PAR transmission levels through different positions on

the same sample.

5.3.2 Selection of materials for preliminary bunch covers

Based on results of trial experiments (Section 5.3.1), polyethylene bubble wrap film

(5mm bubble diameter) and Cell-Aire polyethylene foam (2mm thick) were selected as

suitable raw materials for use in bunch covers to control freld chilling' Bubble wrap

(5mm bubble diameter) and Cell-Aire (2mm thick) consistently produced lower rates of

heat transfer compared to commercial bunch cover films, indicating a greatet potential

for bunch insulation and prevention of conductive heat loss. Although thicker bubble

wrap and Cell-Aire films provided greater resistance to heat loss, reduced flexibility of

materials made them less suitable for bunch cover adaptation. PAR transmission through

bubble wrap and Ce|l-Aire treatments were equal to or greater than PAR transmitted by

commercial bunch cover films. IR transmission of bubble wrap and blue polyethylene

film was high, but silver coating with either ink or paint on one side significantly reduced
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IR transmission. Layering of materials and silver paint/ink was tested in bunch cover

designs due to synergistic effects on rate of heat loss and IR transmission. Properties of

bunch cover films and packaging materials considered most suitable for bunch covers to

control field chilling are shown in Table 5.4.

5.3.3 Fietd trials of preliminary bunch covers

Field trials were conducted in the Waite orchard testing the effects of various bunch

cover designs constructed from bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter), Cell-Aire (2mm

thickness) and plastic films currently used in commercial bunch covers, on bunch

temperature during single night-time periods. A disposable blue polyethylene cover was

used as the control for comparison.

Results showed that all cover treatments reduced bunch chilling, measured as degree

minutes < 13oC, compared to the control. However, some treatments reduced the amount

of bunch chilling more than others, therefore sequential improvements were made to

bunch cover designs with each new trial.

Early trials showed that a cover made from a single layer of bubble wrap reduced bunch

chilling at the top of the bunch compared to a cover made from a single layer of Cell-Aire

(Figure 5.5). Lightly applying silver paint inside the bubble wrap cover further improved

its ability to control bunch chilling (Figure 5.6). The improved performance of bubble

wrap f,rlm as a cover material, in addition to its reduced cost and greater durability

compared to Cell-Aire meant that bubble wrap was selected for further testing.
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Table 5.4 Comparison of properties of bunch cover films and packaging materials considered most

suitable for use in bunch covers to control field chilling'

Bunch cover film or
packaging material Y

Qx x 10-u
(Js-t)

IR
Transmission

("/o)

68

65

38

PAR
Transmission

("/o)

26

Cost Durability Flexibility
(cents/

2t zm)
Blue
(control)

Silver blue 5.7

5mm bubble
wrap

5.4

Silver 5mm
bubble wrap

Silver 2 x
5mm bubble
wrap

2mm Cell-
Aire

Silver 2mm
Cell-Aire

3.9

Silver 2 x
2mm Cell-
Aire

6.2 42

45

64

t36

90

95

190

r'r',/./ ./r'r'r'6 7

87

84

47

69

4.9

r'\i 'tr

, ! .1: -\l ''
. ¡ ild ,.,, Jir
!.,1" i I

s

',*.,- J, d-

v Bunch cover films and packaging materials selected for use in preliminary bunch cover designs' Missing
data in row indicates treatment \ilas not tested in trial experiments (Sections 5.2.2 - 5'3.1)' Selection based

on performance of raw material and synergistic effects of layering and silver paint/ink'
, Aþproximate prices quoted in Australian cents (Adelaide Packaging Supplies Pty Ltd).
¡ ückscale (f - 5) used to denote comparison of durability and flexibility of materials. Greater number of
ticks indicates improved durability and flexibility.
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Figure 5.6 Surface chilling (degree minutes < l3"C) measured at the top and bottom of Cavendish

baiana cv. Williams bunches inside cover treatments made from different materials in the Waite orchard

during single night-time period, during Spring (September to October) 2002. Maierials used in covers

incluãed blue polyethylenè film (control), bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter) and silver painted bubble

wrap (5mm bubble diameter). Ambient chilling severity shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.5 Surface chilling (degree minutes < 13"C) measured at the top and bottom of Cavendish

baiana cv.Ihilliams bunches inside cover treatments made from different materials in the Waite orchard

during single night-time period, during Spring (September to October) 2002. Mateials used in covers

incluãed blue polyethylene film (control), bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter) and Cell-Aire (2mm
thickness). Ambient chilling severity shown for comparison.
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Bunch cover designs using multiple layers of silver painted bubble wrap and covering a

blue polyethylene control cover with silver painted bubble wrap were similarly

investigated. Figure 5.7 shows that 2 x layers of silver painted bubble wrap reduced

bunch chilling compared to a single layer silver bubble wrap cover. Howevet, gteater

control of bunch chilling was achieved using a cover made from blue polyethylene film

under a single layer of silver painted bubble wrap (Figure 5'7)'

Greatest control of bunch chilling was achieved using a cover design consisting of a blue

polyethylene bag with silver ink on the inside surface underneath a bubble wrap bag

(5mm bubble diameter) with silver paint on the inside surface (abbreviated: silver blue +

silver bubble wrap). The silver blue + silver bubble wïap cover controlled chilling of the

entire bunch (top and bottom). Surface temperatures remained above 13oC when the top

of the control bunch received 703 degree minutes chilling (Figure 5.8), which is normally

the warmest region of a bunch inside a cover. Other cover treatments prevented chilling

at the top of bunches; however, none offered the same level of control at the bottom' The

silver blue + silver bubble cover design can be seen in Figure 5'9'

Figure 5.10 shows the potential chilling control of the silver blue * silver bubble cover

design relative to the blue commercial cover during the most severe chilling event

encountered in the Waite orchard. This indicated total chilling control was not possible

under these severe chilling conditions and the bunch still received 1106 and 206 degree

minutes below 13oC at the bottom and top; however, chilling severity was reduced by

6lYo atthe bottom compared to the control and92o/o at the top.
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Figure 5.7 Surface chilling (degree minutes < 13"C) measured at the top and bottom of Cavendish

baiana cv, I(illiams bunches inside different cover treatments in the Waite orchard during a single night-
time period in Spring (September to October) 2002. Treatments included a blue polyethylene cover
(control), silver painted bubble wrap cover (5mm bubble diameter), 2 x layered silver painted bubble wrap

òoue. 1!m. bub¡le diameter) and blue polyethylene cover (control) inside silver painted bubble wrap

cover (5mm bubble diameter). Ambient chilling severity shown for comparison.
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-Ambienttrigure S.8 Surface chilling (degree minutes < 13"C) measured at the top and bottom of Cavendish

baiana cv. l(illiams bunches inside different cover treatments in the waite orchard during a single night-

time period in Spring 1 included a blue polyethylene cover

lcontåt¡, silver bìue f,ol wrap cover (5mm bubble diameter),

ùlue poiyethylene cover cover (5mm bubble diameter) and a

sitvei ¡tue polyethylene ubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter).

Ambient chilling severity shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.9 Silver blue + silver bubble bunch cover showed superior control of bunch

chilling in trial experiments set-up beneath shade cloth in the Waite orchard during

Spring (September to October) 2002 (A). Cover was constructed from 50pm thick blue

polyethylene film with silver ink on inside surface and 1 x layer polyethylene bubble

wrap (5mm bubble diameter) with silver paint applied to inside surface (B).
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Figure 5.10 Surface chilling (degree minutes < 13"C) at the top and bottom of

Cavendish banana cv. Williams bunches inside different cover treatments in the Waite

orchard during the coldest night-time period measured in Spring (September to October)

2002. Treatments included a blue polyethylene cover (control) compared to a silver blue

polyethylene film (commercial) inside silver painted bubble \ilrap (5mm bubble

diameter). Ambient chilling severity shown for comparison'
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Field trials also showed that bunch temperatures inside covers tended to be warmer at the

top of the bunch compared to the bottom. This effect was less consistent with single

layered covers and the control cover (FigUres 5.5 and 5.6). Greater temperature variation

was observed between the top and bottom of bunches inside multiple layered covers. In

Figure 5.ll the top of the control bunch received only 218 degree minutes less chilling

than the bottom. However, inside the silver blue * silver bubble cover surface chilling

was reduced by 900 degree minutes at the top of the bunch compared to the bottom.

To put the potential chilling control of the silver blue * silver bubble wrap bunch cover in

perspective, its performance in the Waite orchard can be compared with chilling events

measured in a commercial banana plantation located near Tully in Northern Queensland

during winter Z0Ol. Bunch surface temperatures inside three blue disposable covers were

monitored over a 6 month period to determine the number and severity of chilling events

that bunches were exposed to during the winter period (Section 2.3). Greatest severity of

an individual chilling event was 2545 degree minutes below 13"C (Table 2.1). During

field trials in the Waite orchard the silver blue + silver bubble wrap cover controlled

chilling of an entire bunch (top and bottom) when the control bunch received 703 degree

minutes chilling (Figure 5.8). During the most severe chilling event in the Waite orchard

the silver blue * silver bubble wrap cover could not eliminate freld chilling, but

controlled 1785 degree minutes < 13oC at the bottom of the bunch, relative to the control

covef (Figure 5.10). Given there was proven control of 703 degree minutes < 13oC and

potential to control 1785 degree minutes < 13oC, this can be compared to the severity of

chilling events measured during 2001 in Queensland. Figure 5.11 shows the silver blue +
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silver bubble \ryrap cover would have controlled 15 of 32 separate chilling events which

were less than 703 degree minutes < 13oC, indicated by the red line and potentially

controlled all but 2 chilling events, indicated by the green line. Furthennore the severity

of any uncontrollable chilling events would be significantly reduced, in many cases more

than halved, therefore reducing the symptoms of chilling injury'
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Figure 5.11 Possible chilling control for three separate bunches using the silver blue +

silver bubble wrap cover during a 6 month winter period in a northern Queensland

Plantation during 2001. Bunch cover was constructed from a 50¡rm thick blue

polyethylene bag with silver ink on the inside surface, inside a polyethylene bubble wrap

bag (5mm bubble diameter) with silver paint applied to the inside surface. Red line

indicates control based on proven data from field trials in Waite orchard and green line

indicates potential control based on maximum chilling control from Waite orchard.
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5.4 I)iscussion

Physical properties of bunch cover films and packaging materials5.4.1

Banana bunches lose heat energy during the night by emission of electromagnetic

radiation within the infrared wave raîge (Zemansky, 1951). Heat energy is also

conducted from the fruit surface to air inside the bunch cover. The bunch cover absorbs

some radiated heat energy. The rest is transmitted and reflected by the cover' convective

heat energy in air surrounding the bunch is conducted to the inside surface of the cover'

Heat energy is conducted through the bunch cover from the wanner inside surface to the

cooler outside surface, then lost to the cooler outside atmosphere by radiation and

convection (Miller, 1981; Connellan et a1.,1988).It was hlpothesised that bunch cover

materials could be used to inhibit radiated and conductive heat transfer' and would

maintain a warïner bunch environment to control field chilling' This study compared

physical characteristics relating to the movement of heat energy through current bunch

cover films and packaging materials. Results were used to select materials for

experimental bunch covers to control freld chilling of bananas' Based on results of trial

experiments two materials, polyethylene bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter) and cell-

Aire polyethylene foam (2mmthickness), were selected for use in bunch covers'

Bubble wrap and Cell-Aire consistently produced lower rates of heat transfer compared

to films currently used in bunch covers, indicating a gteater potential to insulate the fruit

and prevent conductive heat loss. The improved insulative value of these materials is
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largely explained by the presence of air pockets in their structure. Polyethylene' as a raw

material, is a poor conductor of heat energy. The films used in commercial bunch covers

or to produce packaging materials such as bubble wrap and Cell-Aire are so thin that the

insulative property of polyethylene has a negligible effect (Connellan et al', 1988)'

Resistance to heat transfer of these products is provided by the boundary layers of air at

their inner and outer surfaces or the presence of sealed air pockets in their structure' Air

is a very poor conductor of heat energy (Zemansky, 1951). The presence of sealed air

pockets in the structure of bubble wrap and Cell-Aire explains the lower rates of heat

transfer through these materials compared to commercial bunch cover frlms' It similarly

explains how increasing the number of layers of materials reduced heat transfer' as shown

in the trial. This principle, of enclosin g alayer of air between materials, has been used to

increase the thermal resistance of greenhouse covers (Connellan et al.' 1988)'

IR transmission of the different plastic films and packaging materials was measured using

an FTIR spectrophotometer to determine which materials would best reflect transmission'

hence maintaining a rwarmer bunch microclimate. Results indicated that IR transmission

through 2mm Cell-Aire was significantly less than, and 5mm bubble wrap was

comparable to the commercial bunch cover films. Polyethylene film is largely transparent

to thermal radiation (Connellan et al., 1983). Commercial bunch cover films' bubble

wrap and Cell-Aire ate all polyethylene products; however, Cell-Aire's lower

transmission of IR radiation may be explained by its structure. As a foam type product it

contains many sealed polyethylene cells, therefore the IR radiation is absorbed by

significantly more layers of polyethylene compared to single layered bunch cover films
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and only 2 layers of polyethylene film in bubble !wap. This also explains why

transmission was reduced when the number of layers of material was increased'

However, results showed that most significant reductions in transmission were observed

from materials with silver pigmentation or silver coating (i'e' paint or ink) on their

surface. This occurred because the silver pigmentation or coating reflected a significant

amount of the IR radiation (Zemansky, 1951). Materials that reflect IR radiation would

help maintain a warmer bunch microclimate at night' However, for the same reason they

may also reduce solar heating of the bunch microclimate during the day' This could

impact on fruit growth. Many studies suggest higher bunch temperatures improve fruit

size (Johns, 1988; Johns and Scott, 1989a; Chillet and Jannoyet,1996; Choudhury et al''

I996a). The effects of reflective bunch cover materials on bunch temperatures and fruit

size and quality were later investigated in detail (chapter 7).

PAR transmission was measured to compare current bunch cover films with materials

that might offer greater control over field chitling. Results showed significant variability

in PAR transmission between different bunch cover films and packaging materials'

Application of silver paint/ink dramatically reduced PAR transmission'

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) is essential for plant photosynthesis and fruit

growth (Bidwell, lglg).However, it is less clear if PAR absorption of the bunch affects

fruit growth or quality. Therefore, effects of bunch shading on fruit yield and quality

were investigated in a later field experiment (Chapter 6)'
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Results showed that bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter) and cell-Aire (2mm thickness)

transmitted significantly higher levels of PAR than commercial bunch cover films' PAR

transmission is controlled in plastic materials by colour. Colourless materials transmit a

high and uniform proportion of the solar spectrum. ln comparison, colours such as red'

green and blue absorb a higher proportion of selected wavelengths from the PAR raîge'

whereas white or opal materials absorb all wavelengths equally and transmit a reduced

uniform spectrum (Connellan et a1.,1983). This explains why the PAR transmission of

bubble wrap and cell-Aire was significantly greatet than coloured commercial bunch

cover flrlms. Results showed that PAR transmission of bubble wrap (5mm bubble

diameter) and Cell-Aire (2mm thickness) were equal. As a colourless material one might

expect bubble wrap to transmit more light compared to white coloured Cell-Aire'

However, the surface of bubble wrap may be more reflective than that of cell-Aire'

therefore absorbing and transmitting less light'

Increased layering of materials was found to reduce PAR transmission' This effect can be

explained by greater absorption of light as it passed through more material' Materials

treated with silver paint or ink similarly caused signifrcant reductions in PAR

transmission. Increased reflection and absorption could explain this effect' Furthermore'

uneven or patchy application of silver paint to materials caused unexpected results' To

allow consistent light transmission a more even application of silver paint would be

required.
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Results from these laboratory trials justify selection of polyethylene bubble wrap (5mm

bubble diameter) and cell-Aire polyethylene foam (2mm thickness) for testing in

preliminary bunch cover designs to control banana freld chilling. They also showed that

greater control might be achieved using multiple layers of materials in covers and

applyingsilverpaintorinktothesurfaceofthematerials.

5.4.2 Field trials of pretiminary bunch covers

Different cover designs were constructed and field trials conducted to test their control of

freld chilling of bananas in the Waite orchard. Alterations were made to cover designs

with each successive trial in an attempt to improve chilling control' Greatest chilling

control was achieved using a bunch cover constructed from a 50¡rm thick blue

polyethylene bag with silver ink on the inside surface inside a polyethylene bubble wrap

bag (5mm bubble diameter) with silver paint applied to the inside surface' This cover

design was abbreviated as silver blue + silver bubble wfap' Other cover designs

prevented chilling at the top of bunches, but none offered the same control at the bottom

ofthe bunch.

The silver blue * silver bubble wrap cover maintained a bunch microclimate above 13oC

because of multiple layering of materials, air pockets and the application of silver paint or

ink to the surface of materials in its construction. As discussed in section 5'4'1'

polyethylene film used in commercial bunch covers offers little resistance to conductive

transfer of heat energy because it is so thin (Connellan et at', t988)' Any obstruction to
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heat transfer is provided by the boundary layers of air at their inner and outer surfaces' As

air is a very poor conductor of heat energy (Zemansky, 1951), by using bubble wrap with

its sealed air pockets the rate of heat transfer through these materials compared to

commercial bunch cover films is reduced'

Like bubble wrap, Cell-Aire also has sealed air pockets in its structure' However, field

trails showed that bubble ìù/rap covers reduced the severity of bunch chilling more than

those constructed from Cell-Aire. It is unlikely this resulted from the increased thickness

of bubble wrap, considering cell-Aire (2mm thickness) transmitted heat energy at a

slower rate than bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter) in the trial experiment (Section

5.3.1). It is more likely that the less flexible cell-Aire cover did not close over the bottom

of the bunch compared to the more flexible bubble wÏap cover, therefore allowing for

greater heat loss by convection. Low flexibility was also the reason why thicker cell-Aire

films were not used in bunch covers'

Multi layering of materials in covers had a positive effect on bunch chilling control' The

same effect on rate of heat loss was observed in the laboratory experiments (section

5.3.1). In addition to the insulative value of materials, the air layers trapped between the

layers of material are poor insulators and further reduce the transmission of heat energy'

However, field trials showed that a covef constructed from bubble wrap and blue

polyethylene film with silver ink on one side reduced chilling more than a cover

constructed from two layers of bubble !wap. Again this may be explained by the

flexibility of materials. During field trials it was observed that the blue polyethylene bag
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inside the bubble wrap cover tended to close over the bottom of the bunch compared to

the inner bubble wrap bag in the double layered bubble wrap treatment, therefore

reducing heat loss by convection.

The benefit of using materials with silver paint or ink applied to their surface was

obvious from the results. It was discussed previously in Section 5.4.1 that heat energy

radiates from the bunch surface in the form of infrared electromagnetic radiation

(Zemansky, 1951). Because silver or polished surfaces reflect a significant amount of IR

radiation (Zemansky, 1951), the cover materials treated with silver paint or ink were able

to reflect rather than transmit much of the heat energy radiated from the bunch, hence

maintaining a warrner bunch microclimate.

Within the bunch profile fruit surface temperature was commonly higher at the top of

bunches compared to the bottom. Other bunch cover studies have acknowledged warrner

temperatures at the top of covers (Johns and Scott, 1989a and Johns, 1996). The density

of warm air would cause it to rise to the top of covers. Also, greater radiated and

convective heat loss might occur at the bottom of the bunch were the cover is open

compared to the top were the cover is sealed. Temperature variation within the bunch

profile was more pronounced under multi layered covers, particularly those with silver

paint or ink. Using multiple layers of material and silver paint/ink would further reduce

heat loss at the top of bunches compared to the open bottom'
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Field trials conducted in the Waite orchard gave evidence that specially designed bunch

covers can reduce and in some cases control field chilling of bunches. The silver blue +

silver bubble wrap cover offered greatest chilling control. This cover was tested in later

field experiments to determine effects on bunch temperature, fruit size and quality'
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5.5 Conclusion

Bubble wrap polyethylene film (5mm bubble diameter) and Cell-Aire polyethylene foam

(2mm thiclmess) consistently produced lower rates of heat transfer compared to plastic

films used in commercial bunch covers, indicating a greater potential to insulate bunches

against conductive heat loss.IR transmission of cell-Aire was significantly less than

most commercial bunch cover films. Compared to current bunch cover films' bubble

wrap transmitted comparable levels of IR radiation. The application of silver paint/ink to

the sudace of materials signfficantly reduced IR transmission, suggesting greater

potential to reflect bunch radiated heat energL PAR transmission of bubble wrap and

cell-Aire materials was equal or greater than commercial bunch cover films' silver

paint/ink signif,rcantly reduced PAR transmission. In a later experiment the effects of

bunch cover shading on fruit size and quality were investigated (chapter 6)' Field trials

showed both bubble wrap (5mm bubble diameter) and cell-Aire (2mm thickness) were

more effective materials at controlling freld chilling compared to current bunch cover

films. Furthermore, a single layer bubble wrap cover (5mm bubble diameter) reduced

bunch chilling compared to a single layer cell-Aire cover (2mm thickness)' Multi

layering and the application of silver paint/ink to materials had synergistic elfects on

chitting control of cover designs. Through successive alterations in design it was shown a

cover constructedfrom 50pm thick blue polyethylene with silver ink on the inside surface

inside a bubble wrap bag (5mm bubble diameter) with silver paint applied to the inside

surface, could reduce and sometimes controlfietd chilling in the waite orchard'
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Chapter 6

6 Bunch cover transmission of photosynthetically-active radiation and

effects on banana yield and quality

6.1 Introduction

Solar radiation provides essential energy for plant development and growth (Bidwell'

lg79). Absorption of light energy by photosynthetic pigments, mainly chlorophyll, is

necessary for photosynthesis (Conn ellan et al., 1988), and light radiation absorbed by

photosynthetically active pigments is between 400 and 700nm in wavelength (Jannoyer

and chillet, 1998). This is referred to as photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)'

pAR transmission through plastic films is controlled by f,rlm colour, thickness and the

number of layers (connellan et al., 1988). Polyethylene films of various colour

(colourless, blue, green, yellow and silver) and thickness (20 - 50pm) are typically used

in commercial bunch covers and the different coloured films absorb varying proportions

of PAR (Connellan et al.,19SS). Films with strong colours' such as red, green and blue

absorb some wavelengths required for healtþ plant growth. white materials absorb all

wavelengths equally and transmit a reduced uniform spectrum. colourless films transmit

the highest level of pAR (Conn ellan et al., 1988).Increased frlm thickness and layering

also reduces pAR transmission. Many of these effects were observed in the bunch cover

development experiments (Chapter 5).
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Leaf absorption of light is essential for banana fruit growth. Israeli et al. (1995) showed

that plant shading reduces bunch weight, finger weight and finger length. Eckstein et al'

(lgg:.) also reported yield reductions and attributed them to reduced photos5mthesis of

plant leaves. The importance of bunch light absorption is less clear'

Apart from canopy shading, the qualþ and quantity of incident solar radiation on the

bunch is most affected by bunch covering (Chillet and Jannoye¡ 1997)' Changes in

bunch interception of solar radiation, due to bunch covering, has been suggested to affect

fruit yield, and Debnath et al. (2001) suggested that increased finger weight was due to

greater transmission of solar radiation through colourless polyethylene covers compared

to coloured covers. Jannoyer and Chillet (1998) also state that light quality and quantity

may explain variation in banana yield, especially if bunch photosynthesis affects fruit

growth and elongation.

Studies have similarly shown that banana quality can be affected by cover transmrssron

of solar radiation. Hasan et al. (2001) reported low light interception inside dried banana

leafcovers reduced soluble solids concentrations inbananas. Chillet and Jannoyer (1997)

imptied the quality of radiation might cause changes in extendibility of cell walls, which

could impact on fruit hardness and firmness. Hasan et al. (2000) reported that light

interception inside bunch covers affects peel chlorophyll concentrations, which largely

influences skin colour, and to a lesser extent production of assimilates' Higher fruit peel

chlorophyll content was recorded with colourless polyethylene covers. Conversely,

Hasan et al. (2000) found bunches inside black polyethylene covers exhibited lowest total
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chlorophyll content and lower fruit yield. However, variation in bunch cover colour and

light transmission has not always been found to affect banana yield and quality' ln a

study by Cuneen and McEntyre (1988) investigating the relationship between bunch

cover colour, intensity of light passing through covers and bunch weight' it was found

that none of the treatments tested significantly affected yield or quality. However, the

study considered only bunch weight, which is a poor measure of yield and looked at a

limited number of quality characteristics.

Australian banana growers are also unsure of the virtues of different coloured covers.

Some believe covers can affect fruit development and colour. It is a general consensus

that further research is needed (Johnson, T. pers. comm., 2002; Daniells and Lindsay,

2004).

Bunch covers were used to control chilling events in the Waite orchard during cover

development trials (Chapter 5). Greatest control was achieved using a double layered

cover design consisting of 50¡rm thick blue polyethylene film with silver ink applied to

its inside surface beneath 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap with silver

paint applied to its inside surface. However, PAR transmission of these modified covers

was low compared to standard polyethylene covers. From previous research it is difhcult

to determine if these modified covers will have any negative affects on fruit due to

reduced pAR transmission. Therefore, the aim of this experiment was to determine what

negative affects reduced PAR transmission of bunch covers has on bananas in terms of

yield and qualitY.
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6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Site selection and plant material

A freld experiment was set up in a coflrmercial banana plantation operated by Chiquita

Brands South Pacific Ltd, located near Tully in northern Queensland in summer of 2003

(41212003). The experiment was set up in a randomly selected block. Fruit used in the

experiment were Cavendish bananas of the Williams variety, described in Section 3'1'

6.2.2 Bunch cover treatments

Four cover treatments of varying PAR transmission were tested in this study' Cover

treatments, including materials used in their construction and average PAR transmission,

are shown in Figure 6.1. Disposable blue polyetþlene covers (20pm thickness),

commonly used in commercial banana production, were used as the 'control' treatment'

These covers transmitted the highest level of PAR (56%). A double-layered cover

treatment using disposable green polyethylene bags (20pm thickness), which transmitted

slightly lower PAR (38%), was tested. The third cover treatment was a yellow

polyethylene cover (50¡rm thickness) with silver ink applied to the outside surface. These

covers transmitted low levels of pAR (7%). Black polyethylene bags (50pm thickness)

with silver paint applied to the outside surface were tested to totally block any light

transmission inside the cover. Treatments were abbreviated to 'control', 'double green',

'silver yellow' and 'silver black' for simplicity and later reference'
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Control

I x layer 20pm thick blue

polyethylene (disposable commercial

cover) (A).

PAR transmission (7o)' = 56 a

Silver yellow

I x layer 50pm thick Yellow

polyethylene film with silver ink

application on outside surface (C).

Double green

2 x layers 20¡rm thick green

polyetþlene (disposable commercial

cover) (B).

PAR transmission (7o)' :38 b

Silver black

I x layer 50pm thick black

polyethylene film with silver paint

application on outside surface (D)'

PAR transmission (9/o)' :7 c PAR transmission (7o)'= 0 d

Figure 6.1 Bunch cover treatments on bunches in field, testing effects of PAR

transmission on fruit yield and quality in a northern Queensland plantation during

summer 2003. 'PAR transmissions are a percentage relative to levels of PAR measured

from direct sunlight. Data are averages of 12 replicates where different subscripts in PAR

column denote significant differences using an LSD test.
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All covers (single and double layered) were of commercial dimensions (150cm length

and 51cm internal diameter). When necessary covers were constructed using a heat sealer

(Venus Brands, Model VHIF-600, Packaging Machines Australia, Australia) to join

materials. Silver paint was applied to the black bags using a spray gun' This was done to

reduce bunch temperatures inside the black covers by reflecting solar radiation and

minimise fruit damage due to high temperatures. ventilation holes were present in

,control, and 'double green' covers. This was an artefact of commercial manufacture'

,silver yellow' and 'silver black' cover treatments, constructed in the laboratory, did not

have ventilation holes because sufficient ventilation through the top of the cover around

the bunch stem was exPected.

PAR transmission of covers was measured using a quantum sensor linked to a Hansatech

radiation meter (SKYE Instruments Ltd, Powys, united Kingdom)' The sensor was held

perpendicular to the inside of the cover and aimed at direct sunlight. Measurements were

made between 12:00pm and 1:00pm, when natural light intensity was found to be greatest

according to a study by cuneen and McEntyre (1983). A completely randomised design

(CRD) was used where pAR transmission was measured in three different positions

through each cover. This was replicated four times for various cover treatments' PAR

transmission was presented as a percentage relative to levels of PAR measured from

direct sunlight (Figure 6.1).
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6.2.3 Bagging bunches

Twelve newly emergent bunches were randomly selected for this experiment' Bunches

were of similar size and hand number to reduce variation. All bunches were covered on

the 41212003 in a completely randomised design (cRD) where three replicates of each

cover treatment were randomly allocated. weatherproof adhesive tape was used to secure

the tops of the covers around the bunch stems. Covers hanging on bunches in the field are

depicted in Figure 6.1.

6.2.4 Harvest and transPort

Bunches were harvested when they were at 314 maturity or ripening stage I (CSIRO'

1972; figare 3.1). A refrigerated truck was used to transport fruit at approximately l4oC

and 90o/o relative humidity. Bunches were divided into three regions (top, middle and

bottom) and the hands packed in separate 13kg cardboard cartons, along with the data

loggers, as described in Section 3.1. Fruit were received at Chiquita South Pacific Brands

Ltd based in the Adelaide Produce Markets at Pooraka, south Australia, three to four

days after harvest.
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6.2.5 Postharvest fruit assessments

6.2.5.1Unripe fruit

Unripe bananas were assessed for disease and quality defects prior to postharvest

experimentation, as described in Section 3.2. One unripe hand was randomly selected

from each bunch region of each cover treatment and various fruit characteristics were

measured to quantify bunch yield and fruit quality. Yield characteristics included finger

weight, length and girth. Quality characteristics included bloom, peel colour (calculated

as the CIE lightness variable [L], chroma [C], hue angle [H"]) and green life' Hunter

colour index was calculated as an indication of peel chlorophyll content. Assessment

techniques for yield and quality characteristics are described in the General Materials and

Methods chapter, Sections 3.6 and 3.T.Peelsurface quality characteristics of unripe fruit

were also recorded photographically using a digital camera (Coolpix 995, Nikon' JupuÐ'

6.2.5.2 Ripe fruit

Remaining fingers were ripened with ethylene gas using a similar technique to that

described by Bagnato (2002). This is described in greater detail in section 3.3. When

fruit colour had reached stage six (yellow) (CSIRO, 1972;Figtre 3'1), they were assessed

for percentage pulp, as described in the General Materials and Methods chapter, sections

3.6 and 3.7. euality measures included peel colour (calculated as lightness variable [L],

chroma [c] and hue angle [Ho]), pulp firmness, soluble solids concentration and shelf
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life. This was described in the General Materials and Methods chapter, Sections 3.6 and

3.7. Peel surface quality characteristics of ripe fruit were also recorded photographically

using a digital camera (Coolpix 995, Nikon, Japan)'

6.2.6 Analysis of data

Data were analysed using the program Genstat Edition 6 for PC/Windows NT (Release

6.l,2002,Lawes Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted Experimental Station) using a General

ANOVA (analysis of variance). For percentage PAR transmission of covers a least

significant difference test (LSD) at the 5Yo level was used to determine significant

differences between means. Bunch development period (time from bagging to harvest)

was measured. These data were analysed for the factor cover treatment' A least

significant difference test (LSD) at 5o/o level was used to determine significant

differences between means. yield and quality measures of unripe and ripe fruit were

individually analysed for two factors, cover treatment and bunch region' Interaction

effects between cover treatment and bunch region for the various yield and quality

measures was also analysed. A least significant difference test (LSD) at 5%o level was

used to determine significant differences between means.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Bunch develoPment Period

Average development time of bunches from different cover treatments varied

significantly (Table 6.1). Newly emergent bunches of similar development were covered

o¡ 41212003 and harvested when believed to be at 314 maturity, based on visual

inspection. Bunches inside 'control' and 'double green' covers shared the same average

development time (73 days). Bunches inside 'silver black' covers were harvested one day

earlier. The average development period of bunches from 'silver yellow' covers was

significantly longer (76 daYs).

6.3.2 Postharvest assessment of unripe fruit

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show results of postharvest assessment of unripe fruit' Variation in

fruit yield and quality between cover treatments is shown in Table 6'1. Table 6'2 shows

variation between bunch regions.

Largest fruit were produced inside the 'control' covers (highest PAR transmission),

indicated by finger length and girth. Fruit produced inside other cover treatments of lesser

pAR transmission were smaller in comparison. However, variation in finger length and

girth, belween treatments with reduced PAR transmission did not vary significantly'
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Table 6.1 Fruit characteristics of unripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams, subjected to cover

treatments with varying PAR transmission during development in a northern Queensland plantation located

near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003'

Cover Treatment

Fruit characteristic o Control' Double green * Silver yellow * Silver black Y

Development period (daYs)

Finger weight (g)

Finger lengJh (cm)

Finger girth (cm)

Bloom (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Hunter colour index

Green life (days)

'13 a

209 a

24.7 a

3.5 a

8a

59a

44a

116 a

29a

4a

73a

158 b

22.6 a

3.3 b

8a

60a

44a

115 a

3la

4a

76b

t73b

23.6 a

3.2b

8a

60a

43a

176 a

3la

4a

72a

16'7 b

229 a

3.3 b

8a

67b

42a

1t2b

37b

3b

u Data in each row (excluding ') represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or flrngers depending on

the fruit characteristic for each cover treatment (replication specified in the Chapter 3, Sections 3'6 - 3'7);

different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

' I x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover used as conhol

treatment. Data in column represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates,

* 2 x layer 20pm thick green polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover treatment' Data in

column represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates'

* 1 x layer 50pm thick yellow polyethylene film bunch cover with silver ink application on outside surface'

Data in column represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates'

v 1 x layer 50pm thick black polyethylene film bunch cover with silver paint application on outside surface'

Data in column represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates'

, Number of days from bagging dare (41212003) to harvest at ripening stage 1 and 314 maturity (CSIRO,

1972).
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Table 6.2 Fruit characteristics of unripe cavendish bananas cv. williams from different bunch

regions, subjected to different cover treatments during development in a northem Queensland plantation

located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003'

Bunch region'

Fruit characteristic v Top Middle Bottom

Finger weight (g)

Finger length (cm)

Finger girth (cm)

Bloom (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Hunter colour index

Green life (days)

200 a

24.9 a

3.4 a

8a

6la

43a

115 a

32a

4a

r82b

23.8b

3.3 b

8a

62a

43a

115 a

32a

4a

148 c

21.6 c

3.2 c

8a

6la

44a

115 a

32a

4a

v Datain each row represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on the fruit

quality measure for each bunch region (replication specified in chapter 3, Section 3'6 - 3'7): different

subscripts ìn rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

. Dataincolumns represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates.
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some quality characteristics, including the peel colour (measured as L, Ho and Hunter

colour index) and green life of fruit also varied significantly between cover treatments'

variation in peel colour was observed between cover treatments. Peel colour of fruit from

,control' and 'double green' covers, which allowed highest PAR transmission, was green

with no signs of yellowing, corresponding with colour stage two of the CSIRO ripening

guide (1972; Figure 3.1). Peel colour of fruit from'silver yellow'covers was slightly

paler. Peel colour of bananas from 'silver black' covers' which allowed no light

transmission, was pale green. Figure 6.2 shows variation in peel colour of unripe hands'

peel colour was quantified according to the CIE lightness (L), chroma (C) and hue angle

(Ho) colour system. Average Ho and C scores of fruit from the cover treatments were

plotted as polar coordinates according to the cIE L, C and Ho colour system to illustrate

variation in peel colour (Figure 6.3). 'Control' covers produced fruit with the lowest

average L score, indicating they were a darker green colour and equal highest average

scores for Ho (Table 6.1). Fruit grown inside the 'silver black' covers had significantly

higher average L scores, indicating a lighter green colour and lower average H" (112)' C

did not vary significantly between treatments (Table 6'l)'

The relationship between Ho of fruit and PAR transmission of bunch covers is shown in

Figure 6.4.It shows a clear relationship where increased PAR transmission' measured

from 'control' covers, coffesponded with higher Ho scores' This indicates they were
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Figure 6.2 Unripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that were

produced inside cover treatments ('control', 'double green', 'silver yellow' and 'silver

black') with varying PAR transmission in a northern Queensland plantation during a field

experiment conducted during summer 2003.
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Figure 6.3 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L,

C and Ho colour system to illustrate peel colour of unripe Cavendish bananas cv'

williams.Fruit were grown in cover treatments ('control' O , 'double green' o , 'silver

yellow' and 'silver black' O ) with varying PAR transmission during development

in a northern eueensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May)

of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 81 replicates of C and Ho for each cover

treatment
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greener in colour (Figure 6.3). Fruit from 'double green', 'silver yellow' and 'silver black'

covers, which had lower PAR transmission, had lower Ho scores or were paler green and

more yellow in colour (Figure 6'3).

Hunter colour index was calculated as an indication of peel chlorophyll content. 'Control'

fruit had the lowest average Hunter colour index value (Table 6.1). Fruit from'double

green' and 'silver yellow' shared a slightly higher Hunter colour index value. Fruit from

'silver black' covers had a significantly higher average Hunter colour index in comparison

(Table 6.1).

Fruit from ,control', 'double green' and 'silver yellow' covers had an average green life of

four days (Table 6.1). Average green life of fruit from 'silver black' covers was three

days. Although the difference was one day it was found to be significant'

Across all treatments, banana yield and quality from different bunch regions was also

investigated. This showed significant variation in yield. However, fruit quality between

bunch regions remained similar (Table 6.2). Fruit size, indicated by frnger weight, length

and girth, decreased significantly from bunch top to bottom (Table 6.2).
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6.3.3 Postharvest assessment of ripe fruit

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show results of postharvest assessment of ripe fruit. variation in fruit

yield and quality between cover treatments is shown in Table 6'3 and Table 6'4 shows

variation between bunch regions.

Percentage pulp did not vary significantly between cover treatments (Table 6'3)' Quality

measures including pulp firmness and soluble solids concentration also showed no

significant variation. Peel colour (measured as L' C and Ho scores) and shelf life'

however, were significantly different between some cover treatments.

Peel colour of fruit from 'control' covers was bright yellow, corresponding with colour

stage six of the csIRO ripening guide (1972; Figure 3.1). The yellow peel colour of fruit

from,double green' and'silver yellow' covers was paler compared to 'control'fruit (Figure

6.5). Peel colour of fruit from 'silver black' covers was also pale yellow and more opaque

compared to'control' fruit (Figure 6'5)'

Peel colour was quantified by calculating L, c and Ho scores' significant variation was

observed between some cover treatments (Table 6.3). 'Silver black' covers produced fruit

with the highest average L score, lowest C score and highest average score for Ho'

indicating peel colour was slightly greener and more opaque compared to other
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Table 6.3 Fruit characteristics of Cavendish bananas cv. llílliams at ripening stage 6, subjected to

cover treatments with varying PAR transmission during development in a northern Queensland plantation

located near Tully during surnmar (February to May) of 2003'

Cover Treatment

tr'ruit characteristic " Control " Double green' Silver yellow Y Silver black'

Percentage pulp (%)

Pulp firmness (kPa)

Soluble solids

concentration (o/o)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Shelflife (days)

62a

101 a

19a

59a

707 a

18a

61a

94a

19a

67a

90a

18a

72 ab

50a

95 ab

6a

7la

49a

94a

5b

'73bc

48a

94a

6a

'74 c

45b

96b

5b

u Data in each row represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on the fruit

quality measure for each cover treatment (replication specified in chapter 3' Sections 3'6 - 3'7): different

subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

* I x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene f,rlm (disposable commercial) bunch cover used as control

treatment. Data in column represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates.

* 2 xlayer 20pm thick green polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover' Data in column

represent the mean of3 bunch cover replicates'

y 1 x layer 50pm thick yellow polyethylene film bunch cover with silver ink application on outside surface'

Data in column represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates'

' 1 x layer 50pm thick black polyethylene film bunch cover with silver paint application on outside surface'

Data in column represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates'
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Table 6.4 Fruit characteristics of Cavendish banan as cv. Williams at ripening stage 6, from different

regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments during development in a northern Queensland

plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003'

Bunch region'

Fruit characteristic Y Top Middle Bottom

Percentage pulP (%)

Pulp firmness (kPa)

Soluble solids

concentration (%o)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Shelflife (days)

6la

97a

l7a

6la

97a

18b

60b

100 a

18b

72a

48a

95a

6a

73a

48a

95a

6a

74a

48a

95a

6a

v Dalain each fow represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on the fruit

quality measure for each bunch region (replication specified in Chapter 3' Sections 3'6 - 3"7); different

subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

" Dataincolumns represent the mean of 3 bunch cover replicates.
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treatments. 'Control' fruit had the highest average C score confirming these fruit were

brightest yellow. Average Ho and C scores of fruit from the cover treatments were plotted

as polar coordinates according to the CIE L, C and Ho colour system to illustrate the

variation in peel colour (Figure 6.6).

Shelf life of fruit also varied significantlybetween some covertreatments (Table 6'3)'

Fruit from ,control, and 'silver yellow' covers shared a shelf life of 6 days, whereas the

average shelf life of 'double green' and 'silver black' fruit was only 5 days'

Across treatments, variation in fruit yield and quality between bunch regions was

investigated after ripening (Table 6.4). Pulp percentage varied significantly between the

bottom and upper two bunch regions. Average percentage pulp of fruit from the bottom

third of bunches was 60olo, compared to 6t% pulp in fruit from the top two thirds, shown

in Table 6.4. Little variation in fruit quality was observed, according to pulp firmness'

peel colour and shelf life. Signifrcant variation in soluble solids concentrations was

found. The average level of ssc was one percent less for fruit from the top of bunches'
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Figure 6.6 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L,

C and Ho colour system to illustrate peel colour of ripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams.

Fruit were grown in different cover treatments ('control' O , 'double green' t , 'silver

yellow' and 'silver black' O ) with varying PAR transmission during development

in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May)

of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 81 replicates of C and Ho for each cover

treatment.
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6.4 I)iscussion

6.4.1 Transmissionofphotosyntheticallyactiveradiation

PAR transmission varied significantly between different cover treatments' Similar studies

have shown that different polyethylene bunch covers transmit varying levels of light

(cuneen and McEntyre, 1988; Chillet and Jannoyer, 1996; Jannoyer and chillet' 1998;

Hasan et a1.,2001). Each of these studies reported no light transmittance through black

covers. In comparison, Hasan et al. (2001) reported 6%o and Jannoyer and Chillet (1998)

reported 28o/o meanlight transmission relative to incident through blue bunch covers' In

the present study, blue coloured bunch covers transmitted 56% PAR relative to sunlight'

Both Hasan et al. (2001) and Jannoyer and chillet (1993) reported higher levels of

incident light compared to the present study. The thickness of polyethylene film used in

the covers may explain the difference in results. Hasan et aI. (2001) used 80pm thick blue

covers. Jannoyer and chillet (1993) did not specify the thickness of the blue covers that

were used.

studies have credited variation in fruit yield and quality with changes in cover

transmission of solar radiation (Choudhury et al', 1996a; Chillet and Jannoyer' 1996;

Jannoyer and chillet, 1998; Hasan et a1.,2000; Debnath et al',2001; Hasan et a\" 2001)'

Horilever, none discuss how bunch covers modify transmitted solar radiation'
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Light transmission of polyethylene films is controlled by colour, thickness and layering.

When solar radiation hits a coloured polyethylene film some is reflected, some is

absorbed and the rest is transmitted (Connellan et al., 1983). Black polyethylene

transmits no visible light energy explaining why PAR was not detected inside 'silver

black' covers. Colours such as red, green and blue absorb a proportion of selected

wavelengths within the PAR. White or opal coloured films generally absorb all

wavelengths of solar radiation equally and transmit a reduced uniform spectrum

(Connellan et al., 1988). Silver coloured surfaces reflect a high proportion of solar

radiation, explaining the low transmission of PAR through 'silver yellow' covers. Film

thickness and layering, rather than colour, however, better explains variation in

transmission between the 'control', 'double green' and 'silver yellow' covers. Thicker

films, such as 'silver yellow' polyethylene reduce PAR transmission due to greater

absorption of solar energy. The addition of a second layer of film, like the 'double green'

cover used in this experiment which was made with two green polyethylene bags, one

inside the other, has the same effect.

6.4.2 Bunch development and fruit yield

Bunches from 'control', 'double green' and 'silver black' covers were harvested within one

day of each other, whereas bunches from 'silver yellow' covers were harvested

approximately three days later. Although statistically significant, this difference is not

large enough to have commercial impact.
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yield components assessed in this study included finger weight, length, girth and

percentage pulp. Bunch and hand weights were not measured because they are poor

indicators of yield (Turner and Rippon, lg73). Number of hands and fingers influence

bunch weight. similarly, finger number affects hand weight. These factors are determined

at the inflorescence stage and do not change during bunch development' Finger

characteristics are more useful for assessing yield because they are not affected by

predetermined factors, rather by external factors during bunch development' This makes

yield assessments by finger characteristics comparable between treatments'

Largest fruit were found at the top of all bunches. Stover and Simmonds (1987) also

reported a decline in hand and finger weight from top hand to bottom hand' A study

conducted at Alstonville, New South Wales by Johns and Scott (1939) using Cavendish

bananas of the 'Williams' variety reported a decline in finger weight, length and girth

from top to bottom of bunches. Johns (1996) attributed increased size of the top few

hands to greater temperature modification relative to the rest of the bunch' Bunch

temperatures were measured inside the different cover treatments in this study' but no

data were recovered because Some loggers were lost during harvest and others

malfunctioned producing errors. However, preliminary bunch cover development trials

showed bunch temperatures were higher at the top of bunches (Chapter 5)' Improved fruit

size in the top bunch region was probably due to warmer temperatures' Warmer

temperatures would help maintain greater metabolic activity and rate of growth' It is less

likely that greater exposure to solar radiation contributed to improved yield at the top of
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bunches because significant variation in fruit size was not observed between cover

treatments.

Fruit size also varied significantly between some cover treatments. Fruit from 'control'

covers, which transmitted highest levels of PAR were largest, while those from the other

cover treatments were of similar size. Other studies have shown that different coloured

covers significantly affect fruit size. In a study conducted in West Bengal, India, Debnath

et al. (2001) suggested increased finger weight was due to improved temperature

conditions and transmission of solar radiation inside colourless polyethylene covers

compared to coloured covers. In a similar study from West Bengal, India, Hasan et al'

(2001) stated increased finger length and diameter from blue compared to black

polyethylene covers was a result of increased temperature and radiation. Chillet and

Jannoyer (1996) reported in a study conducted at Neufchâteau, Guadeloupe, in October

that improved light quality and quantity, together with wanner temperature conditions

inside the KATRYX@ cover resulted in improved banana yield compared to blue

polyethylene covers. In a later study Jannoyer and Chillet (1998) suggested improved

pAR transmission increased yield, especially if bunch photosynthesis affects fruit growth

and elongation. Choudhury et al. (1996b) also stated that increased bunch photosynthesis

resulting from greater light transmission of white polyetþlene covers compared to blue

polyethylene and banana leaf covers might have contributed to the higher fruit yields

observed.
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ln contrast to the results of the present study, Turner and Rippon (1973) reported

insignificant fruit weight responses of unripe fruit to different cover treatments in a

summer trial in New South Wales. Their treatments included a control with no cover' a

blue polyethylene sleeve and a blue polyethylene sleeve with newspaper above the top

hand between the fruit and the cover. cuneen and McEntyre (1938) reported no

significant change in bunch weight using different coloured covers in a summer trial

conducted in New South wales. cover treatments included green' blue, orange and black

coloured bags.

The positive effects of improved temperature conditions on fruit size have been reported

in many bunch cover studies (Johns 1988; Johns and Scott 1989; Chillet and Jannoyer

1996; Choudhury et al. 1996a; Johns 1996; Jannoyer and Chillet 1998; Debnath et al'

2001; Hasan et at. 200I; Daniells and Lindsay 2004)' Choudhury et al' (1996a) stated

that higher bunch temperatures might have improved fruit size by increasing supply of

photosynthates, faster conversion of carbohydrates and more efficient nitrate reductase

activity. solar radiation can also affect fruit temperatures' ln a study by Gatnz et al'

(1998) investigating the effects of light levels on Bartlet pears' it was found that

improved radiation of fruits increased fruit temperature, which may induce a higher rate

of respiration and fruit transpirational flux. This stimulates greater translocation of

nutrients and hormones to the fruit resulting in increased growth'

Bunch temperature is affected by cover transmission of solar radiation' However, it is

difficult to suggest how transmission of solar radiation affected bunch temperatures in
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this study due to loss of data. ln a later separate field experiment, discussed in Chapter 7'

bunch temperature data were collected inside modified covers with varying PAR

transmission. Results showed that average night temperatures during summer were higher

inside modified covers with lower pAR transmission, compared to the blue 'control'

covefs as used in the present experiment. However, fruit from 'control' covers were still

larger in size. This suggests there might be factors other than bunch temperature that

influence fruit growth in summer.

It was mentioned previously that choudhury et al. (1996b) and Jannoyer and chillet

(1gg8) suggested improved PAR transmission might contribute to higher fruit yields'

Furthermore, stover and simmonds (1987) stated that light had a greater effect on yield

during long periods of cloud cover. This might explain the improved size of 'control'

fruit, as summer coincides with the wet season in northern Queensland and there is often

significant cloud cover. Perhaps increased bunch photosynthesis due to higher PAR

transmission is a signifrcant effect on fruit size during periods with limited solar

radiation, but PAR transmission must be above a certain level for the effect on fruit size

to be significant.

In this study fruit size was signifrcantly larger when cover PAR transmission was around

56%. However, at 38Yo or lower PAR transmission, fruit size was uniformly smaller'

Leaf photosynthesis has been shown to significantly effect banana growth (Israeli et al''

1995). From the results of the present study, it is also suggested that when solar radiation

is limited by cloud, improved bunch cover PAR transmission (around 56%) could
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increase bunch photosynthesis and production of photosynthates, significantly affecting

fruit growth, whereas below 56% PAR transmission the production of photosynthates by

the bunch is not enough to significantly affect fruit size.

6.4.3 Fruit qualitY

6.4.3.1Peel colour

Cover treatments were found to influence peel colour. The peel colour of fruit from

'double green' and 'silver yellow' covers appeared slightly paler compared to 'control'

fruit. Fruit from 'silver black' covers were significantly paler' This effect was observed in

both unripe and ripe bananas. Studies by Choudhury et øl' (1996b) and Hasan et al'

(2000) report that bagging bunches influences the development of peel colour' Green

pigmentation in the peel of unripe fruit is caused by the presence of chlorophyll'

produced in chloroplasts (Bidw ell, 1979; Turner, lggT)' Chloroplast and chlorophyll

synthesis is dependent upon light radiation, particularly within the wave range 450 to

650nm, which is also referred to as PAR (Bidwell, lg7g). By reducing the intensþ of

pAR during development chlorophyll production decreases, particularly chlorophyll a

(Hasan et at.2000). 'Double green', 'silver yellow' and 'silver black' covers transmitted

low levels of PAR, explaining the pale green peel colour of fruit from these bunches

compared to the 'control' treatment'
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Hunter colour index, due to its correlation with chlorophyll concentration (Ma et al.

lggT), indicated chlorophyll levels in fruit. Hasan et al. (2000) reported lower total

chlorophyll content in the peel of fruit from black compared to blue polyethylene covers

due to minimum light interception. This also supported findings of choudhury et al'

(1996b). During ripening the chlorophyll in the peel degrades, revealing the yellow

carotenoids and xanthophylls in ripe fruit (Bidwell, 1979; Turner, 1997)' These

compounds are also contained within chloroplasts. If synthesis of chloroplasts in the peel

is retarded by low light interception, as seen with'double green" 'silver yellow' and'silver

black, covers, there may be a reduction in carotenoids and xanthophylls explaining the

pale yellow peel colour also observed in ripe bananas'

Subjective assessment of peel colour was useful in gaining consumer perspective of the

effects of cover light transmission. Superficial markings on the peel surface could also be

differentiated from peel colour. A Minolta Chroma Meter was used to quantify peel

colour according to the CIE L, C and Ho colour system' Chroma Meter readings were

used by Wainwright and Hughes (1989) to measure pulp colour of green and ripe bananas

and McCoIIum et at. (1993) for the flesh colour of mangoes' The Chroma Meter

measures light reflection from a relatively latge area of the peel surface' but cannot

account for colour variation within this area measuring the average colour' Therefore care

was taken to avoid any peel surface markngs that might confound results' Combining

scores of L, C and Ho as polar coordinates, rather than considering components

individually, most accurately represented peel colour and supported subjective

assessments. Wainwright and Hughes (1989) also found that by considering L' a and b
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components together, this gave a more accurate measure pulp colour of green and ripe

bananas. Though not as disceming as visual assessment' chroma Meter readings were

found to be a useful tool for quantifying peel colour'

6.4.3.2 Bloom

No variation in bloom was observed in this experiment' In a summer study' Bagnato

(2002) reported that lower light levels caused dulling of bloom' Although cover

treatments reduced light transmission, no effect on bloom was observed in this study'

Because bloom is assessed subjectively, it is possible that Bagnato confused pale peel

colour with dulling of bloom.

6.4.3.3 Firmness

Significant variation in pulp firmness was not observed in this experiment' however

,control, and ,double green' covers with greater PAR transmission produced slightly

firmer fruit. chillet and Jannoyer (1996) reported similar results. variation in fruit

firmness between the colourless Katryx@ cover, which allowed greater PAR transmission

and a standard blue polyethylene cover was not significant, though fruit from the

Katryx@ cover were slightly firmer. ln a later experiment Jannoyer and chillet (1998)

reported the colourless Katryn@ cover significantly increased fruit firmness over a

standard blue polyethylene cover. Chillet and Jannoyer (1996) stated the quality of
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radiation might cause changes in extendibility of cell walls, which could impact on fruit

hardness and firmness.

6.4.3.4 Soluble solids concentration

SSC levels were generally above 18%, the minimum acceptable sugar content for fully

ripe bananas (CSIRO, lgz2).No significant variation in SSC levels was found between

cover treatments. However, SSC levels in fruit from the top of bunches were significantly

lower compared to the rest of the bunch'

In a study conducted in west Bengal, India, Hasan et al. (2001) reported low light

interception inside black polyethylene and dried banana leaf covers reduced soluble

solids concentrations in bananas compared to red and colourless polyethylene covers'

Hasan et at. (2001) mentioned a reduction in red/dark red ratio might be responsible for

increased sugar levels in fruit from red and colourless covers' In the present study

significant variation was not observed between cover treatments' Previously it was

suggested that improved PAR transmission of 'control' covers might have facilitated

increased bunch photosynthesis, which impacted on fruit size' However' this did not

appear to affect sSC levels. Perhaps the increased photosynthates were used in fruit

growth.

In a study by choudhury et al. (1997), a blue and a white polyethylene bunch cover

produced increased TSS levels in banana fruits compared to a black cover' This was
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reported to be due to the effect of increased bunch temperatures inside the blue and white

covers. Shanmugav elu et al. (lgg2) also reported that bananas grown at higher

temperatures had more TSS compared to fruits grown at lower temperatures' Though

bunch temperature data were lost in the present study, bunch cover development trials

(Chapter 5) showed that bunch surface temperatures were highest at the top of bunches'

However, in the present study SSC levels were lowest at the top of bunches' This result is

difficult to explain. Perhaps assessment of SSC was made before fruit were fully ripe'

6.4.3.5 Green life and shelf life

Significant variation in green life was observed between cover treatments' Fruit from

'silver black' covers appeared to ripen one day faster than other bananas' Plant nutrition'

leaf number and ripening temperature can affect green life (Tumer,1997)' Because these

factors remained consistent throughout the experiment it is unlikely they had a significant

effect. Blackbourn et al. (1990) suggested that relatively high chlorophyll b levels caused

increased de-greening of banana peel' Reducing PAR intensity during development has

been reported to cause this chlorophyll imbalance (Hasan et a1.,2000). The pale peel

colour of fruit from 'silver black' covers may also explain this result' Unripe fruit from

,silver black' covers were pale green in colour due to reduced total chlorophyll in the peel'

During ripening peel chlorophyll degrades, revealing yellow carotenoids and

xanthophylls in ripe fruit (Bidw ell, L979; Turner, lgg7). As a result of reduced peel

chlorophyll the colour changes in fruit from 'silver black' covers were more rapid

compared to fruit with higher levels of peel chlorophyll during ripening' Increased de-
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greening might be expected to affect pulp firmness and SSC levels, as the peel appears

ripe while the pulp is still green. However, no significant variation in sSC levels or pulp

firmness was observed between cover treatments

significant variation observed in shelf life is difficult to explain' It's unlikely varying

pAR transmission of covers or peel colour of fruit induced this effect as no obvious trend

was observed between the cover treatments and shelf life of fruit' Storage temperatures

can signifrcantly affect shelf life (Turner, lggT), however, these were the same for all

fn¡it.
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6.5 Conclusion

Colour, thickness and layering of bunch cover fi'lms was shown to affect PAR

transmission. The aim of this was to determine if reduced cover PAR transmission

impacts negatively on the fruit. Results indicated that varying PAR transmission of covers

did affectJiuit size during summer2003 in northern Queensland. The 'control' cover with

greatest PAR transmission produced largest fruit. However, fruit size did not vary

between the other cover treatments. It is suggested, during summer when cloud cover in

northem Queensland limits solar radiation, bunch covers with high PAR transmission

(around 56%) facilitate increased bunch photosynthesis and production of

photosynthates, which affects fruit size. Below this level of PAR transmission' bunch

photospthesis may have been reduced by a level not significant enough to affect fruit

size. Fruit quality wqs generally unaffected by varying PAR transmission of bunch

covers. The exception to this was peel colour. Reduced light transmission of covers

produced slightly paler fruit. For covers with no light transmission, peel colour rù/as

significantly paler. Increased chlorophyll 'b' levels in pale fruit may have reduced green

life due to increased de-greening'

Results from this experiment indicate that specialised bunch covers for control of field

chilling, with limited light transmission, could be tested with no major negative affects on

fruit quality. Reduced PAR transmission of covers may effect fruit size' however further

investigation is required because other factors, such as temperature may become a gteatet

limiting factor during periods of field chilling'
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Chapter 7

7 control of banana field chilling with bunch covers

7.1 Introduction

Field chilling is the exposure of bananas to chilling temperatures (below 13"C) in the

field (Simmonds, 1959), causing development of mild symptoms of chilling injury' The

impact of this problem in Australia and possible control of field chilling with bunch

covers was investigated in preliminary experiments in chapter 5.

Trial experiments conducted in the university of Adelaide waite orchard demonstrated

that various bunch cover designs could reduce and in some cases prevent freld chilling of

bunches (Section 5.3.3). Successive alterations in design led to the development of a

bunch cover constructed from a 50pm (thickness) blue polyethylene bag with silver ink

on the inside surface underneath a 5mm (bubble diameter) bubble wrap bag with silver

paint applied to the inside surface. This cover design offered greatest chilling control'

capable of maintaining temperatures above 13oC at both the top and bottom of the bunch'

The potential to control field chilling with this cover was shown by comparing chilling

temperatures experienced during the trials conducted in the Waite orchard and field

temperature data collected during winter of 2001 in a commercial banana plantation

located near Tully in northern Queensland (Section 5.4.2). Under these conditions the

cover design could have controlled 53% of the monitored chilling events, with the
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potential of controlling as many as 94Yo of the chilling events and significantly reducing

the severity of any that might be uncontrollable (Figure 5.I2).

Studies have documented the effects of bunch covering on bunch temperature (Ganry,

1975; Cuneen and McEntyre, 1988; Johns and scott, 1989a; Chillet and Jannoyer', 1996;

Hasan et a1.,ZllI;Daniells and Lindsay,2004). This was discussed in greater detail in

Chapter 5. Most refer to higher day temperatures, presenting these data as an average

over the development period. Few show the effects of bunch covers on cooler night

bunch temperatures (Cuneen and McEntyre, 1988; Johns and Scott, 1989a; Chillet and

Jannoyer, 1996). None of the studies show how bunch covers can modify bunch

temperatures during chilling events and quantify the chilling severity, or quantify how

bunch covers can control the development of field chilling syrnptoms'

In this study three field experiments were conducted in a commercial banana plantation'

located near Tully in northern Queensland. The first experiment was conducted during a

summer growing season, when freld chilling was not a factor, to determine if initial cover

designs had major negative effects on fruit yield and quality' The remaining experiments

were conducted during winter growing seasons when fruit were exposed to chilling

conditions. These experiments focused on the usefulness of bunch covers as a form of

field chitling control for bananas in Australian growing regions, while maintaining

acceptable fruit yield and quality.
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7.2 Materials and Methods

7.2.1 Site selection and plant material

Three field experiments were set up in a commercial banana plantation operated by

chiquita Brands south Pacific Ltd, located near Tully in northern Queensland'

Experiments were conducted during summer of 2003, winter of 2003 and winter of 2004'

The summer experiment commenced in February 2003 and investigated effects of various

cover treatments on fruit development and quality during hot summer conditions' winter

experiments, set up in June of 2003 and 2004, examined effects of different bunch covers

on bunch temperature, fruit yield and quality, particularly the development of mild

chilling injury synrptoms during cool growing conditions' Each experiment was set up in

randomly selected blocks on the same property. Fruit used in experiments were

cavendish bananas of the williams variety, described in section 3.1.

7.2.2 Bunch cover treatments

7 .2.2.1 Field exPeriments 2003

Cover treatments, including materials used in their construction, are shown in Figure 7'1'

Disposable blue polyethylene bags (20pm thickness), commonly used in commercial

banana production, were used as the 'control' treatment in all experiments (Figure 7'1)'

Based on field trials conducted in the waite orchard a cover design was selected for
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maximum chilling control and tested in the summer experiment. This cover consisted of a

50¡rm thick blue polyethylene bag with silver ink on the inside surface underneath a 5mm

(bubble diameter) bubble wrap bag with silver paint applied to the inside surface (Figure

7.1). This treatment was abbreviated to 'silver blue + silver bubble' for simplicity and

later reference. A third cover design consisting of a 20pm (thickness) disposable blue

polyethylene cover undemeath a 5mm (bubble diameter) bubble wrap bag with silver

paint applied to the inside surface was also used (Figure 7'1)' This treatment was

abbreviated to 'blue .| silver bubble'. The blue * silver bubble' cover was selected as a

compromise between chilling control and greater light transmission compared to the

,silver blue + silver bubble' cover design. All covers (single and double layered) were

made to commercial dimensions (150cm length and 51cm internal diameter). Covers

were produced using a heat sealer (Venus Brands, Model VHIF-ó0O, Packaging

Machines Australia, Australia) and adhesive tape to join materials. Silver paint was

lightly applied to bubble wrap using a spray gun. A light application was used to provide

light transmission. Ventilation holes were present in'control' covers. This was an artefact

of commercial manufacture. Covers constructed in the laboratory had no ventilation holes

because sufficient gas escape at the top of covers around the bunch stem was expected

and to reduce leakage of warm air from ventilation holes. Cover treatments used during

the summer experiment were again tested in the 2003 winter field experiment (Figure

7.t)
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Control

I x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene (disposable

commercial cover) (A). Tested as control treatment

in all field experiments.

Blue + silver bubble

I x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film

(disposable commercial cover) (A) undemeath I x

layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble

wrap with silver paint applied to inside surface (B)'

Tested in 2003 summer and winter experiments.

Silver blue + silver bubble

1 x layer 50¡rm thick blue polyethylene film with silver

ink application on inside surface (C) underneath I x

layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble

wrap with silver paint applied to inside surface (B)'

Tested in all field experiments as non-sealed (2003 and

2004) and seal treatments (2004).

Figure 7.1 Commercial bunch cover and packaging materials used in construction of bunch cover

treatments (,control,, ,blue * silver bubble', 'silver blue + silver bubble'). Covers were used in a northem

eueensland plantation during 2003 (summer and winter) and2004 (winter) field experiments, investigating

effects on bunch surface temperature, chilling injury, fruit yield and quality'
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7 .2.2.2 Field exPerimen t 2004

Disposable blue polyetþlene covers, shown in Figure 7.1, were also used as the control

in the 2004 winter experiment. Based on results of the 2003 field experiments, slight

alterations were made to covers to improve chilling control. The blue -f silver bubble'

treatment was abandoned in the 2004 winter experiment and the 'silver blue + silver

bubble, cover treatment (Figure 7.1) was re-tested in two different forms, sealed and non-

sealed. covers were again constructed to commercial dimensions' The base of non-sealed

covers were left open, like the 'control' covers' A drawstring Ìwas used to close over the

bottom of sealed covers (Figure 7.2). Asmall opening (diameter 10cm) was left in the

base of the sealed covers for drainage of free water, which could otherwise promote

fungal infection and rot.

7.2.3 Cover transmission of photosynthetically-active radiation

Materials used in construction of cover treatments showed varying transmission of

photos¡mthetically active radiation (PAR) (Section 5.3.1). PAR transmission of cover

treatments was therefore measured using a quantum sensor linked to a Hansatech

radiation meter (SKyE Instruments Ltd, Powys, United Kingdom) (Section 5'2'4)' A

completely randomised design was used where PAR transmission was measured in three

different positions through each cover. This was replicated four times for various cover

treatments. PAR transmission was presented as a percentage relative to levels of PAR

measured from direct sunlight.
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Figure 7.2 Nylon drawstring mechanism used to close over the bottom of sealed

'silver blue + silver bubble'covers \n2004 winter field experiment'
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7.2.4 Bagging of bunches

Twelve newly emergent bunches were randomly selected for each field experiment'

Bunches were of similar size and hand number to reduce variation. All 12 bunches were

covered on the same day in each experiment in a completely randomised design where

four replicates of each cover treatment were randomly allocated' Weatherproof adhesive

tape was used to secure the tops of the covers around the bunch stems' covers tested in

the 2003 suÍrmer and 2003 winter experiment can be seen in the field in Figure 7'3'

Figure 7.4 shows covers tested in the 2004 winter experiment in the field'

7.2.5 Bunch temperature monitoring

The effect of covers on bunch temperature compared to ambient was not considered in

this study as bunch covering is a common commercial practice with pfoven benefits

toward yield and quality, as discussed in Chapter 2' This study aimed to show that control

of field chilling could be achieved using modified bunch cover designs' Therefore' cover

treatments were compared to a control that is used in current commercial practices'

Temperature loggers (Tiny Tag Plus and Tiny Talk Loggers, Hastings Data Loggers' Port

Macquarie, NSW) were used to measure changes in bunch surface temperature under

various cover treatments during bunch development' Bunch temperature was recorded at

intervals of 15 minutes.
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Figure 7.3 Cover treatments over developing bunches in a northern Queensland plantation during

2003 summer and winter field experiments. Cover treatments included a'control' cover (A), a'blue + silver

bubble' cover (B) and a'silver blue + silver bubble'cover (C)'
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Figure 7.4 Cover treatments over developing bunches in a northem Queensland

plantation during a2004winter field experiment. The treatments include a'control' cover

(A), a 'silver blue + silver bubble' (non-sealed) (B) and a 'silver blue + silver bubble'

(sealed) (C).
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During field trials in the Waite orchard it was found that bunch surface temperature

inside covers was cooler at the bottom of the bunch than at the top (Section 5'3'3)'

Therefore, temperature sensors were attached to fingers of similar size in the middle of

hands using rubber bands at varying regions of bunches to show differences in fruit

surface temperature due to bunch position. Figure 7'5 shows loggers attached to fingers

in various bunch regions.

Fruit surface temperature was measured at the bottom of bunches during the summer and

winter 2003 field experiments. Surface temperature was also measured at the top of one

randomly selected bunch from each treatment for comparison during winter of 2003'

Loggers measured fruit surface temperature at the top, middle and bottom of a randomly

selected bunch from each cover treatment during the2004 winter freld experiment'

Temperature data were collected from the bunch surface to determine minimum and

maximum temperatures; mean bunch surface temperatures and exposure time to

temperatures between 29 and30oc. According to Ganry and Meyer (1975), between 29

and 30"C is the optimum temperature range for maximum fruit growth' Severity of

individual chilting events at different bunch regions and total chilling severity was also

calculated from temperature data. chilling severity was quantified in degree minutes less

than 130C, that is, the number of minutes that bunches were exposed to temperatures

bel0w 13"C. This accounted for temperature and exposure time, both critical factors in

development of chilling injury syrnptoms (Klieber and Mu chui, 2002)'
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7.2.6 Harvest and transPort

Bunches were harvested when they were believed to be at 314 mat'it'lty or ripening stage

1 (CSIRO, 1972; figare 3.1) in the 2003 summer experiment. As found in the bunch

shading experiment (Chapter 6), variation in peel colour between cover treatments made

it difficult to assess maturity. Therefore, all bunches were harvested when 'control'

bunches were at 314 ma.ittilty in subsequent field experiments. This showed the effects of

covers on bunch development relative to controls' A refrigerated truck was used to

transport fruit at approximately 14oC arrd 90Yo relative humidity' In preparation for

transport each bunch was divided into three regions (top, middle and bottom) and the

hands packed in separate 13kg cardboard cartons, along with the data loggers' as

described in Section 3.1. Loggers recorded storage temperatures during transportation to

verify that chilling temperatures did not occur during transport' Fruit were received at

chiquita Pacif,rc Brands Ltd based in the Adelaide Produce Markets at Pooraka' south

Australia, three to four days after harvest'

7.2.7 Postharvest fruit assessments

7.2.7.1UnriPe fruit

Unripe bananas were assessed for disease and quality defects prior to postharvest

experimentation, as described in Section3.2. One unripe hand was randomly selected
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Figure 7.5 Temperature data loggers (Tiny Tag Plus and Tiny Talk Loggers, Hastings

Data Loggers, Port Macquarie, NSW) used to measure changes in bunch surface

temperature every 15 minutes at different bunch regions (top [A], middle [A] and bottom

[A and B]); during development in the field. Sensors were attached to fingers using

rubber bands and loggers secured to the bunch stalk or between hands using rubber bands

and adhesive tape.
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from each bunch region of each cover treatment and various fruit characteristics were

measured to quantify bunch yield and fruit quality. Yield characteristics included finger

weight, length and girth. Quality characteristics included bloom, peel colour (calculated

as the CIE lightness variable [L], chroma [C], hue angle [H"]), visual and quantitative

analysis of surface and underpeel chilling syrnptoms and green life' Hunter colour index

was calculated as an indication of peel chlorophyll content. Assessment techniques for

yield and quality characteristics are described in the General Materials and Methods

chapter, Sections 3.4,3.5,3.6 and 3.7. Peel surface quality characteristics of unripe fruit

were also recorded photographically using a digital camera (Coolpix 995' Nikon' JapaÐ'

7.2.7.2 Ripe fruit

Remaining f,rngers were ripened with ethylene gas using a similar technique described by

Bagnato (2002) (Section 3.3). When fruit colour had reached stage six, that is' was

yellow (cslRo, 1972;Figure 3.1) they were assessed for percentage pulp, as described in

detail in the General Materials and Methods chapter, sections 3.6 and 3'7' Quality

measures included peel colour (calculated as lightness variable [L], chroma [C] and hue

angle [H"]), pulp frrmness, soluble solids concentration, flavour assessment, visual and

quantitative analysis of surface and underpeel chilling s¡rmptoms and shelf life' This was

described in detail in the General Materials and Methods chapter, Sections 3'4' 3'5' 3'6

and 3.7 . Peel surface quality characteristics of ripe fruit were also recorded

photographically using a digital camera (Coolpix 995' Nikon' Japan)'
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Banana flavour, including the banana-like flavour and sweetness, determines consumer

acceptability after purchase. Banana flavour was subjectively assessed by preliminary

sensory analysis. Assessment was made using two-centimeter thick banana slices' Two

samples were randomly tasted from fingers from the top, middle and bottom regions of

each bunch. Descriptors such as 'green" 'woody', 'musty' and 'banana-like' were used to

describe pulp flavour. Sweetness was described aS 'low', 'moderate' or'high'' No sensory

panel was used in this preliminary analysis and data were not statistically analysed due to

the inherent bias

7.2.8 Analysis of data

Data were analysed using the program Genstat Edition 6 for Pc/windows NT (Release

6.l,2002,Lawes Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted Experimental Station) using a General

ANOVA (analysis of variance). For percentage PAR transmission a least significant

difference test (LSD) at 5vo level was used to determine signifrcant differences between

means. Data collected from the freld included bunch development time and changes in

bunch surface temperature at different bunch regions during development. Depending on

the experiment this information was used to determine minimum and maximum bunch

surfäce temperatures, mean bunch surface temperatures' exposure time to temperatures

between 29 and3goc, severity of individual chilling events at different bunch regions and

total chilling severity. This data was analysed for one factor, cover treatment' A least

significant difference test (LSD) at 5% level was used to determine significant

differences between means. yield and quality measures of unripe and ripe fruit were
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individually analysed for two factors, cover treatment and bunch region' Interaction

effects between cover treatment and bunch region for the various yield and quality

measures was also analysed. A least significant difference test (LSD) at 5%o level was

used to determine significant differences between means'
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Transmission of photosynthetically active radiation

pAR transmission of cover treatments varied significantly (Table 7.1). Percentage PAR

transmission of the ,control, cover treatment was highest, relative to PAR detected in

natural sunlight. In comparison, average PAR transmitted by blue * silver bubble' covers

was more than 70Yo less. Sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers

transmitted almost no PAR from natural sunlight'

7.3.2 Bunch surface temperatures and chilling severity

7.3.z,LSummer 2003

During the summer experiment lowest temperatures were recorded inside'control' covers

(Figure 7.6 tA]). Minimum surface temperatures inside other cover treatments were

signifrcantl y greater, though total variation was less than 2oc. Highest minimum bunch

surface temperafures were measured inside 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers' No

chilling temperatures below 13oC were measured inside any cover treatments during the

2003 summer exPeriment.
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Tabte 7.1 Percentage PAR transmission of bunch cover treatments' constructed from

commercial bunch cover and packaging materials' used to investigate their effects on

bunch surface temperature, chilling injury and fruit quality of developing banana bunches

in a northern Queensland plantation during field experiments (summer 2003' winter 2003

and winter 2004)

Bunch cover treatment PAR transmission (7o) z

50aControl

Blue * silver bubble

Non-sealed silver blue * silver bubble

Sealed silver blue + silver bubble

t4b

0.9 c

0.7 c

" Data are averages of 12 replicates where different subscripts in PAR column denote

significant differences using an LSD test'
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Maximum surface temperatures inside cover treatments were similar (Figure 7'6 [A])'

Mean developmental temperature was significantly lower inside 'control' covers

compared to other cover treatments tested in the 2003 summer experiment (Figure 7'6

[A]). Mean surface temperatures were similar inside 'blue I silver bubble' and 'silver blue

* silver bubble' covers. Bunch exposure to temperatures ranging between 29 and 30oC is

shown in Figure 7.6 (B). There was no significant variation between cover treatments'

7.3.2.2 Winter 2003

There were similarities in bunch temperature trends between the 2003 suÍlmer and winter

experiments. Lowest temperatures were again recorded at the bottom of 'control' covers

during winter 2003 (Figu re 7.7 [A]). Highest minimum temperatures were also measured

inside 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers. Minimum bunch temperatures were similar

inside 'control' and 'blue * silver bubble' covers'

Highest bunch surface temperatures were measured inside the 'control' covers (FigVe 7 '7

[A]). Mean temperature during bunch development was lowest inside 'control' covers

(Figure 7.1 l l).
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A

a

Minimum Mean Maximum

I Control I Blue + silver bubble I Silver blue + silver bubble

Control Blue + silver bubble Silver blue * silver
bubble

Bunch cover treatment

Figure 7.6 (A) Average minimum, mean and maximum surface temperatures ("C) and (B) exposure

time (hours) to temperatures ranging between 29 and 30"C of Cavendish banana cv' Ililliams bunches

inside different cover treatments during development in a northem Queensland plantation located near

Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003. Each column represents the mean of 4 replicates for

cover treatment; (A) subscripts within temperature categories (minimum' mean and maximum) and (B)

subscripts both denote least significant differences between temperatures using an LSD test'
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Figure 7.7 (B) shows exposure of bunches to temperatures ranging between 29 and 30oc'

,Control, bunches received minimum exposure to this optimum temperature range' while

bunches inside 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers received the highest exposure during

development.

During winter 2003 all bunches were exposed to temperatures below 13"C (Figure 7'7

tA]). Chilling severity was quantified in degree minutes less than 13oC' The maximum

number of chilling events recorded at the bottom of bunches during winter 2003 was

eleven (Figure 7.8 tB]). By comparison, only five separate chilling events were measured

at the top of bunches (Figure 7.8 tAl). Total chilling exposure during development is

shown in Figure 7.9. Limited replication meant temperature data collected from the top

bunch region were not statistically analysed. However, these data did show a large

reduction in chilling severity at the top of bunches for all cover treatments'

Bunches inside ,control' covers received highest total chilling (degree minutes <13"C)

during development (Figure 7.9). This resulted from greater exposure to more severe

separate chilling events at the top and bottom of bunches (Figures 7'8 [A and B])' In fact'

the severity of individual chilling events was greatest at the bottom of 'control' covers'

compared to other cover treatments, this difference was significant during five of eleven

separate chilling events. However, 'control' covers did prevent chilling in the top bunch

region during some chilling events.
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A A

a

b

Minimum Mean Maximum

I Control I Blue + silver bubble I Silver blue + silver bubble

Ba

Control Blue + silver bubble Silver blue + silver
bubble

Bunch cover treatment

Figure 7.7 (A) Average minimum, mean and maximum surface temperatures ("C) and (B) exposure

time (hours) to temperatures ranging between 29 attd 30oC of Cavendish banana cv' Ililliams bunches

inside different cover treatments, during development in a northern Queensland plantation located near

Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003. Each column represents the mean of 4 replicates for

cover treatment; (A) subscripts within temperature categories (minimum, mean and maximum) and (B)

subscripts both denote least significant differences between temperatures using an LSD test'
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Least field chilling was recorded inside 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers. This type of

cover prevented chilling (temperatures < 13oC) at the top and bottom of bunches during

five of eleven chilling events recorded at the bottom of 'control' bunches during winter

2003 (Figure 7.8 [B]). uncontrollable chilling events are circled in blue in Figure 7'8 (A

and B). chilling conditions were controlled at the top and bottom of bunches inside

,silver blue * silver bubble' covers while 'control' bunches received up to 70 degree

minutes less than 13"C (Figure 7.8 tBl). Chilling control was even more improved at the

top of bunches. The ,silver blue + silver bubble' covers were able to control chilling while

,control, bunches were exposed to a maximum of 1155 degree minutes < 13oC' However

chilling conditions were still recorded at the bottom of bunches during this chilling event'

The severity of any uncontrollable chilling events was significantly reduced compared to

the ,control, cover treatment. In fact, chilling control by 'silver blue * silver bubble'

covers improved relative to the 'control' cover as chilling severity increased. During the

most severe chilling episode, 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers reduced chilling severity

by 3l% at the bottom and 99.9Yo at the top of bunches, compared to the 'control'

treatment (Figure 7.S [A and B]).

Chilling control by 'blue * silver bubble' covers was less effective. This cover treatment

could only control freld chilling at the top and bottom of bunches during two of eleven

chilling events recorded during development (Figure 7.8 tBl). By comparison, control of

freld chilling in the top bunch region was marginally better with 'blue * silver bubble'

covers. chilling was controlled during three of five events that affected 'control'bunches
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Figure 7.9 Total surface chilling (degree minutes < 13"C) at the top and bottom of

Cavendish banana cv. Williams bunches beneath different cover treatments during the

development period in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter

(June to september) of 2003. columns depictingtop bunch region represent one data set

from each cover treatment. Columns depicting bottom bunch region represent the mean

of 4 replicates for each cover treatment'
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(Figure 7.s tAl). Similar to 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers, chilling control improved

relative to the performance of 'control' covers as the severity of chilling events increased'

During the most severe chilling event, 'blue .l silver bubble' covers reduced chilling by

l4o/o at the bottom and 74o/o at the top of bunches, compared to the 'control' covers'

However, this level of control was significantly less compared to the 'silver blue + silver

bubble' cover treatment.

7.3.2.3 Winter 2004

Temperature data were lost in this experiment due to failure of several loggers' As a

result the following temperatur e datawas not statistically analysed for significance due to

a lack of replication.

Similar to results from the 2003 winter experiment, lowest minimum temperatures were

recorded at the bottom of 'control' covers during winter 2004 (Figure 7'10 [A])' Also'

minimum temperatures inside 'silver blue * silver bubble ' covers were higher' Sealing

'silver blue f silver bubble' covers produced highest minimum temperatures'

Maximum surface temperatures inside covers varied considerably (Figure 7'10 [A])'

Once again, highest surface temperatures were meäsured inside the top of 'control'

covers. However, maximum temperatures inside sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue +

silver bubble, covers were notably lower. Mean maximum temperatures inside the top of
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Figure 7.10 (A) Average minimum, mean and maximum surface temperature ("C) and (B) exposure

time (hours) to temperatures ranging between 29 arrd 30oc of cavendish banana cv' Ililliams bunches

inside different cover treatments, during development in a northern Queensland plantation located near

Tully during winter (June to September) of 2004.Each column represents the mean of 2 replicates for each

cover treatment.
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sealed ,silver blue + silver bubble' covers were more than 13oC lower than inside the

'control' cover treatment.

consistent with results from previous field experiments, mean temperature inside 'control'

covers was lower during development compared to other cover treatments (FigUre 7'10

iA]). Mean surface temperatures inside sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver

bubble' covers were both slightly higher'

ln winter 2004 bunches inside non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers received

more exposure to temperatures ranging between 29 and 30oC compared to sealed 'silver

blue + silver bubble' covers (Figure 7.10 IBI). Similar to previous field experiments in

this study, 'control' bunches received minimum exposure to this optimum temperature

range during develoPment.

severe chilling conditions were recorded inside all bunch covers during winter 2004'

Figure 7.11 (4, B and c) shows the severity of individual chilling events recorded at the

top, middle and bottom of bunches inside different cover treatments. A maximum of 32

chilling events were recorded at the bottom of bunches during development' Chilling

conditions were less severe towards the top of bunches. A maximum of 24 chilling events

were recorded at the top of bunches inside covers. Total field chilling of bunches during

development is shown in Figure 7.12'
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Figure 7.11 Severity of individual chilling events (degree minutes < l3oc) at the top (A), middle (B) and bottom
(C) of Cavendish banana cv. llilliams bunches inside different cover treatments during development in northern
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of two replicates for each cover treatment, Uncontrollable chilling events inside non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble'
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,control, covers provided minimal control of field chilling during winter 2004' This was

consistent with results from winter 2003. Bunches inside'control' covers were exposed to

the highest number of separate chilling events, each of which was more severe (degree

minutes < 13oC) compared to chilling events recorded inside the other cover treatments

(Figure 7.lI). The most severe single chilling event was also recorded at the bottom of

'control' bunches.

Least field chilling was recorded at the top and middle of bunches inside non-sealed

'silver blue * silver bubble'covers (Figure 7.11 [A and B])' Compared to the'control'

treatment, non-sealed 'silver blue -f silver bubble' covers reduced total field chilling by

850/o at the top, 75% in the middle and 30Yo at the bottom of bunches during

development. sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers were less effective at controlling

chilling conditions at the top and middle of bunches, but reduced total freld chilling at the

bottom of bunches by a further 4vo, compared to the non-sealed version of this treatment

(Figure 7.12). During the most severe chilling event recorded, non-sealed 'silver blue *

silver bubble,covers reduced chilling severity by 77% at the top and 3lYo at the bottom

of bunches, whereas sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers reduced chilling severity

by 53%at the top and I7o/o atthe bottom of bunches, compared to 'control'covers (FigUre

7.11 [A and C]).

Each cover treatment showed improved chilling control at the top of bunches compared

to the bottom in winter 2004. This was consistent with previous field experiments' The
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Figure 7.12 Total surface chilling (degree minutes < 13oC) at the top, middle and

bottom of Cavendish banana cv. Williams bunches inside different cover treatments

during the development period in Northern Queensland plantation located near Tully

during winter (June to September) of 2004. Columns represent mean of 2 replicates for

each cover treatment.
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level of control provided by sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers also

improved relative to 'control' covers at the top of bunches' At the bottom of bunches non-

sealed,silverblue*silverbubble'coverspreventedchillingduring5or3}recorded

chilling events, whereas in the top bunch region' chilling conditions were prevented

during 14 of 24 chlllingevents that affected'control'bunches (Figure 7'11 [A and C])'

This meant, chilling control in the entire bunch was achieved while 'control' bunches

received a maximum of 693 degree minutes of chilling at the top and 254 degree minutes

of chilling at the bottom (Figures 7'11 [A and C])'

7.3.3 Bunch develoPment time

Bunch development time varied signiflrcantly during the summer growing season for

different cover treatments. Minimum bunch development time was 70 days using 'silver

blue + silver bubble' covers. Mean development time of bunches from other cover

treatments was significantly longer. Bunches from 'control' covers were harvested after

73 days,whilst bunches from blue * silver bubble' covers were harvestedT2 days after

bagging. variation between the 'control' and 'blue l- silver bubble' covers was not

significant.

In the 2003 winter experiment bunches were harvested after a development period of 106

days. In winter 2004 allbunches were harvested after a development period of 91 days'

ln both field experiments 'control' fruit were believed to be at 314 matuntv or at ripening

stageoneaccordingtovisualinspection(CSIRO|972;Figute3'1).
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7.3.4 Postharvest assessments of unripe fruit

Results from postharvest assessments of unripe fruit are shown in Tables 7 '2 to 7 '7 '

Tables 1.2,7.4 and 7.6 show variation in fruit yield and quality characteristics between

different cover treatments for the summer and winter experiments. Variation in fruit yield

and quality between different bunch regions is shown in Tables 7 '3,7 '5 and 7 '7 '

7.3.4.1Summer 2003

In summer 2003, no significant variation in fruit yield was found between cover

treatments. There was also no evidence of chilling injury, either peel surface or

underpeel. However, some quality characteristics, including peel colour (measured as L'

C, Ho and Hunter colour index) and green life of fruit showed significant variation

between cover treatments Qable7 '2)'

visual inspection showed peel colour to be variable between cover treatments' ln fact the

peel colour of all fruit was pale. Fruit from 'control' covers were green with no signs of

yellowing, corresponding with colour stage two of the cslRo ripening gpide (1972;

Figure 3.1), whereas, fruit glown inside 'blue * silver bubble' covers had slightly paler

peel colour (Figure 7.t3).Peel colour of bananas from 'silver blue -f silver bubble' covers

was pale green, corresponding with colour stage three to four of the ripening guide

(CSIRO, 19721' Figxe 3. 1).
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Ttblel.2 Fruit characteristics of cavendish bananas cv. williams at ripening stage 1'

subjected to different cover treatments during development in a northem Queensland plantation

located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003'

Cover Treatment

Fruit characteristic * Control * Silver blue *
silver bubble'

Blue * silver

bubble Y

Finger weight (g)

Finger length (cm)

Finger girth (cm)

Bloom (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Hunter colour index

Surface chilling injuryscore (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Green life (days)

212 a

25.1a

3.5 a

8a

59a

44¿

116 a

29a
la
la
3a

203 a

24.5 a

3.5 a

8a

63a

43b

lI4 ab

33a
Ia
la
3a

I97 a

25.1a

3.4 a

8a

70b
40c

113 b

38b

la
Ia
1b

* Data in each row represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on the

fruit quality measure for each cover treatment (replication specified in the chapter 3, Sections 3'4

- 3.7). Different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

* 1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover used as

control treatment. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'

v 1 x layer 20¡rm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover underneath 1

x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap bunch cover with silver paint applied to

inside surface. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'

, 1 x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film bunch cover with silver ink application on inside

surface underneath 1 x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap bunch cover with

silver paint applied to inside surface. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover

replicates.
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Figure 7.13 Unripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed

inside different cover treatments ('control', 'blue * silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver

bubble,) in a northern Queensland plantation during a field experiment conducted during

summer 2003.
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variation in peel colour was quantified according to the cIE lightness (L), chroma (c)

and hue angle (H") colour system. Average Ho and c scores of fruit from the cover

treatments were plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L, C and Ho colour

system to illustrate the variation in peel colour (Figure 7.14). L, C and Ho scores varied

significantly between cover treatments (Table 7 '2)''Conttol' covers produced fruit with

the lowest average L score and highest average scores for c and Ho' Fruit from 'silver

blue + silver bubble' covers had the highest average L value, but lowest average score for

C and Ho.

Figure 7.15 shows the significant relationship between Ho and PAR transmission where

increased pAR transmission, measured from 'control' covers, corresponded with higher

Ho scores. This indicates the peel colour of 'control' fruit was greener' By comparison,

fruit from 'blue * silver bubble' and 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers, which had lower

pAR transmission, produced lower Ho scores and were paler green and more yellow in

colour

Hunter colour index was calculated due to its correlation with peel chlorophyll content

(Ma et a1.,1997) and found to be higher for fruit from 'blue I silver bubble' and 'silver

blue f silver bubble' covefs compared to 'control' fruit (Table 7 '2)' The index was

significantly higher for fruit from 'silver blue -l silver bubble' covers'
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Figure ?.14 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L, C and H"

colour system to illustrate peel colour of unripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams. Fruit were grown inside

different cover treatments ('control' O , 'blue + silver bubble' O and 'silver blue + silver bubble' )

during development in a northem Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to

May) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 108 replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment'
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F'igure 7.15 Peel surface cIE hue angle (H") scores of unripe cavendish banana cv' williams grown

inside different cover treatments ['control' (A), 'blue + silver bubble' (B) and 'silver blue + silver bubble'

(C)]. Covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during development period in northem

Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003 ' Each point represents

the mean of 9 rePlicates for Ho.
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Table 7.3 Fruit characteristics of cavendish bananas cv. williams at ripening stage 1' from

different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments during development in a

northern eueensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003'

Bunch region "

Fruit characteristic Y Top Middle Bottom

Finger weight (g)

Finger length (cm)

Finger girth (cm)

Bloom (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Hunter colour index

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Green life (daYs)

230 a

26.2 a

3.5 a

8a

63a

42a

115 a

33a

1a

la
2a

2r2b

25.4b

3.5 a

8a

64a

43a

114 b

34a

1a

la
2a

170 c

22.9 c

3.3 b

8a

64a

43a

ll5 a

33a

1a

ta

3a

y Datain each row represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on the

fruit quality measure for each bunch region (replication specified in chapter 3' Section 3'4 '3'7\;

different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

" Datain columns represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'
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The average green life of fruit from 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers was one day

(Table 7.2). This was significantly shorter than the green life of fruit from other cover

treatments, which both shared the same green life of three days'

Across treatments, yield and quality of fruit from different bunch regions was also

investigated. It showed fruit yield varied signifrcantly between bunch regions, but fruit

quality remained similar, as seen in Table 7.3. Adecline in fruit size from proximal hand

to distal hand was observed in all bunches. This was indicated by finger weight and

length, which varied between each bunch region. Finger girth did not vary in the top and

middle bunch regions, but was lower at the bottom of bunches (Table 7'3)'

7.3.4.2 Winter 2003

In winter 2003 largest fruit were produced inside 'blue * silver bubble' covers, while fruit

from ,control, covers were smallest. Average weight of fingers from 'blue * silver bubble'

covers was greater than 'control' fruit (Table 7.4). Fingers from 'blue * silver bubble'

covers were also longer and girth was greater compared to'control' fruit' However' fruit

size did not vary significantly between 'control' and 'silver blue * silver bubble' cover

treatments

The summer experiment showed that cover treatments affected peel colour' Similar

affects on peel colour were observed during winter 2003' According to visual inspection'
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Table 7.4 Fruit characteristics of cavendish bananas cv. Ililliams at ripening stage 1'

subjected to different cover treatments during development in a northem Queensland plantation

located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003'

Cover Treatment

Fruit characteristic " Control * Silver blue +

silver bubble "
Blue * silver

bubble Y

Finger weight (g)

Finger length (cm)

Finger girth (cm)

Bloom (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H')

Hunter colour index

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 -

6)

Green life (daYs)

178 a

23.5 a

3.4 a

4a

50a

38a

ll7 a

24a
4a
5a

223b

25.rb
3.7 b

6b
57b

41b

lI7 a

28b
2b
2b

4a

196 ab

24.3 ab

3.5 a

6b
59c

4lb
116 b

30c
2b
1c

5b4a

* Data in each row fepresent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on the

fruit quality measure for each cover tfeatment (replication specified in Chapter 3' Sections 3'4 -

3.7); different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

* 1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover used as

control treatment. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'

v 1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover underneath 1

x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap bunch cover with silver paint applied to

inside surface. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates.

, I xlayer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film bunch cover with silver ink application on outside

surface underneath 1 x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap bunch cover with

silver paint applied to inside surface. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover

replicates.
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Figure 7.16 Unripe banana hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that

developed inside cover treatments ('control', 'blue -| silver bubble' and'silver blue + silver

bubble') in a northern eueensland plantation during a field experiment conducted during

winter 2003.
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peel colour of unripe fruit from 'control' covers was dark green' corresponding with

colour stage one of the CSIRO ripening guide (1972; Figure 3'1)' Fruit from 'blue I

silver bubble' covers were slightly paler (Figure 7.16), corresponding with colour stage 2

of the ripening guide (CSIRO 1972;Figure 3.1). Peel colour of bananas from'silver blue

* silver bubble' covers was pale green, corresponding closely with colour stage three of

the ripening guide (CSIRO 1972;Figure3.l)'

peel bloom also varied between cover treatments. Percentage bloom on the peel surface

of 'control' fruit was significantly less compared to fruit from other cover treatments

(Table 7.4).

Peel colour of fruit was quantified according to the CIE L, C, Ho colour system' Lowest

average scores for L and C and equally highest score for Ho, was measured from the peel

of ,control, fruit, while fruit from 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers had the highest

average L score and equally highest score for c, but lowest Ho value (Table 7.4). Fruit

from ,blue * silver bubble' covers had a similar Ho score to 'control' fruit, however, L and

C scores corresponded more closely with the'silver blue + silver bubble' cover treatment'

Average Ho and C scores for unripe fruit were also plotted as polar coordinates according

to CIE L, C and Ho colour system to illustrate variation in peel colour (Figure 7.17).

plotting Ho and PAR transmission showed increased PAR transmission, measured from

the ,control, covers comesponded with higher Ho scores (Figure 7.18). This indicated fruit
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Figure 7.17 Mean Ho and C scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L, C and H"

colour system to illustrate peel colour of unripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams. Fruit were grown inside

different cover treatments ('control'O , 'blue + silver bubble' O and 'silver blue + silver bubble' )

during development in a nofthem Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to

September) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 108 replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment'
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inside different cover treatments ('control' [A], 'blue + silver bubble' [B] and 'silver blue * silver bubble'

[c]). covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during development in a northern Queensland
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were greener in colour. ln comparison, fruit from the 'blue * silver bubble' and 'silver

blue * silver bubble' covers, which had lower PAR transmission, had lower Ho scores

and were paler green in colour. This relationship was consistent with results from the

summer experiment.

Hunter colour index varied significantly between cover treatments (Table 7'4)' Bananas

grown inside 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers had the highest Hunter colour index

values. 'Control, fruit had the lowest Hunter index values. This indicated greatest peel

chlorophyll in the 'control' fruit.

Average chilling severity scores for peel surface and underpeel mild chilling syrnptoms

are shown in Table 7 .4. Fruitfrom 'control' covers displayed most severe symptoms, with

average peel surface and underpeel scores of 4 and 5 respectively, confirming that field

chilling had occurred during bunch development' This damage was significantly worse

compared to fruit from other cover treatments. Fruit from 'blue * silver bubble' covers

showed slight discolouration due to chilling. However least chilling damage was

observed in fruit from'silver blue + silver bubble' covers' which showed no symptoms of

underpeel damage and slight peel surface discolouration.

Average green life of fruit from 'control and blue * silver bubble' covers was 4 days

(Table 7.4), while green life of fruit from 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers was

extended to 5 daYs.
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Across treatments, yield and quality of fruit from different bunch regions was

investigated in winter 2003. As in swnmer 2003, fruit size varied significantly between

bunch regions. The smallest fruit were located in the bottom third of bunches and largest

fruit were located in the top bunch region (Table 7.5). In contrast, fruit quality was more

variable between bunch regions in the 2004 winter experiment. Table 7'5 shows fruit

from the bottom bunch region had less peel surface bloom' For peel colour' L scores of

fruit from the bottom bunch region were lower compared to the rest of the bunch, while

Ho scores from the top of bunches were higher. C scores were similar throughout the

bunch. Hunter colour index of fruit from the bottom of bunches was lower' The severity

of peel surface and underpeel chilling injury symptoms increased from top to bottom in

bunches. only green life of fruit showed no variation between bunch regions'

Interaction effects between cover treatments and bunch regions (Figure 7 '19 lA and Bl)

shows there was more variation in finger weight and girth between cover treatments at

the top of bunches compared to the bottom. Also, variation in chilling symptom severity

between cover treatments was gleater at the top of bunches compared to variation in

symptom severity at the bottom (Figure 7 '20)'
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Tabte 7.5 Fruit characteristics of Cavendish bananas cv. Ililliams at ripening stage 1, from

different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments during development in a

northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003'

Bunch region'

Fruit characteristic Y Top Middle Bottom

Finger weight (g)

Finger length (cm)

Finger girth (cm)

Bloom (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Hunter colour index

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Green life (days)

234 a 205b

24.9b

3.5 b

6a

56a

40a

tt7 b

28a

2a

3b

4a

157 c

26.1a

3.7 a

6a

57a

4la

118 a

28a

2a

2a

4a

21.9 c

3.3 c

4b

53b

40a

tr7 b

27b

4b

4c

4a

v Dalain each row represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on the

fruit quality measure for each bunch region (replication specified in chapter 3, Section 3'2 - 3'7);

different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

, Dalain columns represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates.
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7.3.4.3 Winter 2004

The smallest fruit were produced inside 'control' covers during winter 2004' This was

consistent with 2003 summer and winter experiments. Largest fruit came from the sealed

,silver blue + silver bubble' cover treatment (Table 7.6). Finger weight was similar

between sealed and non-sealed'silver blue * silver bubble' covers and length was similar

for all cover treatments. However, finger girth varied between all cover treatments'

shown in Table 7.6'

Peel colour of unripe fruit from 'control' covers was dark green' corresponding closely

with colour stage one of the cslRo ripening guide (1972; Figure 3'1)' Fruit from sealed

and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers were paler compared to 'control' fruit'

corresponding closely with colour stage 2 - 3 of the ripening guide (CSIRO 1972;Flgne

3.1). Images of unripe hands from cover treatments were collected to illustrate visible

variation inpeel colour (Figure 7.21). Peel colour of unripe fruit was not quantifred in

terms of L, C and Ho scores in this experiment due to equipment failure of the Minolta

CR300 Chroma Meter.

Table 7.6 shows average severity scores for peel surface and underpeel chilling

symptoms. Fruit from'control'covers exhibited severe symptoms of mild chilling injury'

which confirmed that freld chilling had occurred during winter 2003. Fruit from sealed

and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers also exhibited symptoms of chilling
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Figure7.l9(A)Averagefingerweight(g)and(B)averagefingergirth(cm)ofCavendishbananas

cv. williams at ripening stage I from different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments

during development in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to

September)of2003'Eachcolumnrepresentsthemeanof4bunchreplicatesforeachcovertreatmentand3

fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least significant differences betwcen weight using an LSD

test.
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Figure 7.20 Scores [1 (healthy) - 6 (extreme)] for peel surface chilling symptom

severity of Cavendish bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage I from different regions of

binches subjected to different cover treatments during development in northern

Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to september) of 2003'

Each column represents the mean of 4 bunch replicates for each cover treatment and 3

fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least significant differences between

chilling score using an LSD test.
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injury, although the level of chilling damage sustained by these fruit was significantly

less compared to 'control' fruit. The varied severity of chilling synrptoms in underpeel

tissue from different cover treatments can be seen in Fígure7 '22'

ln contrast to previous field experiments, fruit from'control'covers had the longest gfeen

life during winter 2004. Fruit from sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers had the

shortest green life by comparison (Table 7'6)'

Across treatments, yield and quality of fruit from different bunch regions was

investigated in winter 2004. As shown in summer and winter 2003' fruit size increased

from the distal hand to proximar hand for all cover treatments (Table 7.7). Fruit quality

also varied between bunch regions. Fruit from the bottom bunch region had less peel

surface bloom compared to the rest of the bunch. Peel surface and underpeel chilling

symptoms also increased, according to severity scores, from top to bottom in bunches'

Note, however, there was no variation in green life between bunch regions'

Interaction effects between cover treatment and bunch region showed greater variation m

finger weight and girth at the top of bunches between different cover treatments

compared to the bottom of bunches (Figures '7.23 and 7.24). Similarly, severity of peel

surface (Figure 7.25) and underpeel (Figure 7'26) chilling synrptoms varied less

signifrcantly between cover treatments at the bottom of bunches compared to the top'
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Table 7.6 Fruit characteristics of cavendish bananas cv- llilliams at ripening stage 1'

subjected to different cover treatments during development in a northem Queensland plantation

located near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2004'

Cover Treatment

Fruit characteristic * Control * Non-sealed

silver blue *
silver bubble Y

Sealed silver

blue * silver

bubble'

Finger weight (g)

Finger length (cm)

Finger girth (cm)

Bloom (%)

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Green life (days)

126 a

17.2 a

3.3 a

3a

5.0 a

5.8 a

6a

153 b

18.2 a

3.5 b

4a
3.7 b

4.1b
5b

tTlb
18.7 a

3.8 c

4a
3.3 b

4.0 b

4c

* Data in each row repfesent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on the

fruit quality measure for each cover treatment (replication specified in chapter 3, Sections 3'4 -

3.7); different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

* 1 x layer 20¡^lm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover used as

control treatment. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates.

y 1 x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film bunch cover with silver ink application on outside

surface underneath 1 x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap bunch cover with

silver paint applied to inside surface. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover

replicates.
, I xlayer 50¡rm thick blue polyethylene film sealed bunch cover with silver ink application on

outside surface underneath 1 x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap sealed

bunch cover with silver paint applied to inside surface' Data in column represent the mean of 4

bunch cover rePlicates.
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Figure 7.21 Unripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches developed

inside different cover treatments ('control', non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' and

sealed ,silver blue + silver bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during

a field experiment conducted during winter 2004'
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7,3.5 Postharvest assessments of ripe fruit

Bananas were ripened according to methodology described in section 3'3' Tables 7'8'

7.10 and 7.12 show results from postharvest assessments of ripened bananas' where

variation between cover treatments in summer and winter experiments was investigated'

Table 7.g,7.11 and 7.13 shows variation between different bunch regions for summer

and winter exPeriments.

7.3.5.1 Summer 2003

post ripening variation in fruit quality was seen in the sulnmer experiment (Table 7'8)'

For example, pulp firmness of fruit from 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers was

significantly higher compared to fruit from 'blue * silver bubble' and 'control' covers'

Fruit from ,silver blue * silver bubble' covers also had l0west concentrations of soluble

solids. Highest SSC levels were measured from 'control' fruit during the summer

experiment

Soluble solids concentration from ripe fruit and bunch cover PAR transmission was

plotted to show that greater PAR transmission, found in the 'control' cover treatment'

corresponded with higher soluble solids concentrations. conversely, fruit from 'blue *

silver bubble, and ,silver blue + silver bubble' covers' which had l0wer PAR transmission'

had lower soluble solids concentrations (Figure 7 '25)'
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ßigure 7.22 Underpeel tissue of unripe banana fingers from different bunch regions

(top, middle and bottom) that developed inside various cover treatments ('control', non-

sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' and sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble') in a northern

eueensland plantation near Tully, during a field experiment conducted during winter

2004
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Table7.1 Fruit characteristics of Cavendish bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage

1, from different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments during

development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June

to September) of 2004.

Bunch region'

Fruit characteristic Y Top Middle Bottom

178 a 153 b 119 cFinger weight (g)

Finger length (cm)

Finger girth (cm)

Bloom (%)

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Green life (days)

19.9 a

3.7 a

5a

2.9 a

3.5 a

5a

r8.2b

3.6b

4b

3.8 b

4.6b

5a

16.0 c

3.3 c

3c

5.4b

5.8 c

5a

v Data in each row represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending

on the fruit quality measure for each bunch region (replication specified in Chapter 3,

Section 3.4 - 3.7); different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using

an LSD test.

" Datain columns represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates.
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Figure 7.23 (A) Average finger weight (g) and (B) average finger girth (cm) of cavendish bananas

cv. Williams at ripening stage 1 from different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments

during development in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to

September) of 2004.Each column represents the mean of 4 bunch replicates for each cover treatment and 3

fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least signifrcant differences between weight (A) and girth
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ßigure 7.24 Chilling severity scores [l (healthy) - 6 (extreme)] for (A) peel surface and (B) underpeel

tissue of cavendish bananas cv. williams at ripening stage I from different regions of bunches subjected to

different cover treatments during development in northern Queensland plantation near Tully during winter

(June to September) of 2004. Each column represents the mean of 4 bunch replicates for each cover

treatment and 3 fingers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least significant differences between

chilling score using an LSD test.
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Table 7.8 Fruit characteristics of cavendish bananas cv. williams at ripening stage 6' subjected to

different cover treatments during development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully

during summer (February to May) of 2003'

Cover Treatment

Fruit characteristic " Control * Silver blue * silver

bubble Y

Blue * silver

bubble'

Percentage PulP (%)

Pulp firmness (kPa)

Soluble solids concentration (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Surf'ace chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel discolouration (%)

Shelf life (days)

62a

101 a

18a
'73 a

50a

95a
1a

la
0.6 a

4a

60a

105 a

15b
'72 a

46b

95a
1,2 a

7.3 a

t.4b
4a

59a
lr2b
14c

7sb
40c
9',7 b

7.4 a

1.4 a

1ab

4a

u Data in each row (excluding ') represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on

the fruit quality measure for each cover treatment (replication specified in chapter 3' Sections 3'4 - 3'7);

different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

* 1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover used as control

treatment.Dataincolumnrepresentthemeanof4bunchcoverreplicates.
* 1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene flrlm (disposable commercial) bunch cover undemeath 1 x layer 5

mm (bubble diameter) polyetþlene bubble wrap bunch cover with silver paint applied to inside surface'

Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'

y 1 x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film bunch cover with silver ink application on outside surface

underneath 1 x layer 5 mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap bunch cover with silver paint

applied to inside surface. Data in column fepresent the mean of 4 bunch cover feplicates'
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Figure 7.25 Soluble solids concentration of ripe Cavendish bananas cv. Williams from

different cover treatments ('control' [A], 'blue + silver bubble' [B] and'silver blue + silver

bubble' [C]). Covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during development

period in northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer (February to

May) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 6 replicates for soluble solids

concentration.
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After ripening peel colour of fruit from 'control' covers was bright yellow, corresponding

with colour stage six of the cslRo ripening guide (|gT2;Figure 3'l)' The peel colour of

fruitfrom,bluefsilverbubble'coverswaspalercomparedto'control'fruit.Thisis

shown in Figure 7.26. Peel colour of fruit from 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers was

pale yellow and more opaque compared to fruit from the 'blue * silver bubble' cover

treatment.

Peel colour of ripe fruit was also quantified according to the CIE lightness (L)' chroma

(c) and hue angle (Ho) colour system (Table 7.8). Average Ho and c scores are plotted as

polar coordinates according to the cIE colour system to illustrate variation in peel colour

between cover treatments (Figure 7.27). Fruit from 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers

produced significantly higher L and Ho scores. However, these covers also produced the

lowest C scores. L and Ho scores of fruit from 'control' and blue + silver bubble' cover

treatments were similar, though the C scores from'control' fruit were significantly lower

compared to fruit from 'blue * silver bubble' covers'

The relationship between Ho and PAR transmission of bunch covers for ripe fruit is

shown in Figure 7 .28. Thetrend line shows increased PAR transmission' measured from

the 'control' cover treatment, corresponded with lower Ho scores' whereas' 'blue * silver

bubble' and 'silver blue -r silver bubble' covers' which had lower PAR transmission' had

higher Ho scores for riPe fruit.
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Ripened fruit were visually assessed for symptoms of mild chilling injury. No symptoms

of chilling injury were observed in 'control' fruit. Fruit from 'blue * silver bubble' and

,silver blue * silver bubble' covers showed slight discolouration, but this was not believed

to be chi[ing rerated. Tabre 7.g shows all fruit were still classified as hearthy according to

the standardised scoring chart (Figure 3.6; Section 3'4)' Images of peel surface and

underpeel tissue are shown inFiguteT '29'

The computer software program AnalySIS (Soft Imaging systems Pty Ltd) was used to

determine the percentage of pixels in images of underpeel tissue that were within certain

colour thresholds, thereby quantifying the amount of discoloured tissue in images' This

showed significant variation in percentage discolouration of underpeel tissue between

cover treatments (Table 7.9). Greatest discolouration (%) was detected in underpeel

images from the ,blue * silver bubble' cover treatment. Minimal discolouration (%) was

detected from'control' fruit.

Across treatments, variation in fruit yield and quality between bunch regions was also

investigated after ripening for the 2003 summer experi ent (Table 7'9)' Signihcant

variation in yield, based on pulp percentage, was found between different bunch regions'

However, fruit quality generally remained similar between bunch regions' Only peel

surface chilling rnjury scores varied significantly between bunch regions' Peel surface

chilling symptoms were significantly less severe in fruit from the middle bunch region'

compared to the top and bottom of bunches during the summer experiment'
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Control Blue + silver bubble Silver blue + silver bubble

Figure 7.26 Ripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed

inside different cover treatments ('control', 'blue -' silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver

bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during a field experiment

conducted during summer 2003.
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Figwe7.27 Mean Ho and c scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the cIE L' C and Ho

colour system to illustrate peel colour of ripe cavendish bananas cv. l(illiams' Fruit were grown inside

different cover treatments (bontrol' O , 'blue + silver bubble' O and 'silver blue + silver bubble' )

during development in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully during summer (February to May) of

2003. Each point represents the mean of 108 replicates of c and Ho for each cover treatment'
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Figure 7.28 Peel surface cIE hue angle (H') scores of ripe cavendish banana cv' williams grown

inside different cover treatments ['control' (A), 'blue + silver bubble' (B) and 'silver blue + silver bubble'

(C)1. Covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during development period in northern

Queensland plantation near Tully during summer (February to May) of 2003' Each point represents the

mean of 9 rePlicates for Hue angle'
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Figure 7.29 peel surface and undetpeel tissue of ripe banana fingers from different bunch regions

(top, middle and bottom) that developed inside various cover treatments ('control', 'blue * silver bubble' and

,silver blue + silver bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during a field experiment

conducted during summer 2003.
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7.3.5.2 Winter 2003

Pulp firmness varied significantly between cover treatments (Table 7'10)' As seen in the

suÍtmer experiment, fn¡it from 'control' covers had the softest pulp, while fruit from

'silver blue + silver bubble'covers had the highest pulp firmness'

The level of soluble solids in ripe fruit also varied between cover treatments (Table 7' 10)'

Fruit from ,control' covers had the highest concentration of soluble solids' Lowest

concentration of soluble solids was measured in fruit from 'silver blue + silver bubble'

covers. Similar results were found in the suÍrmer experiment. Figure 7.30 illustrates the

relationship between soluble solids concentration of ripe fruit and PAR transmission of

bunch covers, which was also similar in the su1nmer experiment.

Based on visual assessment peel colour of fruit from 'control' covers was dull yellow'

corresponding with colour stage six of the cslRo ripening guide (1972; Figure 3'1)' The

yellow peel colour of fruit giÍown inside 'blue * silver bubble' covers was paler' but

brighter compared to 'control', fruit. Peel colour of fruit from 'silver blue * silver bubble'

covers was pale yellow and slightly opaque compared to the 'blue f silver bubble'

treatment. lmages of ripened hands illustrate variation in peel colour between cover

treatments (Figure 7.3:).Peel colour was also quantified according to the CIE L' C and

Ho colour system. Fruit from 'control' covers produced lowest scores for L' C and Ho

(Table 7.10). Fruit from 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers had highest L and Ho scores'
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Table 2.9 Fruit characteristics of Cavendish bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage

6, from different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments during

development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during summer

(Februaryto May) of 2003.

Bunch region z

f,'ruit characteristic Y Top Middle Bottom

Percentage pulp (%)

Pulp firmness (kPa)

Soluble solids concentration (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (Ho)

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel discolouration (%)

Shelf life (days)

6la 6la 60b

107 a

16a

73a

46a

96a

1.5 a

t.5 a

1a

4a

106 a

16a

73a

45a

96a

t.4b

1.4 a

0.8 a

4a

t04 a

16a

14a

45a

95a

1.5 a

1.4 a

1.4 a

4a

v Data in each row represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending

on the fruit quality measure for each bunch region (replication specified in Chapter 3'

Sections 3.4 - 3.7);different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using

an LSD test.

, Dafain columns represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates.
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Average Ho and C scores were plotted as polar coordinates according to the CIE L' C and

Ho colour system to illustrate variation in peel colour (Figure 7 '32)'

Table 7.10 shows subjective severity scores for peel surface and underpeel mild chilling

sSrmptoms. Results indicated that severity of synrptoms increased after ripening' Fruit

from 'control' covers displayed severe s5rmptoms of mild chilling injury' However' fruit

from 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers displayed minimal symptoms of mild chilling

injury. Severity of underpeel chilling symptoms was also quantified by specialised

analysis of images of underpeel tissue' Images of underpeel tissue are shown in Figure

7.33. Greatest discolouration was observed in images of underpeel tissue from 'control'

fruit (Table 7.10), while least discolouration was detected in images of 'silver blue +

silver bubble' fruit.

For each treatment severity of chilling synrptoms varied significantly between bunch

regions (Table 7.ll). Based on the subjective scoring scale (Figure 3'6) strong symptoms

of mild chilling injury were seen on the peel surface and in underpeel tissue of fruit from

the bottom of bunches, however middle and top bunch regions displayed sligþt to

moderate symptoms of field chilling. Furthermore, variation in the severity of chilling

symptoms was more significant in the top and middle bunch regions compared to

variation in symptom severity at the bottom of bunches (Figure 7 '34)' However' this was

not confirmed by quantitative image analysis of underpeel tissue, which showed no

variation between bunch regions in percentage discolouration (Table 7 'll)' other fruit
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Table 7.10 Fruit characteristics of Cavendish bananas cv. Ililliams at ripening stage 6, subjected to

different cover treatments during development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully

during winter (June to September) of 2003.

Cover Treatment

Fruit characteristic " Control * Bubble wrap +

silver / blue *
Bubble ÌYraP +

silver / blue +

silver Y

Percentage pulp (%)

Pulp firmness (kPa)

Soluble solids concentration (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (H")

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel discolouration (%)

Shelflife (days)

58a

99a
20a

65a
44a

92a
5.8 a

5.9 a

17a

4a

60a
103 b

18b

70b
47b

95b

2.2b

2.2b
6b
4a

6la
106 c

l7c
7lb

45 ab

97c
1.6 b

l.4b
4b
4a

u Data in each row (excluding ') represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on

the fruit quality measufe for each cover treatment (replication specified in Chapter 3, Sections 3'4 - 3'7);

different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test.

* 1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover used as control

treatment. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates.

* 1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyethylene film (disposable commercial) bunch cover underneath 1 x layer 5

mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap bunch cover with silver paint applied to inside surface'

Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'

v 1 x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film bunch cover with silver ink application on outside surface

undemeath 1 x layer 5 mm (bubble diameter) polyeth,vlene bubble wrap bunch cover with silver paint

applied to inside surface. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'
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Figure 7.30 Soluble solids concentration of ripe Cavendish bananas cv' Williams

grown inside different cover treatments ('control' [A], 'blue + silver bubble' [B] and'silver

blue + silver bubble' [c]). covers allowed varying levels of PAR transmission during

development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June

to september) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 6 replicates for soluble solids

concentration
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Control Blue + silver bubble Silver blue + silver bubble

Figure 7.31 Ripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed

inside different cover treatments ('control" 'blue f silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver

bubble,) in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during a field experiment

conducted during winter 2003.
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characteristics showed variation between bunch regions, including percentage pulp' pulp

firmness, soluble solids concentration and peel colour, although the degree of variation

for many characteristics was not appreciably large'

The relationship between underpeel chilling severity scores and total degree minutes less

than 13oc measured at the bottom of bunches was also investigated (Figure 7'35)' lt

showed that fruit were healthy and displayed no symptoms or only slight symptoms of

mild chilling injury below 3000 total degree minutes of chilling' Between 3500 and 4000

total degree minutes less than 13oC, severity of mild chilling symptoms increased from

moderate too strong. Around 5000 total degree minutes less than 13oC, symptoms of mild

chilling injury ranged from strong to extreme. Above 6000 total degree minutes less than

13oC, chilling symptom severity was extreme'
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Blùc

Figure 7.32 Mean Ho and c scores plotted as polar coordinates according to the cIE L' C and Ho

colour system to illustrate peel colour of ripe cavendish bananas cv' williams' Fruit were grown inside

different cover treatments ('control' O , 'blue + silver bubbll and 'silver blue + silver bubble' )

during development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June to

September) of 2003. Each point represents the mean of 108 replicates of C and Ho for each cover treatment'

Control Blue + silver bubble Silver blue + silver bubble

Figure 7.33 Underpeel mild chilling symptoms from ripe banana fingers from the top' middle and

bottom of bunches that developed inside various cover treatments ('control" 'blue * silver bubble' and

,silver blue + silver bubble,) in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during a field experiment

conducted during winter 2003'
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Table 7.11 Fruit characteristics of cavendish bananas cv. williams at ripening stage

6, from different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments during

development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June

to September) of 2003.

Bunch region z

Fruit characteristic Y

Percentage pulP (%)

Pulp firmness (kPa)

Soluble solids concentration (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (Ho)

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel discolouration (%)

Shelf life (daYs)

Top Middle

61 b

104 a

18a

69a

44a

95a

2.8 a

2.9b

9a

4a

Bottom

60 ab

lO4 a

18a

69a

46a

95a

2.4 a

2.5 a

9a

4a

58a

100 b

19b

67b

45a

94b

4.4b

4.t c

9a

4a

y Data in each row represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending

on the fruit quality measure for each bunch region (replication specified in chapter 3'

Sections 3.4 - 3.7);different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using

an LSD test.

'Datain columns represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates
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Figure 7.34 Chilling symptom severity scores [1 (healthy) - 6 (extreme)] from (A) peel surface and

(B) underpeel tissue of Cavendish bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage 6 from different regions of

bunches developed inside different cover treatments during development in northern Queensland plantation

near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2003. (A and B) Each column represents the mean of 4

bunch replicates for each cover treatment and 3 frngers for each bunoh region; subscripts denote least

significant differences between chilling score using an LSD test'
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Figure 7.35 Mild chilling injury severity (scores I - 6) of underpeel tissue of ripe

cavendish bananas cv. williams exposed to varying levels of chilling (degree minutes <

l3"C) during development beneath different cover treatments ['control' (A)' 'blue * silver

bubble, (B) and 'silver blue + silver bubble' (C)]. Bunches were grown in a northern

Queensland plantation near Tully during winter (June to september) of 2003' Each point

represents the mean of 3 replicates for underpeel chilling severity scores'
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7.3.5.3 Winter 2004

'Control'covers produced softest fruit in winter 2004,which was consistent with previous

field experiments. Pulp firmness of fruit from sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver

bubble' covers was significantly greater in comparison, where sealed 'silver blue * silver

bubble' covers produced fruit with the firmest pulp (Table 7 .12).

Highest percentage pulp was detected in ripe fruit from sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble'

covers. This was significantly higher compared to fruit from 'control' and non-sealed

,silver blue + silver bubble' covers, which shared similar percentage pulp (Table 7 '12)'

As shown in Figure 7.36, greater PAR transmission, found in the 'control' covers'

corresponded with higher soluble solids concentrations (Table 7 '12), while fruit from

non-sealed and sealed 'silver blue -l silver bubble' covers' which had lower PAR

transmission, shared similarly lower soluble solids concentrations'

Peel colour was found to be variable between cover treatments after ripening' 'control'

fruit had a dull yellow peel colour based on visual assessment (Figure 7 '37)' which

corresponded with colour stage 6 of the CSIRO ripening guide (1972; Figure 3'1)' By

comparison, fruit from sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers were

slightly paler in colour; however, they were also brighter in the top and middle bunch

reglons.
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Table 7.12 Fruit characteristics of Cavendish bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage 6, subjected to

diff'erent cover treatments during development in a northem Queensland plantation located near Tully

during winter (June to September) of 2004'

Cover Treatment

Fruit characteristic " Control * Sealed silver blue

* silver bubbte v

Non-sealed silver

blue * silver

bubble *

Percentage pulp (%)

Pulp firmness (kPa)

Soluble solids concentration (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (Ho)

Surface chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel discolouration (%)

Shelf life (days)

56a

104 a

24a

65a

64a

74a

6.0 a

6.0 a

20a
3a

58a

107 b

22b
66a

60a

80a

4.0 b

3.7 b

11b

3a

61b
108 b

22b

66a

67a

77a

4.3b
4.0 b

10b

3a

' Data in each row (excluding ') represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or fingers depending on

the fruit quality measur€ for each covor treatment (replication specified in chapter 3' Sections 3'a - 3"7);

different subscripts in rows denote least significant differences using an LSD test'

* 1 x layer 20pm thick blue polyetþlene hlm (disposable commercial) bunch cover used as control

treatment. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates.

* 1 x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film bunch cover with silver ink application on outside surface

underneath I x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyetþlene bubble wrap bunch cover with silver paint

applied to inside surface. Data in column represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'

y I x layer 50pm thick blue polyethylene film sealed bunch cover with silver ink application on outside

surface underneath I x layer 5mm (bubble diameter) polyethylene bubble wrap sealed bunch cover with

silver paint applied to inside surface. Data in column fepresent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates'
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Figure 7.36 Soluble solids concentration of ripe cavendish bananas cv' williams

grown inside different cover treatments ['control' (A), non-sealed 'silver blue + silver

bubble, (B) and sealed'silver blue + silver bubble' (C)1. Covers allowed varying levels of

PAR transmission during development in a northern Queensland plantation located near

Tully during winter (June to September) of 2004. Each point represents the mean of 6

replicates for soluble solids concentration'
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F

Control Non-sealed silver blue * silver bubbte sealed silver blue + silver bubble

Figure 7.37 Ripe hands from the top, middle and bottom of bunches that developed

inside various cover treatments ('control" non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' and

sealed ,silver blue + silver bubble') in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, during

a field experiment conducted during winter 2004'
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In the 2004 winter experiment peel colour was quantified by converting average R' G' B

values from peel surface images of ripe fingers into the CIE L, C, Ho colour system'

compared to fruit from sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers' 'control'

fruit had the lowest scores for L and Ho and highest c scores (Table 7 '12)' These Ho and

C scores suggested the peel surface of 'control' fruit was a darker yellow - red colour'

which confirmed previous subjective assessments. Because L, C and Ho scores were

determined from images rather than the actual fruit surface, this information was not

plotted as polar coordinates as done in the previous experiments'

compared to the previous winter season field chilling s¡rmptoms were more severe ln

winter 2004. Severity of peel surface and underpeel chilling symptoms ranged from

strong to extreme (Table 7.I2), according to subjective assessments made with the

scoring chart (Figure 3.6). ',Control' fruit displayed extreme s¡rmptoms of mild chilling

injury on the peel surface and in underpeel tissue, according to the scoring chart' Fruit

from sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' covors displayed strong peel

surface and underpeel chilling synptoms (Figure 7'38)'

Underpeel chilling synrptoms were quantifred by determining percentage discolouration

in images of underpeel tissue (Table 7.12). Greatest discolouration was detected in

images of underpeel from 'control' fruit. This was consistent with the previous winter

experiment. Signihcantly less discolouration was detected in underpeel images of fruit

from sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers, which were both similar'
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Across treatments, yield and quality of fruit varied between bunch regions in winter 2004

(Table 7.13). Most characteristics showed significant variation between at least two

bunch regions, although for the most part this variation was not meaningful' However'

variation in chilling severity scores between bunch regions was considerable' According

to severity scores peel surface and underpeel mild chilling symptoms were extreme at the

bottom of bunches (Table 7.13), while symptoms of field chilling in the top and middle

bunch regions ranged from strong to severe. These subjective assessments V/ere

supported by quantified analysis of underpeel chilling syrnptoms' Percentage

discolouration in image of underpeel tissue increased significantly from the proximal

hand to distal hand.

In the 2004 winter experiment, interaction effects between cover treatment and bunch

region showed variation in severity of peel surface and underpeel mild chilling syrnptoms

was more signif,rcant at the top and middle of bunches compared to the bottom of

bunches. This was confirmed by percentage discolouration in images of underpeel tissue

(Figure 7.40).
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Table 7.13 Fruit characteristics of Cavendish bananas cv. Williams at ripening stage

6, from different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments during

development in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully during winter (June

to September) of 2004.

Bunch region Y

Fruit characteristic * Top Middle Bottom

Percentage pulp (%)

Pulp firmness (kPa)

Soluble solids concentration (%)

Lightness (L)

Chroma (C)

Hue angle (Ho)

Surface chilling injury score (l - 6)

Underpeel chilling injury score (1 - 6)

Underpeel discolouration (%)

Shelf life (days)

59a
108 a

22a
67a

66a
77a

3.7 a

3.7 a

17a

3a

59a

106 ab

22a

67a

6l ab

76a

4.7 b

4.5b

14b

3a

56b

103 b

23b
64b

58b

76a

5.6 c

5.8 c

9c
3a

* Data in each row (excluding ') represent the mean of varying replicates of hands or

fingers depending on the fruit quality measure for each bunch region (replication

specif,red in Chapter 3, Sections 3.4 - 3.7); different subscripts in rows denote least

significant differences using an LSD test.

v Data in columns represent the mean of 4 bunch cover replicates.
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Figure 7.39 chilling symptom severity scores [1 (heatthy) - 6 (extreme)] for (A) peel surface and (B)

underpeel tissue of cavendish bananas cv. lhilliams (ripening stage 6) from the top, middle and bottom of

bunches. Bunches were from different cover treatments during development in northern Queensland

plantation near Tully during winter (June to September) of 2004. Each column represents the mean of 4

bunch replicates for each cover treatment and 3 ftngers for each bunch region; subscripts denote least

significant differences between chilling score using an LSD test'
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Figure 7.40 percentage discolouration in images of underpeel tissue from Cavendish

bananas cv. Williams (ripening stage 6) from the top, middle and bottom of bunches from

different cover treatments during development in northern Queensland plantation near

Tully during winter (June to September) of 2004. Each column represents the mean of 4

bunch replicates for each cover treatment and 3 fingers for each bunch region; subscripts

denote least significant differences between percentage discolouration using an LSD test'
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7.3.6 Summary of field chilling and bunch cover control

The relationship between underpeel chilling severity scores and total degree minutes less

than 130C at the bottom of bunches was shown in Figure 7.34. This gave an indication of

the severity of chilling injury s¡rmptoms sustained after different levels of accumulative

chilling exposure during bunch development. When compared to total chilling severity

measured inside bunch cover treatments during the 2003 and 2004 winter experiments

(Figures 7 .9 arrd 1 .12), it illustrated chilling control by the different cover treatments

relative to these critical exposure levels (Figure 7.41).

TableT.l4showstotalchillingseverityandhighestchillingseverityfromanindividual

chilling event during the 2003 and 2004 winter experiments. severity scores for peel

surface and underpeel symptoms and images showing underpeel browning also illustrate

variation in chilling control. Control of chilling severity and syn'rptoms using non-sealed

,silver blue + silver bubble' covers relative to 'control' covers was expressed as a

percentage at the bottom of Table 7'14'

Results indicated that non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers offered greatest

control over field chilling and development of chilling injury symptoms relative to the

'control,treatment. compared to 'control', covers, total chilling severity during winter of

2003 and 2004 was reduced on average by 90% at the top of bunches and 38o/o at the

bottom of bunches using non-sealed 'silver blue t silver bubble' covers' severity of the
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highest individual chilling events encountered during winter of 2003 and 2004 was

reduced by an average of 85% at the top of bunches and25%o at the bottom'

These levels of control over field chilling equated to significant reductions in the severity

of chilling symptoms. During winter of 2003 and 2004 peel surface syrnptoms of chilling

injury were reduced on average by 74% at the top of bunches, while severity of peel

surface chilling synrptoms at the bottom of bunches was reduced by an averago or 3t%'

During winter 2003 this was enough to totally control field chilling in the top and middle

bunch regions.
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Table 7.14 Summary of held chilling severity and symptoms of chilling injury during

winter of 2003 and 2004 for cavendish bananas cv. williams at ripening stage 6' from

different regions of bunches subjected to different cover treatments during development

in a northern Queensland plantation located near Tully'

Total chilling
(degree min <

13"C)Cover

Control

Non-sealed silver
blue + silver bubble

Chilling control (%) Y

Bunch
region

Highest individual
chilling

(degree min <
13"C)

Chilling injurY sYmPtoms
(peel surface / underpeel scores)'

2003 2004 2003 2004 2003

Top 35gg 14814 l87l l79l

Bonom 5628 33795 24ll 3252

Top t67 2248 167 405 ttl

Bottom 3017 23721 1668 2697

2004

Top 85
30

91
3l

78
18 s3160

67165
ls8Bottom

* Images of underpeel tissue in columns visually illustrate control of field chilling

symptoms using non-sealed'silver blue + silver bubble' cover relative to'control'cover'

y Data in row represent reduction in chilling severity (total and highest individual

episode) and symptom severity as a percentage using non-sealed 'silver blue + silver

bubble' cover relative to'control' cover'
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7.4 Discussion

1.4.1 Bunch temPerature

Bagging bunches with 'blue * silver bubble' and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue +

silver bubble, covers positively affected bunch microclimate temperatures' The covers

increased minimum (dawn) and total average bunch temperatures and reduced maximum

(aftemoon) bunch temperatures compared to the 'control' treatment in both summer and

winter experiments. Minimum bunch temperatures V/ere observed around dawn and

maximum bunch temperatures were greatest in mid afternoon' This has been confirmed

in various reports (Robinson and Nel, 1984; Cuneen and McEntyre, 1988; Johns and

Scott, 1989a)

Within the bunch profile temperatures were commonly higher at the top of bunches' This

was also observed in preliminary bunch cover trials discussed in chapter 5' Studies have

acknowledged warmer temperatures at the top of covers (Johns and Scott' 1989a; Johns'

Igg6),but their comparisons were made with ambient temperature' not between bunch

regions. In fact only two bunch cover studies acknowledge bunch regions from which

temperature data were collected (Johns and scott, 1989a; Jannoyer and chillet' 1998)'

Cooler temperatures at the bottom of bunches can be explained by increased loss of heat

energy relative to the top of bunches. Energy loss is greater at the bottom of covers' due

to leakage of warm air from the open end. At the top of bunches leakage of warm air is
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reduced because the cover is sealed around the bunch stem' Also the lower density of

wann air causes it to rise to the top of covers

Figure 2.7 (Sectio n 2.6.3) shows movement of heat energy between a banana bunch and

the surrounding environment. At night heat energy is lost from a bunch by thermal

infrared (IR) radiation and conduction from the fruit surface to the air inside the cover'

Heat energy is transferred by convection through the air inside the cover and can leak

through the unsealed end of the cover. It is also conducted from the air to the inside to the

bunch cover. Heat energy absorbed by the bunch cover is then lost to the cooler outside

air by thermal radiation and conduction (Connellan et al', 1988; Vakalounakis' 1992)'

Figure 2.7 alsoshows heat energy can also be lost by conduction between the bunch and

cover if they come into direct contact. This would occur as the cover is blown around in

the wind

Temperature variation between different cover treatments has been documented (Ganry'

1975; Robinson and Nel, 1984; Cuneen and McEntyre, 1988; Johns and Scott' 1989a;

chillet and Jannoyer, 1996;Debnath et a1.,2001; Hasan et a\" 2001)' In this study'

average maximum (afternoon) temperatures inside 'blue * silver bubble' and sealed and

non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers were lower than bunch temperatures inside

the 'control' covers. Johns and Scoff (1989a) reported the opposite effect' where non-

sealed double covers increased afternoon bunch temperatures compared to single covers

during summer and winter growing periods. Different materials used in cover treatments

may explain the difference in results. The double covers in Johns and scott's (1989a)
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study consisted of a colourless polyethylene sleeve inside a blue silver bag (silver ink

applied to one side) and the single cover was a blue polyethylene bag. In this study silver

paint was applied to the entire inside surface of an outer bubble wrap layer, instead of one

side of the flattened bag. Applying silver paint to only one side of the cover may not

cause enough solar reflection to affect the overall transfer of radiation into the bunch

environment, whereas using reflective materials on both sides of a cover might

significantly reduce transmission of radiation, as shown in this study' Robinson and Nel

(1984) describe a similar effect with blue and white bunch covers' where white covers

reflected more radiation than blue covers. similarly, polyethylene film offers little

resistance to conductive heat energy transfer because it is so thin (connellan et al',1988)'

Any obstruction to heat transfer is provided by boundary layers of air at the inner and

outer surfaces of this film. Because air is a very poor conductor of heat energy

(Zemansky, 1951), using bubble wrap film with sealed air pockets reduces the rate of

heat transfer compared to single layer polyethylene films' Therefore bubble wrap may

have also reduced conducted heating of the bunch environment.

Sealing 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers was found to reduce maximum (afternoon)

temperatures relative to non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' and 'control' covers' Johns

and Scott (1989a) found the opposite effect, where day temperatures beneath sealed

double covers were slightly greater compared to unsealed double and single covers' They

provide no explanation for this result. Higher bunch temperatures within sealed covers

may be expected, as sealing covers would help reduce convective heat loss due to wind

circulation at the bottom of the bunch (Connellan et a1.,1988). The result of this study is
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difficult to explain. Perhaps sealing 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers blocked ground

radiated heat energy entering the open end of non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble'

covers, creating lower maximum bunch temperatures'

The theoretical temperature for optimum banana growth is between 29 and 30"C (Ganry

and Meyer ,]9l5;Jannoyer and chillet, 1998). Though exposure to temperatures between

29 and.3O"c did not vary significantly, conditions inside 'blue * silver bubble' and sealed

and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers 'tvere more often closer to this optimum

growth range. Maximum and total average bunch temperatures also indicated greater

exposure of these cover treatments to this optimum growth range' Bunches inside 'blue I

silverbubble,andsealedandnon-sealed'silverblue+silverbubble'coverswereless

often exposed to harmful high temperatures (30"c *) compared to 'control' bunches' Total

average bunch temperatures, which were less than2goC,were slightly higher inside blue

* silver bubble, and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers compared

to 'control' covers.

Little work has been done to investigate bunch cover effects on bunch temperature during

the night. Johns and scott (1989a) reported temperatures inside double cover treatments

were slightly higher at dawn compared to single covers' This supports the findings of this

study and the theory that multiple layers in a bunch cover increases resistance to

conductive and convective heat energy transfer' However' they provide no explanation

for this finding and go on to state that further work is required to examine bunch heat

storage and heat movement through various coverings. Robinson and Nel (19S4) reported
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dawn temperatures inside blue covers were slightly greater compared to white covers'

This finding is confusing. It raises the question that reducing conductive transfer of heat

energy may be more important to maintaining a warmer bunch environment at night than

preventing the transmission of IR thermal radiation from different coloured surfaces' The

white cover may reflect more thermal heat energy radiating from the bunch compared to

the blue cover. However, poor resistance of single layer polyethylene film to conduction

of heat energy might have a greater effect on heat loss' Preliminary bunch cover

experiments (chapter 5) indicated that conductive and radiated heat transmission both

have a signihcant effect on heat energy transfer and combining them in a cover design

minimises heat energy loss. Chillet and Jannoyer (1996) employed both principles in a

cover design and showed dawn temperatures were slightly greater inside the KATRYX@

cover compared to a blue polyethylene cover. The KATRYX@ sleeve is a three layered

transparent cover with reduced permeability to infrared radiation due to a copol¡rmer

ethylene and vinyl acetate layer (Jannoyer and chillet, 1993)' However' bunch

temperatures were monitored for only 48 hours and the study was not conducted during a

winter period.

Sealing 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers also increase minimum (dawn) temperatures at

the bottom of bunches. Johns and Scott (1989a) reported the same effect and provided no

explanation for this result, though higher bunch temperatures may be expected as sealing

covers could reduce leakage of warm air and convective loss of heat energy (connellan er

a1.,1988).
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7.4.2 Field chilling

Bunch cover studies have been conducted during winter growing periods and measured

minimum bunch temperatures (Robinson and Nel, 1984; Johns and Scott' 1989a; Johns'

1996; Debn ath et a1.,2001), though none have quantified the severity of field chilling

events using bunch temperature data. Reporting minimum temperatures is a poor

indicator of chilling severity. It indicates that chilling conditions were experienced' but

gives no indication of exposure time. Long exposure periods to temperatures near critical

chilling temperatures have been reported to induce a similar level of injury to that of

extremely low temperatures for short periods of time (Marriott, 1980; Wills et al'' 1998)'

Severity of chilling events was quantified in this study in degree minutes below the

critical chilling temperature of l3oC (Section 7 '2'5)' This accounted for temperature and

exposure time, making severity between individual chilling events comparable'

During the 2004winter experiment chilling conditions were very severe' Total chilling of

some bunches was more than six times greater in the 2004 winter experiment compared

to the 2003 winter experiment and severity of individual chilling events was significantly

higher. The unusual conditions were confirmed when compared to 2002 and 2003 winter

temperature data collected in this study and archival data from the Bureau of

Meteorology for the past 5 years (Bureau of Meteorology, 2004)' Extreme chilling events

explain why bunch cover control of field chilling was less effective during the 2004

winter experiment.
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7.4.3 Bunch development and fruit yield

Yield components assessed in this study included finger weight, length, girth and

percentage pulp. These characteristics are important commercially and experimentally

(Stover and Simmonds, 1987). In Chapter 6 it was mentioned that bunch and hand weight

are poor indicators of yield, because hand and finger numbers which influence bunch and

hand weight are predetermined before bagging at the inflorescence stage. Finger

characteristics are more useful for assessing yield because they are not influenced by

predetermined factors and therefore account for bunch variation (Turner and Rippon,

re73).

stover and simmonds (1987) report a decline in finger weight from the first hand to

apical hand. A study conducted at Alstonville, New South Wales by Johns and Scott

(1989b) using cavendish bananas of the wlliams variety reported a decline in finger

weight, length and girth from top to bottom of bunches. In this study largest fiuit were

also found at the top of bunches in summer and winter experiments. The same effect was

observed in the bunch cover pAR transmission experiment (Chapter 6). Improved fruit

size in the top bunch region was probably due to improved temperature conditions' Johns

(1996) suggested increased fruit size in the top few hands was due to greater temperature

modification relative to the rest of the bunch. Increased temperature conditions would

help maintain a higher rate of metabolic activity and growth.
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Fruit from 'control' covers were slightly larger than fruit from the other cover treatments

tested in the 2003 summer experiment, though differences were not significant' As

discussed previously in chapter 6, increased PAR transmission of the 'control' covers

may explain the slightly improved yield in the 2003 summer experiment' Light can have

a greater effect on yield during long periods of cloud cover such as summer in northern

Queensland (stover and simmonds, 1987). Furthermore, minimum bunch temperatures

were lowest inside the 'control' covers and exposure time of bunches to temperatures

between 29 and30oC; the optimum temperature range for fruit development (Ganry and

Mcyer, t9]5; Janrtoyer and Chillet, 199s) did not vary significantly. Therefore, it is

difficult to associate the slight changes in fruit size with bunch temperature variation

between cover treatments in the 2003 summer experiment'

Fruit size and weight was positively influenced by 'blue * silver bubble' and sealed and

non-sealed ,silver blue * silver bubble' covers during winter field experiments' It is likely

that this resulted from improved temperature conditions within the bunch environment

during development. This effect has been reported in many bunch cover studies (Johns'

1988; Johns and scott, 1989b; chiltet and Jannoy er, 1996; Choudhury et al'' 1996; Johns'

1996; Janrroyer and chillet, 1998; Debn ath et a\.,2001; Hasan et øl'' 2001; Daniells and

Lindsay,2004.

choudhury et at. (1996) stated that higher bunch temperatures might have improved fruit

size by increasing supply of photosynthates' faster conversion of carbohydrates and

efhcient nitrate reductase activity. However, at high temperatures (above 30"c) the
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growth rate of bananas drops sharply (Chillet and Jannoyet, 1996)' Ganry and Meyer

(lgis) stated that the optimum temperature for banana growth is between 29 and 30oC.

Increased exposure to this temperature range may also explain improved yield of fruit

from 'blue * silver bubble' and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers.

Stover and Simmonds (1987) reported that fruit growth was more dependent upon

minimum (night) temperatures.

,Blue * silver bubble' and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers also

maintained higher bunch temperatures for a longer period of time during the night'

Higher night temperatures may have also increased carbohydrate conversion by

respiration increasing fruit growth. This effect was more pronounced during the 2003

winter experiment when chilling conditions were less severe and covers provided greater

control of bunch temperatures compared to the'control'treatment.

Bunches from 'blue * silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers \ilere

harvested a few days earlier in the summer experiment. This decision was mainly based

on peel colour. The pale colour of fruit inside blue + silver bubble' and 'silver blue *

silver bubble' covers made it diffrcult to assess maturity and there was concern that

ripening may have begun. In later experiments (winter 2003 and 2004) bunches were

harvested at the same time and quality tests showed peel colour was not related to fruit

development time (Section 7.4.3).
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In winter 2004,however, peel splitting of larger fruit from sealed and non-sealed 'silver

blue f silver bubble, covers was observed. Peel splitting is a symptom of delayed harvest

(Johns and scott, 1989b), indicating that bunches should have been harvested earlier'

Accelerated bunch development probably resulted from improved temperature conditions

inside the sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers' Variation in night

temperatures between 'control', 'blue * silver bubble' and sealed and non-sealed 'silver

blue + silver bubble' covers may explain the accelerated development of fruit in the 2004

winter experiment. However, in the 2003 summer and winter experiments where

variation of night temperatures between cover treatments was not as large, no effect the

rate of bunch development was observed'

7.4.4 Fruit qualitY

7 .4.4.1 Chilling injurY sYmPtoms

Bunch covers have been shown to improve fruit quality during cooler winter months

(Stover and simmonds, 1987; cuneen and McEntyre, 1988; Johns, 1988; Johns' 1996;

Debnath et a1.,2001; Daniells and Lindsay,2004). Some refer to the benefrt of using

bunch covers to prevent freld chilling, but none have quantifred bunch covers effects on

mild chilling symptoms caused by freld chilling'

Mild chilling injury symptoms wero assessed visually and quantitatively in this study' As

a subjective technique, visual assessment of chilling sSrmptoms is criticised for
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inaccuracy due to variation of perception by observers (Hewage et aL' 1996)' However'

preliminary studies showed that consistency of assessments of peel surface and under

peel mild chilling s¡rmptoms were improved using a standardised scoring chart (Klieber'

A. pers. comm., 2002). Subjective scoring scales had also been used in other studies to

quantify chilling injury of mangoes,lime and grapefruit (Hewage et al',1996)' Similarly'

for the consumer mild chilling of bananas is a visual problem (Klieber and Mu chui'

2l}z)therefore subjective assessment was used to gain consumer perspective'

Methods used to quantify chilling injury symptoms in produce were discussed in chapter

2. Due to limitations associated with these methods of assessment an image analysis

technique was developed, where computer-based software AnalySIS (Soft Imaging

System Pty Ltd, Adelaide, South Australia) quantified mild chilling symptoms from

images of ripe under peel tissue. This technique had not been used before to quantify

symptoms of chilling injury. It showed significant variation in symptom severity and

supported visual assessment results between cover treatments and bunch regions'

However, percentage discolouration determined from images was slightly higher, as the

software could not distinguish between colour intensity of chill damaged tissue and non-

chill discoloured tissue, such as oxidised tissue, miscellaneous markings or shadows in

images. Therefore, a colour threshold was set that identified chill damaged tissue' but

may also have included other non-chill discoloured artefacts.

Images of unripe underpeel tissue were not used in this study for image based chilling

assessment. It was determined in preliminary trials that a colour threshold could not be
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set that satisfactorily distinguished between the colour intensity of damaged and healthy

unripe tissue. Symptoms of mild chilling injury are also more visually apparent after

ripening (Skog, 1998).

Mild chilling symptoms ,were less severe at the top of all bunches' warmer air trapped

around the top of the bunch by the cover may be an explanation' Temperature variation

between the top and bottom bunch regions was greater in unsealed covers compared to

sealed covers, explaining why symptom severity was slightly less at the bottom of sealed

compared to non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers' unsealed covers may have

lost more heat energy due to wind convection at the bottom where they were open'

Bunch covers offer control to the development of chilling synrptoms by minimising

exposure to temperatures below 13oC' Because sSrmptom development is dependant on

both temperature and exposure time, covers can still control freld chilling if the severity

of chilling events is reduced to a level that induces no pelmanent damage' This explains

why chilling injury synptoms were not observed even though bunches were exposed to

temperatures below 13oC. on the other hand, the extreme chilling conditions experienced

in the field during 2004 caused significant chilling injury in all bunches and illustrate that

cover control is limited and sufficient exposure to chilling conditions will eventually

induce symptom development in the whole bunch. However, weather conditions

experienced during 2004 were unusually cold (Section 7'4'l) and improved chilling

control is achievable during more typical winter seasons' as seen in the 2003 winter

experiment.
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7.4.3.2 Peel colour

Cover treatments were found to influence peel colour. The peel colour of fruit (green and

ripe) from 'blue f silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers was pale

compared to 'control' fruit. Similar results were observed in the bunch cover PAR

transmission experiment (Chapter 6), caused by reduced PAR transmission of cover

treatments. Green pigmentation in the peel of unripe fruit is caused by the presence of

chlorophyll, in chloroplasts (Bidwell, 1979;Tume¡ 1997).In Chapter 6, it was discussed

that reducing PAR intensity decreases chloroplast and chlorophyll production,

particularly chlorophyll a (Hasan et a1.,2000).'Blue * silverbubble'and'silverblue *

silver bubble' covers transmitted low levels of PAR to the cover interior, explaining the

pale green peel colour of fruit from these bunches compared to 'control' fruit. Reduced

chlorophyll levels were also conf,rrmed by Hunter colour index. During ripening peel

chlorophyll degrades, revealing the yellow carotenoids and xanthophylls in the peel

(Bidwe1l, 1979;Tumer,1997).In Chapter 6 it was also suggested that reduced synthesis

of chloroplasts in the peel would also reduce carotenoid and xanthophyll levels,

explaining the pale yellow peel colour of ripe fruit from 'blue -f silver bubble' and 'silver

blue * silver bubble' cover treatments.

visual assessment of peel colour was useful in gaining consumer perspective. It is also

important because mild chilling symptoms do not confound visual assessments of peel

colour, which is a limitation of the Minolta Chroma Meter. As a subjective method,
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however, visual assessment can be prone to variation. The CSIRo ripening guide (1972)

was used to improve consistency of assessments'

Quantified assessment of peel colour was made using a Minolta Chroma Meter' In

Chapter 6 it was discussed how markings on the peel surface of fruit confound the

accuracy of the Chroma Meters readings. In the 2003 winter experiment results indicated

bunch region slightly affected peel colour. This effect was not observed in other

experiments. It is likely that chilling s¡imptoms confounded measurements recorded with

the Chroma Meter. The Chroma Meter cannot account for colour variation of the peel and

produces average measurements of L, C and Ho. Therefore, in the 2003 winter

experiment fruit peel colour from the bottom of bunches seemed darker according to L

and Ho scores due to increased chilling symptoms. In the summer experiment there was

no chill damage to confound results and CIE L, C and Ho scores supported visual

assessments. In wintet 2004 chilling injury affected all bunch regions, so the error was

consistent in each region. Variation in peel colour scores between cover treatments would

have also been affected by chilling symptoms'

7.4.3.3 Bloom

Field chilling probably had a strong influence on bloom (a waxy coating) on bananas' No

variation in bloom was observed in the absence of field chilling during the summer

experiment. In a summer study, Bagnato (2002) reported that lower light levels caused

dulling of bloom. In this study some cover treatments reduced light transmission, but had
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no effect on bloom. Howevef, in the winter experiments, dulling of bloom was observed

in fruit with mild chilling synrptoms. In ripe bananas dulling of the peel surface is a

common symptom of mild chilling rnjury (seberry and Harris, 1994; Turner, 1997)' Skog

(1998) reported that mild chilling symptoms are not as obvious in unripe bananas'

7.4.3.4 Green life

variation in green life was observed between cover treatments and bunch regions' Fruit

from ,blue * silver bubble' and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' covers'

which allow reduced PAR transmission, appeared to ripen faster compared to 'control'

fruit. A similar effect was observed in the bunch cover PAR transmission experiment

(Chapter 6). The pale peel colour and reduced chlorophyll levels of fruit from the 'blue +

silver bubble, and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers most likely

explains the apparent green life. Because peel chlorophyll degrades during ripening to

reveal yellow carotenoids and xanthophylls (Bidwell, 1979; Turnet' 1997)' the colour

change would therefore appear more rapidly in these fruit' In Chapter 6 it was also

mentioned that increased de-greening may be related to high chlorophyll b levels caused

by reduced light transmission of covers (Blackbourn et al',1990)' This effect was most

obvious in the summer experiment. Peel colour and increased de-greening may also

explain variation in green life between bunch regions'
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Severe chilling has been reported to inhibit proper fruit ripening (couey, 1982; Morris,

Igg2).In the 2004 winter experiment severe chilling of 'control' fruit may have inhibited

proper ripening, thus prolonging green life.

Bunch development time has been linked with green life. Turner and Rippon (1975)

found that green life declined the longer fruit was left on the plant. In the 2004 winter

experiment increased fruit size and peel splitting, before harvest and during ripening,

indicated that bunches inside sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue f silver bubble' covers

may have been harvested beyond 314 mainity.

7 .4.3.5 Shelf life

According to Seberry and Harris (1993) freld chilling directly or indirectly reduced shelf

life of bananas. Bagnato (2002) reported the same effect with winter grown bananas. In

this study'control' fruit, which were most affected by freld chilling had the lowest shelf

life. The same effect was observed between bunch regions, where highly chilled fruit

from the bottom of bunches also had slightly lesser shelf life compared to the rest of the

bunch.

7.4.3.6 Soluble solids concentration

The minimum acceptable SSC level for fully ripe bananas is 18% (CSIRO, 1972),

although perception and sensitivity to sweetness varies between different people (Land,
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1938). Pulp sugar content was generally above this minimum level during winter

experiments and preliminary flavour analysis revealed adequate sweetness in all fruit'

discussed in Section 7.4.3.7. However, during the summer experiment the SSC levels of

fruit from ,blue + silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers was well below

t8%

SSC levels of fruit produced during the summer experiment were generally lower than

those observed in winter experiments. The heavy rainfall that occurs during this season in

northern Queensland may have caused this. Lester et al' (1994) reported the sweetness of

melons was reduced by the application of too much water near harvest' Klieber and Mu

chui (2002) also observed reduced sweetness in summer produced bananas and attributed

this to heavy rainfall.

Cover treatments also affected SSC levels in winter experiments. 'Blue 1- silver bubble'

and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers produced fruit with

significantly lower SSC levers compared the 'control'. It is unrikery this was the result of

reduced light transmission through these covers. Light transmission of cover treatments

has been shown to have no significant effect on SSC levels of fruit (Chapter 6)'

Temperature variation has been shown to effect SSC levels. choudhury et al' (1997)

stated that bananas grown at higher temperatures inside blue and white polyethylene

bunch covers, compared to black covers, had more total soluble solids' This was

supported by results of shanmugavela (lgg2). Horilever, in this experiment the opposite
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effect was observed where 'control' fruit grown at lower temperatures had higher SSC

levels

Bagnato (2002) mentions that chilling injury can affect conversion of starch to sugars

dwing ripening. In the winter 2003 experiment reduced SSC levels were observed in

healtþ fruit, while ,control, fruit, which showed greatest chilling injury had high SSC

levels. Therefore it is unlikely that chilling injury affected SSC levels'

In the present study it is believed that the pale peel colour and rapid de-greening of fruit

from ,blue * silver bubble' and 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers confounded ripening

stage assessments. Therefore, quality assessments rüere made when the pulp of the fruit

was not properly ripened. Low sSC levels indicate reduced conversion of starch to sugars

due to inadequate ripening. Increased pulp firmness of fruit from 'blue + silver bubble'

and'silverblue*silverbubble'coverswasalsoobserved'supportingthetheorythat

quality assessments were made before adequate ripening'
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7.5 Conclusion

This study aimed to test if field chilling of bananas could be controlled using modified

bunchcovers.,Blueisilverbubble,andsealedandnon-sealed,silverblue+silver

bubble,covers reduced severity of fietd chitling events during the winters of 2003 and

2004 in a northern Queensland plantation near Tully, compared to blue 'control' covers

which are commonly used in commercial banana production. This resulted in visible

reductìons in chilling injury symptoms on the peel surface and in underpeel tissue'

compared to chilling iniury infruitfrom'control' covers. Greatest control of freld chilling

was shown using the non-sealed 'silver blue * silver bubble' cover design, which totally

controlled chilling injury symptoms in the top and middle bunch regions during winter

2003. Severity of chilling injury s¡rmptoms in the bottom bunch region was also reduced

relative to the 'control' cover treatment. Fruit size and weight was unaffected by cover

treatments in summer 2003. During winter experiments yield characteristics were

positively influenced by 'blue * silver bubble' and sealed and non-sealed 'silver blue +

silver bubble' covers.Improved fruit size and weight was probably due to enhanced

temperature conditions inside the bunch environment, relative to 'control' covers' Fruit

quality wús generctlly unaffected by 'blue -r silver bubble' and sealed and non-sealed

,silver blue -t silver bubble, covers. However peel colour was significantly influenced by

these cover treatments, compared to the 'control' covers' Reduced light transmission of

covers produced paler fruit. This probably influenced other quality characteristics' such

as green life and SSC levels, as it confounded assessment of ripening stage'
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Chapter 8

8 General discussion

8.1 IndustrY requirements

8.1.1 Bunch cover colour and light transmission

Australian banana growers are unsure of the merits of different coloured bunch covers

(Franklin, B. pers. coÍtm., 2003). Some groups believe covers can affect fruit

development and colour. Colour and thickness of polyethylene film' like that used in

commercial bunch covers, affects PAR transmission (connellan et al',1988)' Previous

research has given varying reports on effects of bunch cover light transmission on banana

yield and quality (cuneen and McEntyre, 1988; Choudhury et al', 1996b; chillet and

Jannoyer, |996; Janrloyer and Chillet, 1998; Hasan et a1,,2000; Debnath et al., 200|;

Hasan et a1.,2001). There is a general consensus that further research is needed (Daniells

and Linsday,2004)

8.1.2 Field chilling

Field chilling of Australian grown bananas occurs during cooler winter months

(Simmonds , lgsg),when night temperatures in growing regions often range between 8

and 16"C (Bureau of Meteorology, 2002). Although damage to fruit is localised to the
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peel and does not affect the pulp (Klieber and Mu chui,2002), field chilling is a problem

because consumers relate the discoloured appearance of chilled bananas to their overall

quality (Kays, lggg). Fruit losses and price reductions due to field chilling have been

estimated to cost the Australian industry approximately $1 million per annum (Johnson'

T. pers. comm., 2002).

Due to an outbreak of Black Sigatoka disease in northern Queensland in early 2001 the

Philippines have been pressuring the Australian government to accept importation of

fresh bananas (Australian Banana Growers Council, 2005)' If countries from tropical

latitudes, such as the Philippines, can supply bananas unaffected by freld chilling'

Australian producers could lose the winter market when Australian banana quality suffers

due to freld chilting. Consumer demand for healtþ yellow fruit year round and potential

market competition has increased the need for research into local banana production

practices, focussing on control of field chilling'

The major aim of this research was to investigate bunch cover control of freld chilling in

bananas. Heat energy transmission properties of current bunch cover films and other

packaging materials was investigated. This information was used to select materials that

could minimise loss of heat energy from the bunch microclimate during the night and

increase minimum bunch surface temperatures. Adaptability of materials for use a covers

(i.e. cost, flexibility and durability) was also considered to maintain commercial

relevance. using a combination of existing bunch cover films and other packaging

materials, modifred bunch covers were designed and tested experimentally for control
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over field chilling in Australian growing regions, while maintaining acceptable yield and

quality of Cavendish cv. Williams banana'

8.2 Scientific and commercial impact of research

Symptoms and mechanisms of mild chilling injury8.2.1

Mild chilling injury in banana can be caused by prolonged exposure to cold temperatures

(< 13"C) in the field or under postharvest conditions (Marriott, 1980; Wills et al'' 1998)'

This study was prompted due to inconsistent reports of the sub-epidermal tissues affected

by mild chilling injury in banana. Previous research broadly identifies that browning of

sub-epidermal tissue due to mild chilling injury occurs in vascular tissue (Hall and Scott'

197]; Cowy, |982;Hewage et a1.,1996; Nguyen et al',2003). Some Sources have been

more specifrc and suggested that browning occurs in the sieve tubes (Murata, 1969) or

latex vessels (Couey, 1982; Stover and Simmonds, 1987; John and Marchal' 1995)' The

present study used light microscope observations of fresh tissue sections to confirm that

the contents of laticifers in unripe Cavendish cv. Witliams banana peel browned in

response to mild chilling stress. No Browning was observed in other vascular tissues in

the present studY'

There has been no research investigating the causal mechanisms associated with the

development of mild chilling synptoms in sub-epidermal tissue of banana' This may be

partly related to the inconsistent reports of tissues affected, however' in Australia' it is
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also likely that the lack of market competition in the banana industry from overseas

imports has not prompted research in this area. Until recently there has been no need by

the industry to understand and control the problem of mild chilling injury, particularly

caused by field chilling. A better understanding of the casual mechanisms associated with

development of mild chilling symptoms in banana would know doubt assist with its

control. once the mechanisms are understood, research could focus on identifying the

genes that control sensitivity to chilling stress and the introduction of these genes from

cold-tolerant cultivars could be an option for control' Despite the time and cost of this

research, the benefit would be permanent control over field chilling'

According to previous research, oxidation of phenolic substances by PPO is believed to

be the major cause of browning in fruit and vegetables (Nguyen et al'' 2003)' John and

Marchal (1995) also suggest that it is responsible for browning in banana latex vessels'

However, PPO activity in banana latex has not been measured, but assumed due to visible

browning (couey, 1982; John and Marchal, 1995). The present study showed indirect

evidence that PPO and phenolics are present in extracted banana peel latex' with highest

PPO activity detected in the lutoid fraction'

This study highlighted the fragility of banana lutoids and the difficulty that this creates

when working with them. It showed that an oxygen electrode was not useful for

determining effects of low temperature on PPO activity in banana latex' Tissues and

organelles were damaged in preparation for measurement of PPO activity and subsequent

mixing of PPO and phenolics confounded any effect that low temperature exposure might
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have had on membrane permeability. This may explain the similar results reported by

Gooding et al. (2001b) and Bagnato (2002).

There has been no research showing possible compartmentalisation of PPO and phenolics

in banana latex. In the present study it was speculated that PPO and phenols are

compartmentalised within lutoids in banana latex. This was based on detection of high

ppO activity in the lutoid fraction of peel latex and previous reports that associate PPO

and phenols with lutoids and vacuoles (Ju et a1.,1988; Murata et a1.,1997; Morales and

Ros Barcelo, 1997; Beckman, 2000; Gooding et al., 2001b; Nguyen et al', 2002)'

Because the present study was not extensive enough to produce conclusive data, the

compartmentalisation of PPO and phenolics can only be hypothesized. Therefore, it was

tentatively proposed that PPO and phenolics associated with lutoids in banana peel latex

maybe involved in browning due to chilling stress'

Dupont et al. (1976) showed a high degree of fatty acid saturation in Hevea lutoids.

Several reports have shown a correlation between chilling sensitivity of crops and

saturation of fatty acids in phospholipids (Wang and Gemma,1994)' In the present study'

FTIR spectroscopy was used to determine lipid composition in fractions of banana peel

latex and to further examine the possible involvement of lutoids in browning of latex

vessels due to chilling. There was no indication of phospholipid in the lutoid fraction of

banana peel latex. Lipid absorbance was only detected in the top fraction of peel latex'

This was unexpected because lutoids are membrane-bound. It is possible that fragments

of phospholipid lutoid membrane were attracted to the non-polar top fraction of the latex
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after lutoid damageduring sample preparation. More careful separation of latex fractions

and detailed analysis would be required to conclusively determine the lipid content in the

membrane of banana lutoids. An alternative technique of analysis is discussed in Section

8.6.1

8.2.2 Bunch cover transmission of photosynthetically-active radiation

Preliminary field trials conducted in the waite orchard, Adelaide' south Australia'

showed that modihed bunch covers were capable of controlling field chilling conditions

(Section 5.3.3). However, a characteristic of the modified covers was limited light

transmission. The reported effects of varying light transmission through covers on

bananas have been varying, as mentioned in Section 8'1'1' A field experiment was

therefore conducted in a northern Queensland plantation to determine the effects of bunch

cover PAR transmission, modified by different coloured covers, on the yield and quality

of summer grorwn bananas

Light radiation absorbed by photosynthetically-active pigments (PAR) is between 400

and 700nm wavelength (Jannoyer and Chillet' 1998)' This study showed that covers

modify the level of PAR intercepted by bunches. cover PAR transmission was dependent

on the colour, thickness and number of layers of polyethylene film. ln general, lighter

coloured films allowed greater PAR transmission than dark coloured films' Also' using

thicker firms and multiple rayered covers reduced pAR transmission. The application of

silver ink to the surface of covers also significantly reduced light transmission'
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During the summer growing period, light transmission of bunch covers mostly affected

fruit size and peel colour. covers with high light transmission (around 56% PAR)

produce the largest fruit with bright peel colour. Covers with lower light transmission

(below 3s% PAR) produce smaller fruit with pale peel colour. Between zero and 38/o

PAR transmission, fruit size does not vary; however, peel colour becomes increasingly

paler as light transmission decreases'

other studies have shown different coloured covers to affect fruit size (choudhury et al''

1996a; Chillet and Jannoyet, 1996; Jannoyer and Chillet, 1998; Debnath et al'' 2001;

Hasan et a1.,2001). They suggest that increased fruit size is caused by improved bunch

temperature conditions and bunch photosynthesis, due to greater levels of light

transmission of covers

In a separate bunch cover study conducted during summer 2003 (section7 '3'2'l), covers

with low PAR transmission produced slightly smaller fruit than covers with high PAR

transmission. However, bunch temperatures were higher inside the covers with lower

pAR transmission. To account for the variation in fruit size between covers of varying

PAR transmission, it was suggested that light transmission has a greater effect on fruit

size during summer gfowing periods in northern Queensland, when solar radiation is

limited due to cloud cover (Stover and Simmonds, 1987). The results of the present study

suggest that improved PAR transmission could facilitate increased bunch photos¡mthesis,

which increases yield, especially if bunch photosynthesis affects fruit growth (Jannoyer

and chillet, 1998). However, PAR transmission of covers must be greater than 38% for
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the effect to be significant. To maximise fruit size and peel colour, it is recommended

that high light transmitting covers be used during summer gfowing periods, when cloud

cover can reduce solar radiation in northern Queensland'

During winter growing periods it appears that temperature conditions inside covers have

a greater effect on fruit size than light transmission. The bunch cover study discussed in

Section 7.3.2.1showed that bunch temperature variation between cover treatments during

summer was not large. However' in winter, modified bunch covers with low PAR

transmission can maintain significantly higher bunch temperatures during the night

compared with standard commercial covers (Section 7'3'2'2 and 7'3'2'3)' Despite low

light transmission, modified covers for field chilling control produce signifrcantly larger

fruit. Standard commercial covers with high light transmission produce smaller fruit,

which also show s¡rmptoms of field chilling. From a consumer point of view, slightly

paler peel colour is probably an acceptable trade-off for improved fruit size and control of

field chilling symptoms. For winter production of bananas it is recommended that covers

with positive effects on bunch temperature and lower PAR transmission are used'

pAR transmission of bunch covers influenced peel colour of fruit. Reducing light

transmission produced paler coloured fruit, before and after ripening. Cho]udhury et al'

(lgg7) and Hasan et al. (2000) reported similar results, suggesting that decreased light

transmission during development reduced chloroplast synthesis in the peel, which in tum

reduced production of chlorophylls, carotenoids and xanthophylls. The reducing effect

that covers with low light transmission have on peel colour could create complications
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when assessing harvest maturity and ripening stage of fruit during commercial

production. It is suggested that finger fullness might be a more accurate indicator of fruit

maturity for harvest, and perhaps too much emphasis is placed on fruit colour' For fruit

ripening, basing ripening stage on peel colour is useful because this is quick to assess and

non-destructive, but as a subjective visual assessment it is prone to variation' A non-

destructive alternative might be the estimation of ssc revels from the near infrared (NIR)

transmittance spectra in intact fruits to give a more accurate indication of ripening stage

that is not confounded by subjective factors like peel colour (Kawano et al'' 1993)'

Internal fruit quality was largely unaffected by varying PAR transmission of bunch

covers. Previous studies suggest that light transmission of covers affects bunch

photosynthesis, bunch temperatures and translocation of photosynthates, which contribute

to sugar levels in fruit (Choudhury et a1.,1997; Hasan et al',2001)' The results of the

present study suggest that bunch photosynthesis does not affect sSC levels'

S.2.3Controlofbananafietdchillingwithbunchcovers

The Australian banana industry makes no real attempt to control freld chilling during

winter. Grading fruit during packing helps to improve quality at the consumer end of the

supply chain, but does not reduce damage to fruit in the field' Bunch covering' which is

primarily done for protection against mechanical and pest damage, has been known to

provide some degree of field chilling control (Simmonds,lgsg),but in their current form'

bunch covers are not controlling the problem'
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Bunch covers can control freld chilling by maintaining bunch surface temperatures above

130C. Bunches lose heat energy during the night by conduction to surrounding air and

radiation loss (Connellan et al., 1988; Vakalounakis, 1992)' Covers can reduce loss of

heat energy from the air surrounding the bunch by reflecting radiated heat energy and

minimising conduction of energy through the covers'

The positive effects of bunch covering on bunch temperature have been previously

documented (Ganry, 1975; Cuneen and McEntyre' 1988; Johns and Scott,1989a: Chillet

and Jannoyer, 1996; Hasan et a1.,2001; Daniells and Lindsay,2004)' However' most

reports refer to higher day temperatures, presenting data as an average over the

development period. Few show the effects of bunch covers on cooler night bunch

temperatures (cuneen and McEntyre, 1988; Johns and Scott, 1989a; Chillet and

Jannoyer, 1996). until the present study, none had shown how bunch covers could

modify bunch temperatures during chilling events or had quantified the severity of

chilling.

The present study showed that modified bunch covers' such as the 'silver blue + silver

bubble, cover treatment, can help control freld chilling of bananas in northern Australia'

control of field chilling using the 'silver blue + silver bubble' cover was due to improved

insulative effects of air pockets in the bubble wrap and air layers between films

(connellan et a1.,1988), plus greater reflection of thermal IR radiation by silver surfaces

on the inside of films (Zemansky, 1951)' It is possible that the more rigid bubble wrap
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also reduced movement of air and convective heat exchange around bunches during

windy conditions (Connellan et al., 19SS). By controlling field chilling the covers

improved the visual quality of fruit, particularly in the top and middle bunch locations'

Furthermore, modified covers positively influenced fruit yield during winter growing

periods. Improved fruit size and weight was probably due to improved temperature

conditions inside the bunch environment, relative to commercial blue polyethylene

covers (Johns and Scott, 1989b; choudhury et a1.,1996; Jannoyer and chillet' 1998;

Debnath et a1.,2001;Hasan et a1.,2001; Daniells and Lindsay,2004.). Findings from this

study suggest that modified covers would improve the yield and quality of Australian

bananasduringwinterSeasonswhenfreldingchillingisaproblem.

Because freld chilling affects the visual quality of bananas, syrnptoms 'were visually

assessed to provide consumer perspective. For scientific purposes it was also necessary to

quantify symptoms of chilling injury, which was done using an image analysis technique

that was developed for this study. Using specialised computer software to analyse digital

images of sub-epidermal peel tissue, chilling injury was quantified as a percentage of

browning in the images. The percentage browning positively correlated with visual

assessment scores. However, usefulness of this technique was limited to sub-epidermal

symptoms in unripe bananas due to confounding effects of blemishes on peel surface

tissue and similarities between colour intensities of healthy and chill-damaged tissue after

npenlng.
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where control of f,reld chilling is not possible, grading of fruit might be used to maintain

fruit quality at the store level. At the moment the Australian banana industry grades fruit

based on size. Fruit from the top of bunches are marketed as 'extra large'while those from

the bottom of bunches are marketed as 'large' (Franklin, B. pers. comm.' 2005)' Fruit

from the middle of bunches are subjectively allocated to either category depending on

fruit size. Because damage due to freld chilling varies in severity between bunch regions'

it is also suggested that bananas could be graded according to quality' Latger hands from

the top and middle bunch regions, where control of field chilling is usually greatest, could

be marketed as premium fruit to compete with overseas imported fruit' Smaller hands

from the bottom of bunches, which are most affected by field chilling, could be marketed

as seconds or used for alternative purposes, such as food processing, given the texture

and flavour of bananas is generally unaffected by freld chilling.

Grading of fruit has a significant impact on prices. 'Extra large' fruit from the top of

bunches sell for approximately 30 cents extra per kg compared to 'large' fruit from the

bottom of bunches (Franklin, B. pers. comm.' 2005). The price of a carton of 'extra large'

fruit can be anywhere between $2 and $3 greater, compared to a carton of 'large' fruit'

Irrespective of chilling control, modified covers signifrcantly improved fruit size, which

would increase returns to the grower. However, banana prices also vary depending on

fruit quality. Growers may receive anywhere between $5 and $15 per carton due to

variation in quality at different times of the year (Lindsay et al',2004)' The improvement

in fruit quality through control of field chilling would help to increase prices for growers'
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control of field chilling with modified covers is also likely to result in increased fruit

prices at the store level due to extra production costs associated with using modified

bunch covers. At present standard re-usable 50pm thick polyethylene bunch covers cost

the grower approximately 60 cents per bunch (Franklin, B. pers' colnm'' 2005)' Thinner

covers, like blue polyethylene bags used as the control in this study cost less, but they are

not reusable. It is difhcult to speculate the extent to which production costs would

increase as a resurt of the use of modified covers to control freld chilling. Johns (1996)

suggested that double covering would probably cost 40 cents extra per bunch' including

cxtra cover and labour cost. At a cost of $1 per bunch' double covering was considered

profitable in winter months. Given that 'silver blue + silver bubble' covers were

constructed from current commercial bunch cover film and bubble wrap it is tentatively

estimated they would cost around $1.s0 per bunch, including labour'

Even if the cost of bunch covering was three times greater than the current cost' the use

of modifred covers to control freld chilling is profitable' Assuming a present bunch

covering cost of 60 cents per bunch and a bunch will pack three l3kg cartons' this

equates to a cost of 20 cents per carton. Therefore, bunch covering would cost growers 60

cents a carton with modified covers. However, it is not unreasonable to suggest that

retums would increase by at least $5 per carton, given the improvements to fruit quality

shown in this study. This would result in a net benefit of $4'40 per carton to the grower'
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Between 1997 and 1999, average banana production in northern Queensland was just

over 13 million cartons per year (Lindsay et a1.,2004)' Of the 13 million cartons' maybe

4 million cartons of bananas were affected by field chilling during a single winter

growing period. Using modified covers to control field chilling' grower profits in

northern Queensland could have increased by more than $17 million per year'

However, even if f,reld chilling is controlled using bunch covefs' another problem that

faces the Australian banana industry is how local fruit prices will compare to prices of

imported bananas. It is likely that overseas countries, such as the Philippines' could

supply bananas at a lower cost than the Australian industry' This would make it diff,rcult

to persuade consumers to buy Australian bananas, when there is the option of overseas

fruit of equal qualitY

To minimise production costs it is suggested that modified bunch covers are only used

during winter growing periods, when freld chilling is a problem' During waÍner suÍrmer

periods in northern Queensland when freld chilling is not likely' use of standard bunch

covers, which are less expensive, is recommended' Furthermore' using standard covers

with higher light transmission is recommended to improve yield and peel colour during

summer.

In terms of fruit quality, freld chilling significantly impacted on green life and shelf life'

soluble solids concentration and fruit flavour. The effects were mainly due to improper

fruit ripening caused by chitling injury (couey, 1982 and Morris, 1982)' It is suggested
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that modified bunch covers had no direct impact on fruit quality except for peel colour'

The peel colour made it difflcult to assess ripening stage and indirectly affected fruit

quality by influencing factors that were dependent on assessment of peel colour' such as

bunch development time and quality characteristics' e'g' green life' SSC levels and fruit

flavour

8.3 Future research

S.3.lMechanismsassociatedwithmildchillinginjurysymptoms

The present study showed limited insight into the mechanisms associated with the

development of browning in banana peel laticifers due to chilling stress' More detailed

analysis is required. Some possible investigative techniques are discussed below'

Light scattering was used to assess wheat root membrane vesicle shrinking in response to

osmotic gradients imposed in a stop-flow fluorimeter (Niemietz and Tyerman' 1997)'

vesicle shrinking was also shown to be temperature-dependent' A similar technique

might be used to investigate changes in lutoid membrane permeability in response to

chilling stress, though the osmotic activity and apparent fragilþ of banana lutoid vesicles

may create Problems.

Fatty acid composition of the lutoid phosopholipid membrane was not determined in this

study. Dupont et al. (1976) used silica gel thin layer chromatography (TLC) to purify
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phospholipids in lutoid membranes. Phospholipids were submitted to methanolysis and

esters were analysed by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) using a flame ionisation

detection (FID) instrument. As previously mentioned, this showed an abundance of

saturated fatty acids compared to other plant cell organelles' Given the possible

involvement of saturated fatty acids in membrane susceptibility to chilling injury (wang'

lg82), similar analysis of banana lutoids could provide useful information to support or

dispute their possible involvement in browning of latex vessels.

8.3.2 Control of banana fÌeld chilling

This study focussed on control of banana freld chilling using modified bunch covers' This

offered a quick and easily implemented control treatment to field chilling' However' with

greater resources and time other methods of controlling banana freld chilling could be

investigated.

Research has shown variation of chilling sensitivity between and within different genome

groups of banana (Lichtembe rg et a1.,2001). In Brazil, Cavendish cv' Williams fruit were

more susceptible to chilling injury than Lady Finger and Ducasse' Breeding of cold-

tolerant varieties of banana for Australia's sub-tropical climate is an option that has been

considered in Austraria. The Queensland Horticultural rnstitute found that Goldfìnger

bananas showed superior cold tolerance compared to the Cavendish cv ' llilliams variety

(Smithetal.,1998).Infact,theflavourandtextureofGoldfingerfruitdevelopedbetter

in the cooler climate of northern New south wales and southern Queensland' than in the
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more tropical northern Queensland. Smith et al. (1993) states the challenge for

subtropical industries is to develop bananas better adapted to their climate. As previously

mentioned, introgression of genes from cultivars with cold tolerance is an option that

should be further researched.

A less time-consuming and expensive option might be to investigate the effects of

salicylic and jasmonic acid on control of banana freld chilling. Pretreatment of banana

seedlings by spraying with salicylic acid solution on leaves and roots has been shown to

induce chilling tolerance during subsequent chilling stress (Kang et al',2003). It was

suggested that salicylic acid pretreatment provided protection of cell membranes to cold

stress, enhancing cold tolerance of banana plants. Exogenous salicylic acid has also been

shown to increase chilling tolerance inmaize plants (Janda et a1.,1999; Horvath et al',

2002). Salicylic acid treatment of fruit has been found to delay ripening in banana

(Srivastava and Dwivedi, 2000), but effects of direct application to fruit on cold tolerance

have not yet been investigated. Another option to investigate might be jasmonic acid'

peerasak et al. (2002) showed that spray applications of jasmonic acid to banana fruits

reduced chilling injury when stored at 5oC for one week. Salicylic and jasmonic acid

could be investigated as field treatments, either sprayed directly on bunches or

systemically injected into plants, for control of field chilling.

Further research into the control of field chilling is required to ensure better appearance

of Australian bananas during winter. This will also encourage Australian consumers to

buy Australian-produced bananas, rather than bananas imported from overseas countries
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if importation should occur. Irrespective of threatening banana imports' control of field

chilling is a problem that should be addressed if only for improved quality of winter

bananas in Australia.
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